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ABSTRACT 
This study is a description of the dictionary use of one 
relatively homogeneous group of consultants: senior secondary 
school and university students learning French as a foreign 
language in New Zealand. The description has three com-
ponents: (1) French teachers completed a questionnaire on 
their preferences for dictionaries for their students, ir 
views on the relative merits of bilingual and monolingual 
dictionaries, the errors in their students' work which they 
attribute to dictionary use, the instruction they give on 
dictionary use, etc. (2) French students completed a 
questionnaire in which they gave a generalised description 
of their dictionary use, and reported on their dictionary 
preferences and dictionary reference skills, etc. (3) Two 
groups of students described their dictionary use in relation 
to specific tasks involving the comprehension and production 
of French. 
The results show that although few teachers produced 
lexicographical arguments for favouring bilingual or mono-
lingual dictionaries or for recommending particular diction-
aries, their influence on their students' dictionary use was 
significant. Students tended to buy the dictionary 
recommended and used those they owned more than those they 
. could borrow. However, because students favoured bilingual 
dictionaries, the recommendation of a monolingual dictionary 
only, although heeded, also meant that choice of a 
bilingual dictionary was left to the students who often chose 
a cheaper, smaller dictionary. On the other hand, students 
whose teachers recommended only bilingual dictionaries rarely 
used monolingual dictionaries. 
The students showed a strong preference for bilingual 
die onaries for both the comprehension and production of 
French. Although they reported that their dictionary con-
sultation was usually 'successful' and that they possessed 
adequate reference skills, this was not entirely supported 
by either the description of dictionary use specific 
tasks ((3) above) or by the remarks of teachers concerning 
errors due to dictionary use (which were generally attributed 
to student 'carelessness'). Certainly, there was evidence 
that some students treated dictionaries as mere word-lists 
and ed to appreciate the wealth of material available in 
the better dictionaries. 
It is suggested that the remedy to this situation may 
lie with teachers. They could take more care in their 
recommendations of dictionaries for their students, basing 
their choice on lexicographical principles aimed at matching 
the reference needs and level of language acquisition of 
their students with the dictionary(ies) most able to fulfil 
these needs. They could encourage their students to 
recognise the strengths and weaknesses of their dictionaries, 
be they bilingual or monolingual. 
Overall, this study supports the findings of previous 
research on dictionary use among advanced foreign language 
learners in that it confirms the 'quantity' of dictionary 
use but questions its 'quality'. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
The use of dictionaries by foreign language learners is 
widespread and accepted almost without question. 
because of this there have been few studies of it. 
Perhaps 
The 
present work attempts to describe dictionary use among one 
relatively homogeneous group of consultants: senior secondary 
school and university students learning French as a foreign 
language in New Zealand. Advanced foreign language learners, 
as these students may be described, have been the subject of 
previous research which has confirmed the quantity 
dictionary use among them but raised doubts about its quality. 
The publishers of dictionaries claim to be able to 
satis the demands of a diversity of potent users: for 
monolingual dictionaries, native speakers and foreign 
language learners; for bilingual dictionar s, of native 
speakers and foreign language learners of both of the rele-
vant languages. Such diverse groups of dictionary users may 
be categorised according to a number of criteria, not the 
least of which is their level of proficiency in the language 
or languages concerned. More precisely, they may be 
classified (as Cowie 1 has suggested) according to first, 
their reference needs i.e. their need for access to lexical 
information of various types, for various purposes, and 
second, their reference skills i.e. their ability to retrieve 
this lexical information from the dictionary (there is an 
additional factor which is the ability of the dictionary 
consultant to use the information retrieved). 
The reference needs of foreign language learners are 
1. Cowie, A.P., 'English dictionaries for the foreign 
language learner'. Paper presented at the Exeter Summer 
School on Lexicography, 1980 and cited ln Bejoint, H., see 
reference 12. 
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related to their level of language acquisition and to the 
tasks they are called upon to perform as part of the teaching/ 
learning process. The type of information sought in 
dictionaries depends, then, on the use to which the language 
is being put, but can, in general terms, be seen to relate 
to one or other of the two major facets of language use, be 
it native or foreign language i.e. comprehension and 
production. Is there, in fact, a difference between the 
needs of native speakers and foreign language learners 
vis-a-vis the dictionary? Those who compile dictionaries 
for the latter group believe there is. So that, while both 
native speakers and foreign language learners may use the 
dictionary for help in the comprehension of unknown words 
and phrases, the foreign language learner is far more likely 
to consult his dictionary for help in using a word or phrase 
i.e. for production. Galisson2 , however, in his study of 
the use of dictionaries among 'advanced' foreign language 
students found that they consulted dictionaries for very 
similar (and 'banal') purposes in both the foreign language 
and their native language, which, he concluded, was due to 
their lack of sophistication regarding foreign language 
dictionaries. 
The reference needs of a particular group of language 
learners are probably more predictable and more capable of 
generalisation than are the reference skills which each 
dictionary user will bring into play when consulting a 
dictionary. This may be because dictionary consultation is 
left more to chance since, as Last3 has pointed out, 
dictionary reference skills are "frequently undertaught and 
seriously undeveloped even at the undergraduate stage." 
Thus language learners may be affected detrimentally by 
weaknesses in skills which although not directly related to 
language acquisition, can restrict their ability to derive 
the best profit from language learning. 
2. Galisson, R., 'Image et usage du dictionnaire chez des 
etudiants (en langue) de niveau avance', Etudes de 
linguistique appliquee, 49, 5-88, 1983. 
3. Last, R., Language teaching and the microcomputer, Oxford, 
Basil Blackwell, 1984, p.84. 
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On the one hand, then, there are dictionary users with 
certain reference needs for lexical information and with 
particular reference skills, and, on the other hand, there 
are dictionaries, which are by definition repositories of 
lexical information. Whether or not dictionary consultation 
will prove 'successful' will depend on: 
a) the consultant's reference needs for information 
related to comprehension or production of the 
foreign language; 
b) the consultant's reference skills which include 
level of language acquisition (particularly in the 
case of monolingual dictionaries), knowledge of 
grammar, of phonetic symbols, of dictionary con-
ventions, etc.; 
c) the nature of the dictionary itself: its size, its 
recency, whether it is monolingual or bilingual, 
its treatment of syntactical information, its pro-
vision of examples of usage, etc. 
The informants on dictionary use. 
The students who are the subjects of the present study 
are learners of French as a foreign language in New Zealand 
secondary schools (seventh formers, fifth year of study of 
French) and universities (first to fourth year students, 
sixth to ninth years, respectively, of French study). 
Generally speaking these students will have had little con-
tact with the French language in a French language speaking 
environment, and, despite the emphasis on communicative 
competence which is a feature of much early language 
teaching in secondary schools, all these students can be 
seen to share certain basic tasks in language learning. on 
the one hand, they will have to read French, listen to it 
and translate it into English i.e. they will have to com-
prehend French. On the other hand, they will have to write 
in French, speak it and translate into it from English i.e. 
they will have to produce French. The relative importance 
of these various tasks will depend, among other things, 
on the level of teaching, the emphasis of the course, the 
requirements of examinations, and the personal predilections 
of the teacher. For literature and culture courses or 
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componentsofcourses, for example, there will be an emphasis 
on the comprehension through reading of written French texts, 
while in language courses the production of French will 
range from free composition to the relative confines of 
prose and translation. Whatever the emphasis of courses, 
and leaving to one side the question of oral production and 
aural comprehension, it can be seen that the dictionary has 
an important contributory, albeit passive, role to play in 
the language learning process. 
Just as teachers determine to a large extent the con-
tent and emphasis of their courses, particularly at 
university level, so too they can have a major influence on 
students' choice of, attitudes towards and use of 
dictionaries. Their views too on the use of dictionaries 
are relevant to this study of dictionary use. 
Reference needs and dictionaries. 
The reference needs of the present foreign language 
learners are related, obviously, to their level of French 
language acquisition and to the tasks they need to perform. 
The success of dictionary consultation will depend on the 
type of dictionary consulted, the nature of the lexical 
information sought, and on the desired degree of precision. 
The consultation of a dictionary for the meaning of a 
French word met in the course of reading seems more likely 
to be 'successful' than is the translation into French of 
some idea that the student has in mind in English. Without 
at this stage considering the type of knowledge that the 
dictionary consultant must possess to profit from dictionary 
consultation for production and comprehension, it is still 
clear that the former requires the student to move from a 
known language (the native one) to an unknown one, while 
the latter requires the student to move from an unknown to 
a known language. That is, the student's knowledge of his 
own language will often make up for the lack of precision he 
finds in the dictionary when he consults it for the purpose 
of comprehension. 
The level of French language acquisition and the nature 
of the tasks to be performed have implications not only for 
the likelihood of 'successful' dictionary consultation, but 
more fundamentally for the type of dictionary most con-
ducive to success. Depending on the level of language 
acquisition of the student there may be a point below 
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which monolingual dictionaries destined for native speakers 
are not useful. This is not to imply that at such a level 
bilingual dictionaries are the only possibilityi rather 
that monolingual dictionariescreated especially for foreign 
language learners, having as they do a limited definitional 
vocabulary, may be advisable. The whole question of 
bilingual vis-a-vis monolingual dictionaries is debatable. 
A French professor4 describes the complaints of his fellow-
teachers regarding their students' use of bilingual 
dictionaries in the following terms: "Qui n'a entendu les 
professeurs de langue se plaindre des dictionnaires bi-
lingues et surtout de l'usage qu'en font les eleves et les 
etudiants? Qui ne sait qu'en bonne doctrine pedagogique, 
cet engin nocif est proscrit, ou en tout cas son usage 
repousse le plus loin possible dans cours des etudes? 
N'est-il pas en effet nuisible a cette lente impregnation, 
ce contact direct avec la langue etrangere qui garantissent 
seuls la comprehension authentique?" (before going on to 
favourably review and recommend a bilingual dictionary!). 
The same argument can be expressed in another way: "Just as 
the art lover cannot expect to appreciate abstract painting 
if he holds too fixedly to an aesthetic ideal based on land-
scapes, so the language learner must be willing to shed, at 
least temporarily, his cultural and linguistic preconcep-
tions and prejudices and accept new ones. Here the mono-
lingual dictionary is an indispensable aid.''S The idea 
implicit in these arguments is that sooner or later the 
learner must cease to cling to his own language. 
Whether it is monolingual or bilingual what qualities 
can reasonably be expected in a dictionary which claims to 
address the needs of foreign language learners of French? 
First, it will show an awareness of the fact that foreign 
4. Bejoint, H., 'Un nouveau dictionnaire bilingue', Les 
langues modernes, ?, no.S, 475, 1978. 
5. Jones, E.D., French dictionaries- an assessment, 
Canterbury Monographs for Teachers of French, No.5, 
Seventh Series, p.6, 1981. 
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language learners may use their dictionaries as much for 
production as for comprehension. 6 The minimum requirements 
would appear to be the following; the dictionary will 
a) present an appropriate proportion of the French 
lexis; 
b) give the pronunciation of each head-word and, where 
necessary, sub-entry in the symbols of the Inter-
national Phonetic Alphabet; 
c) give as clearly and completely as possible the 
definitions of head-words and their derivatives, or 
in the case of bilingual dictionaries, their 
equivalents; 
d) give examples of phrases, sentences and expressions 
which not only clarify the various meanings of a 
word or its possible equivalents, but indicate its 
common usages; 
e) make clear the distinction between free and fixed 
locutions; 
f) give as much information as possible to help the 
user avoid making mistakes of usage. Such mistakes 
may be linguistic (morphological or syntactic) or 
socio-linguistic (register) . 
Comprehension of (written) French and dictionary use. 
As as dictionary consultation is concerned the major 
part of comprehension relates to the reading of French texts. 
To a lesser extent students may be asked to undertake 
exercises involving the comprehension of written texts or 
translations from French into English. Where these are done 
in the students' own time dictionaries will no doubt be 
consulted (as will be shown in Chapter 4). 
Comprehension of French requires that the student be 
able to deduce the meaning of a given word or phrase in its 
context. Although contextual guessing is a skill used to a 
greater or lesser extent by all language learners there will 
be many occasions when students will consult a dictionary to 
determine the meaning of a word or phrase in a given context. 
6. Ilson, R., 'Etymological information: can it help our 
students?', ELT Journal, 37, p.76, 1983. 
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Despite the commonality of much lexical information in mono-
lingual and bilingual dictionaries there is one major feature 
which distinguishes them: the monolingual dictionary defines 
words, the bilingual dictionary gives their equivalents in 
the target language. The student who seeks the meaning of 
a given French word in context may therefore consult a mono-
lingual dictionary where the word will be defined or a 
bilingual dictionary where its equivalent in English will be 
given from which its meaning may be deduced (this is leaving 
aside the problem of words having more than one meaning) • 
As far as any discussion of the pros and cons of mono-
lingual and bilingual dictionaries for comprehension is 
concerned it is important to note, as mentioned above, that 
these two types of dictionaries have far more features in 
common than features which distinguish them and it is also 
true that there is probably a greater difference in quality 
between the available bilingual dictionaries than between 
monolingual and the better bilingual dictionaries. Students 
may still prefer for ease of consultation, a not negligible 
factor, their pocket bilingual than the best conceived mono-
lingual dictionary. And, unless great precision is demanded 
(and of course provided the unknown word appears in the 
dictionary) this may be the most efficient form of consulta-
tion. The monolingual dictionary provides definitions for 
its head-words and givas examples to illustrate their 
usages. Whether students use definitions or examples or 
both to distinguish meaning· it is clear that a certain level 
of language acquisition is necessary to understand the 
definitions of monolingual dictionaries (particularly, and 
this is not a problem specific to French monolingual 
dictionaries, because definitions are couched in the lexico-
grapher's own particular terms). This is the reason why 
bilingual dictionaries have been commonly recommended for 
students with a limited knowledge of the foreign language, 
although there are, as has been previously mentioned, 
monolingual French dictionaries available which are aimed 
specifically at foreign language learners. 
Although dictionary use for comprehension may seem a 
relatively straightforward operation, at least compared with 
that for production, it is not. However unitary the process 
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may appear to the experienced dictionary user there are a 
number of steps involved in successful dictionary consulta-
tion for comprehension purposes. The strategy involved may 
follow the path described below (according to Scholfield7 
but adapted here from his example of the use of English 
dictionaries, to the use of monolingual French dictionaries 
or the French-English part of bilingual dictionaries). 
The dictionary consultant must: 
a) locate the word or words causing comprehension 
difficulties; this may involve more than one attempt 
at the dictionary since what the user thinks is only 
a single word causing the problem may be a phrase. 
b) derive the canonical form of the word e.g. if it is 
a verb (or verb form used adjectively) the infinitive 
is required (dictionaries vary in whether they 
provide entries for irregular forms of verbs, 
irregular feminine forms of adjectives, etc.): 
c) search for the canonical form of the word in the 
alphabetical list. 
d) if the word is not found in the nomenclature then 
(i) 
set 
look 
(ii) 
examine the word again to see if it is part of 
phrase, idiom, or a compound word; if possib 
up each possible element; 
if word has a suffix or prefix look under entry 
for stem; 
(iii) consider the possibility that the word is a 
variant spelling and scan nearby entr s. 
e) if there are homonymic entries or polysemic senses 
reduce them by a process of elimination; at the 
simplest level this may involve knowing that the 
word is an adjective rather than a noun, that is for 
this step any or all of the following may be needed; 
grammatical class of word, its syntactic environment, 
its collocation properties, its register. 
If none of these proves helpful then the definition 
itse~f, in the case of a monolingual dictionary, may 
need to be used, put back into context and tested. 
7. Scholfield, P., 'Using the English Dictionary for Com-
prehension', TESOL Quarterly, 16(2), 185-194, 1982. 
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In fact even when the alternatives have been reduced 
to one it still may not be the correct meaning. 
f) understand the meaning and integrate it back into 
contexti this may involve looking up words in the 
definition itself (monolingual dictionaries), 
adjusting for collocation, part of speech, tense, 
breadth meaning, etc. 
g) if none of the given meanings fits, attempt to 
deduce one from the senses given - if more than 
one fits, seek further contextual clues to distinguish 
the possibilities. 
This schema for dictionary consultation for comprehension is 
not, according to Scholfield, simply a matter of following 
one step after another. Rather it may require constant 
backtracking and hypothesis testing. In particular, in 
deducing the required meaning, it is obvious that the 
dictionary user has to make a positive contribution in order 
for the consultation to be successful. Evidently the quality 
of the dictionary is also vital: steps c), d) and e) above 
depend largely on the practice adopted by a dictionary. 
Familiarity with this practice would obviously be helpful. 
It is clear that the reference skills of the dictionary user 
can be critical to successful dictionary consultation for 
comprehension. 
Comprehension may be aided by the use of either mono-
lingual or bilingual dictionaries provided the word or 
expression appears as an entry i.e. the size of the dictionary 
may be all important. With the production of French the 
difficult s with dictionary use increase. 
Production of (written) French and dictionary use. 
Language tasks which involve the production of French 
range from prose to free composition. The nature of the 
target language in producuion (French) is what distinguishes 
it from comprehension where the target language is the 
consultant's native language. All sorts of linguistic 
assumptions can be made by dictionary consultants in their 
native language and dictionary compilers consciously or 
unconsciously assume these. This is not true for foreign 
learners of a language. For them nothing goes without saying 
1 1 
and it may be the most simple and frequently used words which 
cause the most problems. 
What demands, then, does the production of French make 
on a dictionary to be used by foreign language learners? It 
will need to meet certain minimal requirements as has been 
explained on p.7. First, the user will require the word(s) 
corresponding to a given meaning. A bilingual dictionary 
may be consulted (initially) the user is beginning with 
an English word, or a monolingual dictionary if a word is 
'known' in French in which case synonyms may be sought. 
Second, whether the user consults a bilingual or a monolingual 
dictionary clear distinction of different semantic fields for 
equivalents or synonyms is essential (in English in the case 
of a bilingual dictionary) . Third, when the appropriate 
word is located, the user will need clear information on its 
spelling (feminine, plural forms if irregular), gender, verb 
conjugation class where appropriate, and its syntactic 
environment (direct or indirect object, verb followed by 
which preposition, subjunctive or indicative in subordinate 
clause, etc) . Fourth, examples of common usages of the word 
are essential; in fact dictionary users may adapt these and 
incorporate them into their writing. Fifth, idiomatic 
expressions (and their clear labelling as such) are helpful. 
Finally, the question of register is critical. These 
qualities in a dictionary, which are not just desirable, but 
essential for the student wanting to use his dictionary for 
production, are present to variable degrees in most available 
dictionaries (there are apparently still some small bilingual 
dictionaries which do not even indicate different fields of 
meaning but simply list equivalents without any qualifica-
tion) . 
Reference skills and dictionary use. 
To use any dictionary profitably (and efficiently) the 
consultant must possess a certain number of reference skills. 
Dictionary compilers make a certain number of assumptions; 
first, they assume that the dictionary consultant possesses 
basic grammatical knowledge, and, particularly in the case 
of monolingual dictionaries destined for native speakers, 
they also make many assumptions about the syntactic pro-
1 2 Figure 1 
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perties of the French language (the sort of intuitive 
understanding that adult native speakers might be expected 
8 to possess). To a certain extent these factors are really 
a function of the level of language acquisition of the con-
sultant, but even at a given level (such as the levels of 
the students who are the object of the present study), 
there will be a wide variation. 
Both production and, particularly, comprehension require 
a certain input on the dictionary consultant's part. In the 
case of comprehension there is clearly the knowledge that 
the dictionary consultant has of the immediate and wider 
context of an unknown word. This is not specifi~ally a 
dictionary related reference skill though, because it is 
obviously a skill which is present in contextual guessing as 
well. However there are specific reference skills related 
to the dictionary itself i.e. knowledge of dictionary con-
ventions. These are, in brief, the following: 
1) abbreviations of grammatical classes, n., adj., vi, 
vt, etc. and of field labels and style labels; 
2) the significance of the symbols used:-, ( ) , II , 
II etc.; 
3) the significance of different type faces. 
Although to a certain extent only long-term use of a 
dictionary will allow the user to be confident about these 
variables as well as about the dictionary's treatment of 
derivatives, compound words, fixed expressions, etc., 
information of this sort is usually contained in the intro-
duction to the dictionary, or in a list of abbreviations. 
However dictionary introductions are probably rarely read, 
and in any case the use of such conventions is applied 
inconsistently. It is clear though that familiarity with 
the conventions of the dictionary would be helpful. 
In Figure 1, opposite, extracts from entries in two 
dictionaries are shown as they appear in the introductions 
of the relevant dictionaries. The wealth of information 
available, and the care to which the compilers have gone 
to be helpful to the user is apparent. There remains the 
8. Dubois, J., 'Models of the Dictionary: Evolution in 
Dictionary Design', Applied Linguistics, II(3), p.245, 1981. 
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question of how ready many dictionary consultants are to 
tap this information and use it to advantage. 
Previous studies on student use of dictionaries. 
Despite the universality of dictionary use among 
foreign language learners, or perhaps because of it, little 
research has been published on this subject. Certainly, 
there is evidence of increasing interest in the design of 
dictionaries specifically for native, second and foreign 
language learners, but there are few descriptions available 
of the actual use that dictionary consultants make of the 
dictionaries. 
None of the available studies of dictionary usage among 
foreign language learners is directly comparable to the pre-
sent one, but their findings do provide some basis for com-
parison. There have been four recent studies of dictionary 
usage among university foreign language students, which have 
some relevance to the present work. The pertinent results 
of these studies are reported below. In chronological order 
they are as follows: 
9 1. Tomaszczyk (1979) 
Tomaszczyk, a teacher at the University of Lodz (Poland), 
obtained questionnaire responses from, among a large number 
of others, what he called 'foreign language learners' in 
universities and colleges. Among this group there were 167 
language students (i.e. students studying a foreign language, 
as opposed to students studying in a foreign language 
environment). 
On average this group of language students used one 
(mean 1.0) monolingual dictionary, at least two (2.4) 
bilingual dictionaries (or 1.2 in effect since the L1 - L2 
and L2- L1 were listed separately) and one (1.2) special-
ised dictionary. Almost all the students (95 per cent) 
9. Tomaszczyk, J., 'Dictionaries: users and uses', 
Glottodidactica, XII, 103-119, 1979. 
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reported using a bilingual dictionary and about 80 percent 
a monolingual dictionary. They were most satisfied with 
their monolingual dictionary, and marginally more satisfied 
with their L2 - L1 dictionary (or part thereof) than their 
L1 - L2 one (or part thereof). Dictionaries were used at 
ast 'from time to time' for all language activit s e.g. 
over 9 0 per ·cent of the respondents used them for reading, 
writing and translation from L2 to L1. Dictionaries were 
least used for listening and speaking. 
When analysis was restricted simply to the activities 
of reading, writing and translation (to and from the foreign 
language) then Tomaszczyk found that about 90 cent of the 
respondents used bilingual dictionaries (at least as a 
starting-point), 75per cent used them for reading and 68 
cent for writing. Despite the fact that the students 
rated their monolingual dictionaries more highly than their 
bilingual ones, few used them on their own. However, when 
respondents were asked to rate their satisfaction with their 
monolingual dictionary vis-a-vis their bilingual dictionary 
for information about definitions and equivalents it was 
clear that although a higher proportion used a bilingual 
dictionary for this purpose (98 cent compared with 85 
r cent)there was greater satisfaction with the information 
found in the monolingual dictionary. 
Tomaszczyk concluded that, "a vast majority of foreign 
language learners •.. use dictionaries but, quite under-
standably, their dependence on dictionaries decreases as 
their command of the language increases", that "although 
the use of monolingual dictionaries becomes more extensive 
and frequent as the subjects' sophistication increases, 
almost all of them continue to use bilingual ones. All 
subjects consider L1 - L2 dictionaries inferior to L2 - L1 
ones, and both these types are felt to be inferior to mono-
lingual dictionaries .•. ", and finally that, "while the 
advanced learners ••• seem to know what they can expect of 
their dictionaries and appear to be getting the most out of 
them, many beginning and intermediate learners do not know 
their dictionaries well enough .... ". 10 
10. Ibid, p.116. 
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Tomaszczyk wondered why monolingual dictionaries command-
ed so much respect compared with bilingual dictionaries. Was 
it, he asked, due to differences in their qualities which 
could be established objectively, or was it that people were 
simply led to believe that bilingual dictionaries could not 
be as good as monolingual ones? 
1 1 Baxter (1980) 
Baxter, a teacher of Japanese university students major-
ing in English, believed that the frequency with which his 
students were at a loss for words in oral work was due to 
their use of bilingual dictionaries, which encourage students 
to believe that there is always an equivalent (or 'unit 
lexical item') for a word known in their native language. 
Students, he says, begin to talk, then suddenly stop and are 
unable to continue, as they desperate seek in the mental 
vocabulary list for the appropriate word. The use the 
monolingual dictionary, on the other hand, encourages students 
to ise that paraphrase or definition (explanation} is an 
a rnative when they do not know precise lexical item. 
Having recognised the harmful potential influence of 
the use bilingual dictionaries on his students' oral 
English, Baxter sought more detailed information on ir 
dictionary habits and preferences. His questionnaire was 
administered to, among others, 62 English language majors at 
Japanese universities. All the students had bought bilingual 
dictionaries, usually while still at school. Monolingual 
dictionaries were bought by English majors only when they 
reached university: mean ownership was 3.8 bilingual diction-
aries (equivalent to 1.9 since L1 - L2 and L2- L1 diction-
aries were separate items) and 1.7 monolingual dictionaries. 
The students overwhelmingly favoured their bilingual 
dictionaries for use (98per cent u one at least weekly 
compared with 66 cent a monolingual dictionary). When 
a why they preferred their bilingual to the monolingual 
dictionary, the most common reply was that it was easier to 
use. The experience of having to look up several of the 
11. Baxter, J., 'The Dictionary and Vocabulary Behavior: a 
Single Word or a Handful', TESOL rter , XIV(3), 
325-36, 1980. 
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words used in a definition was frequently commented on. For 
this reason, Baxter concluded that the most appropriate 
dictionary for these students would be a learners' dictionary, 
a monolingual one with a controlled defining vocabulary. 
However, he did recognise that students used to consulting 
bilingual dictionaries would not be successful with mono-
lingual ones without "careful guidance". 
Be joint ( 1 981) 12 
Bejoint sought information on the language needs and 
reference skills of a particular group of dictionary users 
viz. 122 university students at the University of Lyon who 
were intending to become English teachers, and whom he con-
sidered as "representative of the average French student 
using monolingual English dictionaries." (his study was 
limited to monolingual dictionary usage). 
Bejoint found that 96percent of his student respondents 
owned at least one monolingual dictionary (mainly learners' 
dictionaries), the vast majority of which had been bought 
on their tutors' recommendation in their first or second 
year at university. In fact few students knew of any mono-
lingual dictionaries other than those recommended by their 
tutors, which emphasises, Bejoint says, their dependence on 
the opinions of their tutors. Usage of monolingual diction-
aries was high (92 per cent used one at least once a week). 
What types of information did the students look for most 
often in their monolingual dictionary? Meaning (87 per cent 
ranked it among the three most sought-after pieces of inform-
ation), syntactic information (53 per cent), synonyms (52 per 
cent), spelling (25 per cent), pronunciation (25 per cent), 
language variety ( 1 9 per cent) , etymology ( 5 per :cent) . These 
results, like Tomaszczyk's, show an overriding preoccupation 
with meaning, and suggest, Bejoint argues, that for students 
the "dictionary is basically an inventory of words with 
glosses." It also, he adds, suggests that the dictionary (at 
least the monolingual one) is mainly used for decoding 
12. Bejoint, H., 'The Foreign Student's Use of Monolingual 
English Dictionaries: A Study of Language Needs and 
Reference Skills', Applied Linguistics, II, 207-22, 
1 981 . 
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(comprehension), since meanings are unlikely to be used for 
encoding (production). Students mainly used their diction-
aries for translation (English-French) (86per.cent), written 
comprehension (60per.cent), written composition and prose 
(French-English) (58per cent) and least for oral comprehension 
(14per cent) and oral composition (9per cent). Monolingual 
dictionaries,then, according to Bejoint (and Tomaszczyk) are 
more frequently used for written work than oral work, and 
more for comprehension (or decoding) than production (or 
encoding). 
Students, generally, were not fully aware of the con-
ventions (and codes) of their monolingual dictionaries. 
However, they were generally satisfied with them (36per cent 
more so than their bilingual dictionary, 17per cent less so, 
and the rest- 47percent- presumably were equally satis-
fied). Those who were more satisfied with their monolingual 
dictionary gave reasons: "the monolingual dictionary is more 
useful when you need to know the exact meaning of a word, or 
when you need synonyms". However, as in Tomaszczyk•s study, 
students also commented that the use of the monolingual 
dictionary called for greater linguistic sophistication on 
the part of the user. 
Bejoint drew a few "tentative" conclusions from his 
study: like Tomaszczyk, he found that most foreign language 
learners use dictionaries, that monolingual dictionaries were 
on the whole considered useful and satisfactory, and more so 
than bilingual ones. However, unlike Tomaszczyk, he did not 
believe that •advanced• learners (among whom he included his 
respondents) know their dictionaries and obtain the most 
from them. Rather, he found that monolingual dictionaries 
were not used as fully as they might be: "their introductions 
are not commonly referred to, and neither are their coding 
systems for syntactic patterns. Certainly many students are 
not even aware of the riches that their monolingual diction-
aries contain." 13 Bejoint noted that students mainly used 
monolingual dictionaries for comprehension: it is for pro-
duction, on the other hand, that students need most informa-
tion; it is this information which is most difficult to 
13. Ibid, p.219. 
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provide (for the lexicographer) and which his students used 
least. Given this lack of sophistication, Bejoint concluded 
that monolingual dictionaries destined for native speakers 
might be just as useful as special learners' dictionaries 
(the opposite conclusion reached, though for different 
reasons, by Baxter). However, because Bejoint's study was 
restricted to monolingual dictionaries, he was perhaps 
ignoring the possibility that his students seek the informa-
tion necessary for production in their bilingual dictionaries. 
Galisson (1983) 14 
Galisson surveyed graduate students in French language 
at Middlebury College in the U.S.A. and at the University of 
Paris III. The results summarised here will be restricted 
to the former group of 48 students. 
Each student possessed an average 3.1 monolingual 
dictionaries and 2.5 bilingual dictionaries (100 per·cerit 
owned a monolingual one, 98per.cent a bilingual one). The 
monolingual dictionaries were very diverse (general, 
specialised, technical) while the bilingual dictionaries were 
usually general ones. What did these students use their 
dictionaries for? (No distinction was made in the presenta-
tion of results between bilingual and monolingual diction-
aries except that the latter were consulted more than twice 
as often as the former). Uses were: meaning or definition 
of a word (94 per cent), spelling (60per cent) synonyms (46 
per·cent), usage (42 per·cent), gender (35 percent), equivalents 
(33per cent), locutions or idiomatic expressions (17 per cent), 
antonyms (17percent), etymology (13per:cent), pronunciation 
( 13 per ·cent), register (8 per .cent), the preposition required 
(8 peJ::cent), etc. However, since respondents had to 
nominate these 'uses' themselves, this does not probably 
represent a true picture of their usage of dictionaries. 
Galisson concluded that their dictionary usage was banal (and 
similar in both foreign and native language); the uses of a 
dictionary which were more "digne" of professionals of the 
language and of dictionaries (datation, etymology, register, 
etc.) receiving few votes. 
14. Galisson, R., op. cit. 
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Because his 'students' were also actual or potential 
French language teachers, Galisson also asked them which 
dictionaries they recommended to their pupils and why, and 
for what uses they recommended dictionaries be consulted. 
29 of his 48 'students' responded to these questions. Of 
them 79per cent (23) did recommend a dictionary to their 
pupils (2 monolingual only, 11 bilingual only, 9 both). The 
reasons for recommending particular dictionaries included 
cost, availability, bilingual preference for beginners, 
monolingual preference for more advanced students, concise-
ness, ease of use, abundance of current expressions (a mono-
lingual dictionary), good word definitions (monolingual) etc. 
The uses recommended were similar to those given by the 
teachers their own use i.e. meaning of unknown words, 
usage, spelling; gender, pronunciation and equivalents, 
although a reasonably high proportion also recommended their 
use fdr vocabulary enrichment. Galisson concluded that the 
reasons given for recommending a particular dictionary showed 
a fairly superficial knowledge of the dictionary as a tool. 
In fact, the arguments most often advanced were of a 
pedagogical type (this label is surely questionable), i.e. 
clarity, precision, ease of use, convenience, completeness. 
Lexicographical arguments (such as the grouping of words 
into families, abundance of examples, quality of the defini-
tions, indications of register, etc.) were so rare, Galisson 
said, as to cast doubt on the ability of these teachers to 
recommend dictionaries. However, Galisson did concede that 
the teachers had no particular competence in lexicography. 
The teachers were similarly condemned for the usage that they 
recommended their students make of dictionaries: often these 
recommendations were, Galisson says, "superflues, parce que 
trop prosaiques." 15 
Since none of these four studies is directly comparable 
to either each other or to the present work, only the most 
general conclusions can be drawn from them, that is: that 
the vast maj ty of the foreign language students used 
dictionaries, both monolingual and bilingual, that they used 
them more for written work than for oral or aural work, that 
they consulted them largely for meaning (or equivalents), 
15. Ibid, p.36. 
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for spelling, gender, usage (including syntactic information) 
and synonyms, and rarely for register and etymological 
information. The quantity of dictionary use was apparent. 
There was some divergence of opinion on its quality, i.e. 
on whether or not advanced learners obtained as much from 
their dictionaries as they should. Certainly, there was a 
feeling, among some of these researchers at least, that even 
quite advanced students were unsophisticated in their use of 
dictionaries, although to some extent this conclusion may 
result from the limited nature of the research designs 
themselves. 
Strategy for contextual guessing. 
The findings of a fifth study, unrelated to the above 
descriptions of dictionary usage, but which inspired the 
collecting of recorded protocols in the present work 
(described in Chapter 4), will be briefly discussed. Van 
Parreren16 , a Dutch researcher, has investigated the skills 
involved in using context to determine the meanings of 
unknown words. In his study subjects were asked to 'think 
aloud' while guessing the meaning of unknown words in 
foreign language texts. The 'thinking aloud' protocols were 
subjectedto error analysis. 
The protocol analyses revealed first of all that a 
subject may act on different linguistic levels. These 
levels are as follows: a) syntactic level - when the subject 
tries to sort out the grammatical structure of a sentence; 
b) semantic level - when the subject explores the immediate 
or wider context of the unknown word to find its (global) 
meaning; c) lexical level - when the subject inspects the 
form of the word to derive its meaning; finally, d) stylistic 
level - when the subject tries to appreciate the exact, 
stylistic use of a word whose meaning has already been 
deduced. The protocol analyses indicated that there was a 
hierarchical organisation of levels, with the syntactic level 
below the semantic level. Van Parreren found that it was 
only possible for a subject to act correctly at one level if 
16. Van Parreren, C.F. and M.C. Schouten-Van Parreren, 
'Contextual guessing: a trainable reader strategy', 
System, 9(3), 235-241, 1981. 
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no error had been made at a lower level. 
Since, in order to find the meaning of an unknown word 
in a dictionary, the consultant must first have some idea 
what it means (subconsciously, perhaps), so that it is 
possible to choose between possible meanings (or equivalents), 
dictionary consultation would appear to be analogous to 
contextual guessing. However, Clarke and Nation have 
suggested that the information gained from the dictionary 
is "in most cases ... a confirmation or an extension of what 
has already been guessed." 17 This implies that the diction-
ary consultant goes through Van Parreren's hierarchy and 
having 'failed' to work out the word then seeks it in the 
dictionary. Van Parreren also identified errors made at 
different levels, most of which were caused by a subject 
acting at a higher level when he had not correctly acted at 
a lower level. Apart from errors specific to individual 
levels there were also general errors which can be described 
as being due to the forming of premature hypotheses or to a 
failure to check a hypothesis for its 'fit' in the immediate 
and wider context. 
The aim of the exercise involving recorded protocols 
in the present work was to try to cast some light on the 
strategy involved in dictionary consultation for the meaning 
of unknown words. 
The aims of the present study. 
It is apparent that the reference needs and reference 
skills of the dictionary consultant, on the one hand, and 
the nature of the dictionary consulted, on the other hand, 
are the major variables which affect the outcome of diction-
ary consultation. Students' attitudes to, preferences for, 
and uses of dictionaries will be shaped by a number of 
factors including, initially at least, the attitudes and 
preferences of their teachers. 
The present study presents a description of actual 
dictionary use among a group of advanced French language 
17. Clarke D.F. and I.S.P. Nation, 'Guessing the meanings of 
words from context: Strategy and techniques', System, 8, 
p.217, 1980. 
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learners. The description has three components: 
1) teachers of seventh form, Stage I and II French 
language students completed a questionnaire on their 
preferences for dictionaries for their students, 
their views on the relative merits of bilingual and 
monolingual dictionaries, the errors they detect in 
students' work which they attribute to dictionary 
use, the instruction they give on dictionary use, 
etc. These results are discussed in Chapter 2. 
2) Seventh form, Stage I, II, III and M.A. students 
completed questionnaires on their use of dictionaries, 
in general terms and for specific purposes, their 
dictionary preferences, etc. These results are 
discussed in Chapter 3. 
3) two groups of students were asked to describe their 
use of dictionaries in relation to specific tasks 
(as opposed to the generalised description of student 
behaviour given in 2) above). (Discussed in Chapter 4.) 
The picture presented does not pretend to be a comprehensive 
one, or even one which is necessarily generalisable to other 
similar student populations. It is simply a description of 
the behaviour and attitudes of selected students and teachers 
variously involved in the teaching/learning process that the 
study of French as a foreign language represents in the New 
Zealand context. 
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CHAPTER 2 
TEACHERS' OPINIONS OF STUDENT DICTIONARY USE 
Introduction. 
It is apparent that French teachers have an influence 
on their students' use of dictionaries, if only initially in 
their recommendations of particular dictionaries. To this 
end, seventh form French teachers (in Christchurch secondary 
schools) and Stage I and II French lecturers (in the six New 
Zealand universities) were surveyed to ascertain their 
opinions on student dictionary usage. 
The questionnaire (Appendix A) was completed by 12 
seventh form teachers representing a range of schools (state 
and private, single-sex and co-educational) and by univer-
sity lecturers responsib for Stage I and II mainstream 
language classes at five of the six universities (Victoria 
providing no replies). Seven lecturers at both Stage I and 
II levels responded. Completed questionnaires were also 
received from a number of lecturers responsible for special 
language courses, generally for students with little or no 
previous knowledge of French, but because of the extremely 
varied nature of these courses, they have been excluded from 
the analyses which follow. 
The questions to which responses were sought will be 
discussed in turn. 
Q.1 (a) Do you recommend that your French students, at this 
level, purchase a dictionary? If you do, which 
one(s)? 
(b) Could you explain what factors influenced your choice 
of dictionary for these particular students (factors 
may include: cost, availability, bilingual preference, 
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monolingual preference, most up-to-date, etc.)? 
(c) Are there other dictionaries that you recommend your 
students use, though not purchase, which are avail-
able in the Library or Department? If so, which 
one(s)? 
Seventh form teachers. 
A number of seventh form teachers were actually 
responsible for all French teaching in their schools and so 
gave a wider view in their responses to the questions. 
Generally, the teachers donot recommend their students buy 
a French dictionary. Two said that only if their students 
are planning to continue their French at university do they 
recommend the purchase of a dictionary (one mentioned the 
Harrap's Standard dictionary as her choice); four recommend 
that their students buy a dictionary (Harrap's Pocket, 
Collins Robert, Harrap's New Shorter and the Dictionnaire du 
franQais contemporain (the DFC) were named). Some schools, 
of course, provide dictionaries for their students to borrow; 
one school provides a copy of Harrap's Concise for each 
student. Others have dictionaries available in the teaching 
room for their students and because of the very small 
numbers of students enrolled in French, this is equivalent 
to one dictionary per student. Several teachers do not 
recommend dictionaries at all, but if asked for advice two 
mentioned that they would recommend Collins Gem - basically 
because of its convenient size. Apart from one teacher who 
recommends to her particularly able students the purchase of 
a monolingual French dictionary (the DFC) all other teachers 
who either recommend or provide dictionaries for borrowing, 
mentioned bilingual dictionaries. 
The factors influencing the teachers' choices of 
dictionaries did not include 'bilingual preference', perhaps 
because it went without saying. Rather, the reasons given 
for recommending a particular dictionary were as follows: 
Harrap's Concise - "because both French and English teachers 
use them [Harrap dictionaries] in France and here"; for 
various named pocket dictionaries - cost; Harrap's Pocket 
dictionary - cost, compactness, well set-out, up-to-date; 
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Ha 's 2 volume Standard dictionary - "I don't know of any 
others; I haven't really looked for years"; Collins Robert -
availability, up-to-date; Harrap's New Shorter - cost, 
availability and English-French part is "more or less ade-
quate", and for the one monolingual dictionary recommended 
(the DFC) - "it's the one I'm used to." Apart, then, from 
this last, teachers recommend dictionaries which are bilingual 
and either compact and therefore relatively portable and cheap 
or larger sized and more complete (these latter dictionaries, 
the Collins Robert and Harrap's New Shorter, may be 'complete' 
but their cost* would tend to make their purchase rather 
unrealistic) • 
All the schools at which the teachers taught, have 
dictionaries for the students to consult and these are often 
available in the room where teaching takes place. Because 
French classes typically contain few students all of them, 
it may be assumed, should have ready access to one of the 
'larger' dictionaries, if they so choose. 
I lecturers 
At Stage I level, three of the university French 
Departments advise their students to purchase bilingual 
dictionaries (Otago, Massey and Waikato) and three, mono-
lingual dictionaries (Canterbury, Victoria and Auckland). 
The dictionaries recommended are as follows: 
Table 1 : Dictionaries recommended for purchase: Stage I 
University Monolingual Bilingual 
Otago 
-
Collins Robert 
Canterbury Robert SNL Miera-poche -
Victoria DFC 0 -
--
Massey - HarraE's Shorter 
Waikato - HarraE's Shorter (Ed. J.E. 
Mansion) 
Auckland Micro-Robert or DFC -
Notes: (1) 0 Information from Victoria was obtained from a 
questionnaire completed in 1984 on a similar subject. 
* Current costs of some of the dictionaries recommended by 
seventh form and university French teachers are given in 
Appendix B.. 
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(2) At Auckland students who plan advanced study in 
French, particularly of French literature, are 
recommended to buy either the Petit Robert or 
Larousse Lexis. 
(3) The dictionaries are listed as described by the 
lecturers concerned i.e. it is assumed that 
Collins Robert refers to the Collins Robert French 
Dictionary (and not to the smaller Collins Robert 
Concise), that Harrap's Shorter is either that, 
or Harrap's New Shorter, although Waikato did 
specify the J.E. Mansion edition, that the DFC 
is that or the Nouveau DFC (illustre) which first 
appeared in 1980, and that the Micro-Robert is 
that or its more recent printing the Robert SNL 
Micro-Poche. Whatever the edition recommended, 
students may buy the superseded one as is the case 
at Canterbury where some students have bought 
second-hand copies of the Micro-Robert and others 
new copies of the Robert SNL Micro-Poche. 
Why did these Stage I lecturers recommend particular 
dictionaries? Bilingual dictionaries are recommended because 
of the following factors: "easily used, cost, up-to-date" 
(Collins Robert), "cost, availability, bilingual preference 
for first-years but should/could be supplemented by mono-
lingual dictionaries" (Harrap's Shorter) and "cost, bilingual" 
(Harrap's Shorter). Monolingual dictionaries are recommended 
because they are monolingual and also because of cost (Micro-
Robert) and because of "cost, availability and also because 
it [the DFC] is a 'teaching' dictionary with helpful 
grammatical and lexical tables/charts." 
As might be expected, a wide range of dictionaries, both 
monolingual and bilingual, are recommended by university 
lecturers and made available to their students for consulta-
tion in libraries or Departments. Those dictionaries 
recommended tended to be the larger dictionaries, (e.g. Petit 
Robert, Lexis, Harrap's New Standard) some of which would not 
be available routinely for students to purchase or would be 
too expensive. 
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Stage II lecturers. 
The dictionaries recommended by Stage II French language 
teachers, and the reasons for their recommendations are as 
follows: 
Table 2 : Dictionaries recommended for purchase: Stage II 
Dictionary(ies) Reasons for 
recommended recommendation 
Otago Harra:e's New Shorter or 
-
Most useful, up-to-date 
Collins Robe.rt for their purposes, not 
too costly. 
Canterbury Micro-Robert Already recommended for 
Stage I, which makes it 
cheap, available as well 
as up-to-date. 
Victoria 0 Petit Robert 
Massey Any bilingual (Harrap's Cost - need for both 
Shorter) :elus any mono- bilingual and mono-
lingual (DFC or lingual at second-year 
Hachette or Petit level of competence. 
Robert if continuing to Larousse - need for 
Stage III, or Petit encyclopaedic informa-
Larousse if also tion. 
enrolled in Fr. civili-
sat ion course) 
Auckland Advancing students - at Harrap's updated diction-
least Harra:e's Shorter aries still command 
- if really keen respect. Monolingual 
Harrap's Standard plus essential to check 
monolingual (e.g. DFC) usage. 
(special Harra:e's Standard :elus This is an ideal com-
translation Larousse Lexis bination: students en-
course) couraged to buy the 
Lexis, at least, and 
have ready access to 
Harrap. 
Note: o As for Table 1. 
Two of the three French Departments who recommend 
bilingual dictionaries only at Stage I recommend both bi-
lingual and monolingual dictionaries at Stage II level. 
Apart from dictionaries recommended for student purchase 
and listed above, a large number ofdictionaries (the larger 
monolingual and bilingual ones) and specialised dictionaries 
(of synonyms, slang, etc.) are generally available for French 
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students, and recommended by their lecturers in varying ways. 
Q.2 Many language teachers, particularly at university level, 
recommend monolingual dictionaries for their students or 
at least express the hope that their students will use 
them. Do you have any theories, ideas, opinions to 
support or refute such recommendations/hopes? 
Seventh form teachers 
Two of the twelve teachers did not respond to this 
question (both recommend larger, up-to-date bilingual diction-
aries to their students). Two teachers whose teaching con-
cerns range from third to seventh formers stated that mono-
lingual dictionaries were too difficult for third - fifth 
formers; "these students prefer to use bilingual dictionaries 
and so do I", but thought that it was a 11 good idea" for sixth 
and seventh formers to consult a monolingual dictionary. 
Other teachers thought that even at seventh form level there 
are problems with monolingual dictionaries; "monolingual is 
fine, of course, if you know or have an idea of the French 
word you want to use, but at High School I doubt that a 
pupil's vocabulary is always extensive enough to be able to 
do this"; "they don't have the language level to make 
sufficient use of them"; "the lack of virtually any French 
vocabulary mastery precludes the usefulness of monolingual 
dictionaries. Pupils have enough troub sorting out n./a./ 
adj./v.t./v.i. in English dictionaries"; "the students' 
needs are more basic, they do not think solely within the 
second language - they use English to get meaning when the 
vocabulary is new." However, despite this general aware-
ness of the potential difficulties that their students might 
experience with monolingual dictionaries some teachers did 
see their advantage in giving more accurate shades of 
meaning, or for obtaining exact equivalents (starting with 
a bilingual dictionary), although, as one teacher commented: 
"I think they probably need some instruction and encourage-
ment in using a monolingual dictionary, which will be new to 
them". 
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I lecturers. 
Even among Stage I teachers there was one who still 
felt that a monolingual dictionary is too demanding 
particularly for the average to below average student. 
However, for better students, anotherlecturer at the same 
university (where bilingual dictionaries are recommended) 
provides only monolingual dictionaries for group work in 
class. At another university recommending a bilingual 
dictionary, the lecturer could still see that monolingual 
dictionaries have a role to play as "a useful means of 
verification that a given French term in fact expresses 
the idea assumed since equivalents supplied (i.e. French 
English) without actual definitions can be misleading." 
At still another university the lecturer said that despite 
such recommendations (that students should use monolingual 
dictionaries) students prefer bilingual ones and "so we 
make a good one available." Those lecturers who recommend 
monolingual dictionaries responded as llows: one based his 
pre renee for the monolingual dictionary on, as he put it, 
"the untested assumption that the description/explanation 
plus examples of a monolingual dictionary give a more 
accurate idea of usage than the translation plus examples 
of a bilingual dictionary." At another university the use 
of monolingual dictionaries is of a "strategy of total 
immersion in the foreign language." To this end students 
are encouraged to work in French as much as possible. 
Emphasis is placed on seeking synonymous expressions, 
derivations, etc. With monolingual dictionaries "students 
are more likely to pay attention to collocations .•. ,also 
to the problem of register." 
was, among these Stage I lecturers, a reasonable 
degree of consensus that monolingual dictionaries do have 
their advantages; however, presumably those who recommend 
bilingual dictionaries instead, do not think that these 
advantages outweigh their disadvantages. 
II lecturers. 
At stage II level, as has already been pointed out, there 
was even greater acceptance of the need for monolingual 
dictionaries so that two of the three university Departments 
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which recommend bilingual dictionaries at Stage I, recommend 
both bilingual and monolingual dictionaries at Stage II. At 
one such university the lecturer encourages the use of a 
monolingual dictionary for "definition work and for exercises 
involving synonyms and antonyms". Another said that mono-
lingual dictionaries appear to be necessary at second-year 
level but are "still difficult". ''[Monolingual dictionaries)", 
she wrote, "provide more exposure to the target language, 
encourage understanding of meaning within the system of the 
language and not by way of comparison with the mother tongue, 
are necessary for developing a sense of the patterns of the 
target language, and are a means of beginning a 'weaning' 
process." One lecturer who recommends monolingual diction-
aries believes that they are "more modern, and representative, 
therefore, of current language use." This view was echoed 
by another lecturer who felt that no matter how competent 
the Harrap compilers might be, they could not better a 
French dictionary compiled for French speakers, as far as 
usage was concerned. Despite this, he did see certain 
disadvantages in the monolingual dictionary (the DFC) which 
he recommends. Usage, then, it was conceded, is best 
displayed in the monolingual dictionary; there remains the 
question, hardly touched upon here, of the ability of the 
students to appreciate it. 
Q.3 In connection with this question of monolingual or 
bilingual dictionaries do you give your students any 
advice on the relative merits of these two types of 
d~ctionaries? 
Seventh form teachers. 
Most of the teachers did not respond to this question, 
presumably because they do not recommend the use of mono-
lingual dictionaries at all, for, as one commented "none 
of my students is linguistically advanced enough to obtain 
clarity from a monolingual dictionary.'' Those few who give 
advice on the relative merits of monolingual and bilingual 
dictionaries do so by pointing out that the former helps to 
give more accurate shades of meaning and usage. 
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Stage I lecturers. 
Generally, the lecturers who recommend bilingual 
dictionaries do not give their students advice on their 
merits vis-a-vis monolingual dictionaries. At one university 
where monolingual dictionaries are recommended, time is taken 
at the beginning of the year to point out some of the 'pit-
falls' of bilingual dictionaries, for example, "when several 
French 'equivalents' are given, but where selection is 
determined by context/collocation, as with the verb 'to 
break'." Another lecturer emphasises the importance of 
using the monolingual dictionary and advises his students 
only to use the bilingual dictionary when they are really 
"stuck". 
Stage II lecturers. 
Two lecturers do not discuss this question with their 
students (one recommends a bilingual dictionary, the other 
a monolingual one). Where both bilingual and monolingual 
dictionaries are recommended lecturers indicate the cir-
cumstances in which students might find it helpful to con-
sult a monolingual dictionary and try to show them why: 
"I suggest they use monolingual dictionaries for verifying 
the contexts in which certain words are used even when they 
are doing exercises for which I suggest they use a bilingual 
dictionary as a first source, i.e. proses and analytical 
(academic) exercises. I suggest they use both for trans-
lation." For lecturers who recommend monolingual diction-
aries there is a recognition that students also use bilingual 
ones. The need to cross-check in a monolingual dictionary is 
emphasised, "nothing beats a French dictionary compiled by 
French persons for French persons." 
Q.4 If you recommend a monolingual dictionary, are you aware 
of any difficulties your students have in using it, and 
to what do you attribute these difficulties? 
Seventh form teachers. 
Obviously, one teacher wrote, if students have no idea 
of the French equivalents of words they need, the monolingual 
dictionary is inappropriate. Other teachers commented on the 
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difficulties students have with understanding the definitions 
because of their lack of vocabulary. One teacher observed 
that using a monolingual rather than a bilingual dictionary 
is slower and harder work. 
Stage I lecturers. 
Only one lecturer at this level commented on the problem 
caused by a lack of vocabulary in reading and understanding 
the definitions of the monolingual dictionary. Another said 
that students often have difficulty in selecting the right 
meaning in very long entries, a problem which is evidently 
not specific to monolingual dictionaries. One lecturer who 
recommends the DFC dictionary (in which there is extensive 
grouping together of words and their derivatives) said that 
a lack of awareness on the students' part of 'word families' 
can be a problem. The students, he wrote, sometimes 
experience frustration when they find an entry for say 
"lecture" and are referred to the head-word "lire" (or find 
no entry at all for "mort" which is under the head-word 
"mourir"). The monolingual dictionary is, of course, 
inappropriate as a starting point when the student has no 
idea of the French; it may be, as one lecturer observed, 
"useful for checking a hypothesis (in comprehension), but no 
use for forming a hypothesis (in production)." 
Stage II lecturers. 
One lecturer did not know of any difficulties his 
students might have with monolingual dictionaries, though, 
as he admitted, they may not use them. Another lecturer did 
not see any problems which were specific to the use of mono-
lingual dictionaries "save the universal one of students 
having grossly inadequate time to work freely and reflective-
ly in an autonomous fashion." A bilingual dictionary, he 
continued, may offer "a rapid mechanical word-exchange 
approach, but not a long-term avenue for growth in linguistic 
range and experience. 11 A lecturer recommending the DFC and 
Lexis, in both of which there is extensive use of word-
families, felt that students have problems with this and with 
the lack of entries in the DFC. Problems due to a lack of 
understanding of French were commented on by one lecturer, as 
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follows: "An obvious inability to 'understand' the exact 
connotations of a word or to understand its meanings as 
clearly as the meanings of an equivalent English word with 
which they are familiar." Finally, one lecturer commented 
that "the difficulties students unfortunately seem to have 
in handling an English dictionary are exacerbated e.g. the 
tendency to ignore or misunderstand abbreviations, indica-
tions concerning usage or context, etc." -not, it could be 
added, a problem which is peculiar to monolingual diction-
aries, be they English or French, as teachers' responses to 
the next question show. 
Q.S In students' written work (at least) you have no doubt 
observed errors which may be linked to dictionary use 
or misuse. Can you give any examples of these errors? 
What type of error are they usually? To what do you 
attribute these errors? 
Seventh form teachers. 
The most common type of error described and that, of 
course, which is the easiest to illustrate, is due to the 
student choosing the wrong French equivalent when the English 
word they want to express in French has more than one meaning. 
The examples given are obviously the type that are easily 
remembered by teachers, viz. "j'ai jou~ ~ la cigale" (I 
played cricket), "@tre enceinte ... " (to be expecting someone 
to ... ), using "dos" for "to go back", "il atteignit la 
banque'' (he swam to the bank) , "des paroles genres" (kind 
words) etc. These examples illustrate the problem of 
students failing to distinguish between different meanings 
of the English word ('cricket', the game or the insect) and, 
more seriously, since it may be indicative of a more funda-
mental problem, of failing to distinguish between different 
parts of speech ('expecting', verb or adjective, 'kind', 
adjective or noun, etc.). Sometimes, even, the students do 
not know how to spell the English word and so use the wrong 
French word. 
It would appear, then, that students may fail to 
distinguish the different meanings of English word or to 
distinguish between different parts of speech, choosing in-
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stead the first French equivalent they come to. However, at 
least some of the problem may be due to a lack of under-
standing or knowledge of word function. As one teacher 
explained: "Grammar is no longer an integral part of English 
teaching, so even if the [dictionary]abbreviations were 
known, it might not be much help to the present day teenager." 
Some teachers, however, felt that the types of errors 
mentioned above, at least in their most glaring forms, are 
no longer a problem at seventh form level, or are at least 
restricted to the weaker students. Only one teacher suggested 
that any fault mignClie with a lack of clarity on the 
dictionary's part. 
Stage I lecturers. 
Some seventh form teachers felt that errors due to 
'carelessness' are no longer a problem at that level; however, 
Stage I lecturers were still observing them. Evidently 
though, these 'classic' examples of errors, as they may well 
be, are memorable by their very nature, but may occur less 
frequently as students advance in their French language 
studies. The examples given by Stage I lecturers were as 
follOWS: 11 le bateaU a evie" (the boat Sank) f 11 j I etaiS bOUlet 11 
(I was shot), "moyens" (for the verb means). To what did 
lecturers attribute this type of error? Generally, to the 
students paying insufficient attention. Other errors 
described include the use of archaic words, despite their 
labelling as such, failure to observe fields of meaning, and 
failure to check the part of speech involved. All these 
errors of 'failure to .... ' refer to the production of French. 
Other errors which might occur in either production or com-
prehension were attributed to "failure to study the context/ 
collocation of a French word", and by another lecturer, who 
ranked errors in decreasing order of frequency, to "(1) 
failure, through lack of time and/or effort, to read the 
whole entry carefully, (2) failure to understand the meta-
language, (3) inadequate information in the entry .... " Two 
lecturers thought that, at least partially, some errors were 
caused by students failing to double-check information gleaned 
from the English-French part of the bilingual dictionary in a 
monolingual dictionary (or in the French-English part of the 
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bilingual dictionary). Students believe, one lecturer wrote, 
that .what they put "may be right. If not, they'll be told, 
so why spend even more time checking." 
Stage II lecturers. 
Errors of the 'classic' kind were also observed in the 
work of Stage II students e.g. "ils avaient une partie de 
canotage violente" (they had a violent row), "match de 
grillon" (cricket match). Even at this level lecturers 
believe that students tend to choose the first word/expression 
that seems to 'fit' without checking that a given term is 
suitable in a certain context. What was this tendency 
attributed to? "Haste? Carelessness? Ignorance of diction-
ary conventions?" one lecturer wrote. Or due, another wrote, 
to the use of a bilingual dictionary without subsequent 
verification in a monolingual dictionary of contexts, fields 
of meaning. This type of error, this lecturer felt, is more 
frequent than those which come from lack of a precise under-
standing of words defined in a monolingual dictionary 
(although this might be because students tend to use 
bilingual dictionaries much more) . Once again, practically 
all the examples given relate to the production of French, 
perhaps because comprehension is either less often tested, 
or tested in such a way that mistakes due to possible 
dictionary misuse are not readily detected. 
Q.6 Do you give your students any instruction in the use of 
dictionaries? (formally in class, informally on request 
or as the need arises, etc.) 
Seventh form teachers. 
Most teachers said that they give their students some 
instruction on dictionary use. However this is usually done 
on an informal basis, when the misuse of words is observed 
in written work. No teacher reported setting formal 
exercises which would require students to familiarise them-
selves with dictionary layout and conventions. 
Stage I lecturers. 
Once again instruction is generally informal and given 
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as the need arises i.e. when a particularly "glaring instance 
of misuse of dictionaries surfaces in written work." 
Stage II lecturers. 
At this level too, lecturers reported that their in-
struction in dictionary use is of an informal nature, carried 
out when the need arises. One lecturer could see that formal 
instruction would be useful. 
Q.7 Students, or any users for that matter, consult diction-
aries in relation to (~) the comprehension of French 
and (b) the production of French. To which of these 
two needs do you think dictionaries respond better? 
Can you draw a distinction between monolingual and 
bilingual dictionaries in respect of these two needs? 
A number of respondents found this question confusing 
and so analysis of the responses is limited. 
Seventh form teachers. 
The teachers who appear to have responded 'correctly' 
to the question generally thought that dictionaries are more 
useful for comprehension. Teachers distinguished between 
bilingual and monolingual dictionar by showing an over-
whelming preference for the former as as comprehension 
is concerned, whereas for production many conceded that even 
if the students started with a bilingual dictionary, a mono-
lingual dictionary should be used to check and refine the 
information found in the bilingual dictionary. 
Stage I lecturers. 
As one lecturer pointed out, "comprehension and pro-
duction are incommensurable; therefore the question of 
whether dictionaries can respond better to one or the other 
need is a false one." Another lecturer wrote: "At the 
rather low level expected of my particular students I think 
the Collins-Robert responds equally well to both needs." 
Other lecturers distinguished between monolingual and 
bilingual dictionaries: "if my hypothesis testing/hypothesis 
forming distinction is valid, then a student who produced 
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French by translating from English would clearly need a 
bilingual dictionary." Some lecturers felt that the corn-
prehension of French is measurably enhanced by the use of a 
monolingual dictionary: "comprehension (i.e. the precise 
understanding of a given term) is probably better served by 
monolingual dictionaries", and "at a fairly advanced level, 
students need to be encouraged to seek comprehension through 
synonyms, paraphrase in French, hence a monolingual diction-
ary is more useful, especially if comprehension is not being 
tested through translation ... This same lecturer felt that 
dictionaries are probably less useful tools for production 
because of the importance of syntactic components which are 
not always adequately handled by dictionaries. Finally one 
lecturer who felt that dictionaries are needed for both, 
and expressed a firm preference for bilingual dictionaries 
said: "Personally I've little faith in monolingual diction-
aries for either type of work. They add problems rather 
than solve them." 
Stage II lecturers. 
"The grasp of language of the average second-year 
French student", one lecturer wrote, "is such that bilingual 
dictionaries undoubtedly respond better to both the corn-
prehension and production of French. In my opinion, diction-
aries can respond equally well or equally badly to both needs 
- depending on the command of the language, the intelligence 
and determination of the user." Bilingual dictionaries, 
another lecturer commented, have a definite role in solving 
initial problems whether it be for production or comprehen-
sion. This idea of the bilingual dictionary as a starting 
point for production was echoed by other lecturers, mono-
lingual dictionaries having, apparently, better information 
on French usage (constructions, register, etc.). As far 
as comprehension goes one lecturer, at least, discourages 
students from using a dictionary at all for this purpose, 
rather trying to get students to deduce meaning from context. 
Others recommend monolingual dictionaries, with the bilingual 
dictionary used only when the definition of the former is 
unclear. 
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Q.8 As far as the production of French is concerned what do 
you see as the relative roles of your students' 
dictionary(ies) and their grammar or text-book if the 
latter are recommended? 
Seventh form teachers. 
Most teachers prefer their students to use the inform-
ation in their text-book/grammar for the production of French: 
"I much prefe~ them to use their text-books and phrases which 
they have alr~~y learned rather than to experiment with com-
pletely unknown forms" and " Fewer 'dictionary mistakes' if 
the text-book list of words is used: better to limit them-
selves to saying what they know how to say, in the production 
French." As one teacher pointed out: "Only an able 
student can successfully extract unfamiliar grammar or 
vocabulary from a dictionary." Other teachers saw advantages 
in the dictionary because "some text-books are rather dated 
and their vocabulary is also. Dictionaries are a lot more 
up-to-date", or for free composition (as opposed to prose 
where the text-book, from which presumably it was extracted, 
would be preferable). One teacher felt that generally 
students have recourse to the dictionary for production too 
readily, but that gradually they learn to rely on themselves. 
Stage I lecturers. 
Generally both dictionaries and text-book/grammars were 
lt to be useful for the production of French. At the very 
least dictionaries could be used for checking spelling and 
gender. To a certain extent the amount of grammar and/or 
vocabulary in the text-book will be a determining factor 
here. 
Stage II lecturers. 
Dictionaries and text-book/grammars were seen as having 
a complementary role, the information in each overlapping to 
a significant extent. Both are, as one lecturer wrote, 
"tools and reference works, the use of which should reduce 
as the students' experience/ability increases." 
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Q.9 If you make a particular point of teaching vocabulary, 
how do you integrate the dictionary into this teaching? 
Generally, there is little formal teaching of vocabulary 
reported at these levels of instruction; a few teachers use 
the dictionary in work with synonyms and definitions, both 
of which involve the use of monolingual dictionaries. 
Q.10 Finally, which dictionary(ies) do you yourself consult 
for your own use? 
The use of a wide variety of dictionaries was reported 
(Appendix C) • Those used by seventh form teachers tended to 
reflect their own university student purchases, rather than 
the dictionaries currently used by University of Canterbury 
students (monolingual Robert SNL Micro-Poche) . Harrap 
dictionaries, the larger multi-volume versions were commonly 
used. Most teachers use both monolingual and bilingual 
dictionaries, one only using a bilingual dict~onary only, and 
two using monolingual dictionaries only. 
As might be expected, university lecturers tended 
generally to use more dictionaries (than seventh form 
teachers), to use more monolingual dictionaries, to use more 
up-to-date dictionaries, and in a number of cases to own and 
use the larger multi-volume monolingual dictionaries (e.g. 
(Grand) Robert, the T.L.F.). 
Finally, it should be noted that only a very small 
proportion of French teachers and lecturers actually use the 
dictionaries they recommend to their students. This raises 
the question of how familiar many teachers are with the 
dictionaries used by their students, be they dictionaries 
bought on their recommendation or bought by the students 
themselves. 
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Summary and discussion. 
As will be shown in Chapter 3, the students surveyed 
were strongly influenced by the recommendations of their 
teachers in their purchase of dictionaries. The reasons 
given by teachers for their preference for a particular 
dictionary were diverse. Seventh form teachers generally 
preferred bilingual dictionaries for their students although 
some, perhaps revealing the lack of importance they attribute 
to the dictionary or their failure to distinguish the 
differing quality of dictionaries, left the choice up to the 
students. As students advanced in their studies there was 
an increasing recognition of the appropriateness of mono-
lingual dictionaries for them. It is not surprising then 
that at lower levels there was a feeling that students do 
not have a sufficient grasp of the French language to under-
stand the definitions of monolingual dictionaries. 
Leaving aside the bilingual/monolingual preference 
which was obviously an over-riding factor in many teachers' 
recommendations of dictionaries, cost was an important 
factor. However, cost is apparently relative, since some 
university lecturers recommended dictionaries which cost 
almost twice as much as other dictionaries recommended and 
cited cost as a factor in their choice. Few French teachers 
or lecturers gave lexicographical reasons for favouring one 
dictionary over another, i.e. reasons such as good quality 
of definitions, range of examples, good grammatical inform-
ation, good range of synonyms, clear indication of register. 
Galisson would, no doubt, condemn them, as he did his teacher 
respondents, for failing to produce reasons more worthy of 
their position as language professionals. 18 What he would 
have to say about those who avoid the problem of dictionary 
selection altogether by leaving the choice up to their 
students, can only be guessed at. 
Few teachers had any arguments to support or refute the 
claim that 'monolingual dictionaries are better for more 
advanced students'. It would seem that there is fairly 
general agreement with this opinion though it is based more 
on a 'gut-feeling' than on any firm evidence. However, 
18. Galisson, R., op. cit., p.35. 
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students almost without exception, use bilingual dictionaries 
for most purposes, even when monolingual dictionaries are 
recommended (as Chapter 3 shows). That, then, may be the 
problem with the recommendation of a monolingual dictionary 
only; it leaves the choice of a bilingual dictionary up to 
students, and where cost is a factor, the bilingual diction-
ary bought (and used, since students use the dictionaries 
they own more than those available in libraries, etc. for 
consultation) may be inadequate. 
Few teachers give their students more than minimal 
advice about the relative merits of bilingual and monolingual 
dictionaries. Presumably, those who recommend bilingual 
dictionaries believe that their advantages outweigh their 
(perceived) disadvantages. Interestingly, though, consider-
ing this lack of advice, practically all the errors which 
teachers mentioned as occurring in students' written work 
which they attributed to dictionary use or misuse, were 
related to the use of bilingual dictionaries, although not 
necessarily attributed to this use. The most common type of 
error cited, and encouragingly this was cited less frequently 
by Stage II lecturers than by seventh form teachers, was the 
students' failure to distinguish various meanings of an 
English word and, as a consequence, choose the first French 
equivalent found, or to distinguish between the different 
parts of speech, so choosing, for example, a noun when an 
adjective was required. However, as more than one teacher 
pointed out, students can no longer assumed to have the 
necessary grammatical background, since grammar is not 
taught systematically in English classes. However, if there 
is general acceptance of this fact, then it would seem that 
the remedy must lie with the French teachers. Most of the 
errors described by these teachers and attributed by them to 
dictionary use were concerned with the production of French. 
Although some teachers thought that students might hav·e 
problems understanding the definitions in monolingual 
dictionaries, none reported errors due to this, perhaps 
because they recognised that students would probably then 
use a bilingual dictionary, and so because comprehension 
errors are probably less apparent. That is, no teacher 
specifically attributed 'errors' to the use of monolingual 
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dictionaries, although a number attributed them to the 
failure to use them for checking usage, etc. In fact only 
two teachers, a seventh form one and a Stage I one, 
attributed error to inadequacies in the dictionary it f. 
The type of errors, then, that teachers detect in students' 
written work and which they attribute to dictionary use are 
almost entirely 'blamed' on the student. Whether this is 
because these teachers generally believe that dictionaries 
are always right or not is not clear; perhaps errors which 
may be attributable to inadequacies in the dictionary are 
more difficult to detect or assign. 
The detection of the more 'blatant' type of error is 
what generally prompts teachers to give some instruction on 
dictionary use to their students. This 'instruction' is then 
given informally and as the need arises. Perhaps because 
teachers do not detect errors in students' work due to 
possible inadequacies in the dictionary, and perhaps because 
they believe that it is student carelessness which causes 
most errors, no teacher gives any formal instruction on 
dictionary use (books on this subject are available for 
French school pupils with exercises designed to encourage 
familiarity with the many features of the student's own 
dictionary(ies) and comparison of these features with those 
of other dictionaries). 19 It is, however, perhaps only by 
experience that students learn not to trust dictionaries 
(or their own use of them), and as with so many things, 
advice which has no immediate relevance, may not be heeded. 
Teachers' views on other matters wich were canvassed 
in the questionnaire were predictably diverse. It is 
apparent, however, that there is a general consensus on 
usefulness to foreign language learners of a dictionary, even 
if some school teachers do not actually recommend any 
particular dictionary. However, as one university lecturer 
concluded: "Too great a reliance on a dictionary is not, I 
believe, a good thing. There is a narrow path between· the 
addicted dictionary user who feels unable to cope if not in 
the physical presence of his dictionary and the inveterate 
19. For example, Collignon, L. and M. Glatigny, Les diction-
naires: initiation a la lexicographie, Paris, Cedic, 
1977, 206p. 
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inventor of short-lived neologisms and solecisms." Correct 
dictionary use, as another university lecturer commented, 
"involves time for reflective consultation and critical 
assessment of findings. Their best use is a product of 
longer term, maturing familiarity. All these characteristics 
are at a premium in the overcrowded, over-taught, over-
assessed B.A. as it is lived in New Zealand universities. I 
doubt that the vast majority of language students develop 
a solid familiarity with a dictionary/dictionaries by the 
time they finish Stage III.'' Some information which may 
shed some illumination on this last comment, is revealed in 
Chapter 3, where the views of students are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 3 
STUDENTS' DESCRIPTIONS OF THEIR DICTIONARY USE 
Introduction. 
There are, as has been explained in Chapter 1, a variety 
of ways of finding out about the processes involved in 
student learning. In Chapter 2 the views of teachers on 
student use of dictionaries were discussed. In this chapter, 
the students' descriptions of their dictionary use are 
presented. 
Administration of the stionnaire. 
Questionnaires (Appendix A) were sent to seventh form 
teachers at selected Christchurch secondary schools for their 
students to fill in. The schools represented private and 
state, single-sex and co~educational schools. Inevitably, 
because of the preponderance of girls enrolled in seventh 
form French classes the majority of the questionnaires 
returned were completed by girls. In all, 35 usable 
questionnaires were returned from seven different schools 
(the numbers involved ranged from two students at two schools 
to thirteen at one school). For six of the seven schools, 
questionnaires were also received from the seventh form 
teacher. Although the responses of these students may not 
be representative of all seventh form French students, the 
range of schools covered was satisfactory. 
Information was also sought from university students 
in French Departments at two universities where it was known 
that there was a basic difference at Stage I level in teacher 
recommended dictionaries, one (Canterbury) recommending a 
monolingual dictionary, the other (Otago) a bilingual one. 
Completed forms were returned by 24 Stage I Canterbury 
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students, 20 Stage I Otago students, 10 Stage II Canterbury 
and 4 Stage II Otago students (amalgamated for the purposes 
of analysis) and 7 Stage III and 3 M.A. Canterbury students 
(also amalgamated for analysis) • The response rates ranged 
from a low of 40% (at Stage II level) to a high of 77% at 
Stage III and M.A. level. These response rates are in some 
cases disappointing but reflect to a large extent the 
problems associated with allowing students to fill in 
questionnaires in their own time (since questionnaires not 
completed and returned in class are notoriously difficult 
to retrieve). It is difficult to make any assumptions about 
those who did not respond: however, one possibility is that 
some students thought the questionnaire was irrelevant 
because they do not use dictionaries at all. This is 
unlikely. 
Results and analysis. 
The responses to each question are presented separately 
for each of the five groups of students: (a) seventh 
formers (N = 35), (b) Canterbury Stage I (N = 24), (c) Otago 
Stage I (N = 20), (d) Canterbury and Otago Stage II (N = 14) 
and (e) Canterbury Stage III and M.A. (N = 10). 
Diet owned and borrowed 
Tables 3a - e show the dictionaries used by the student 
respondents classified according to whether the dictionaries 
are monolingual or bilingual, small, medium, large, or 
specialised, owned or borrowed. Full details are given in 
Appendix D. One of the problems with the students• 
responses concerns the naming of dictionaries. Students 
were allowed to take the questionnaires home to enable them, 
supposedly, to check the actual names of their dictionaries. 
This appears to have only been partially successful. 
The information summarised in Tables 3a - e obscures 
to a certain extent the wide range of dictionary titles 
used by these French students. In fact the 35 seventh 
formers use 16 different dictionaries (14 bilingual, 1 mono-
lingual, 1 monolingual specialised), the 24 Canterbury Stage 
I students use 19 different dictionaries (12 bilingual, 5 
monolingual, 1 bilingual specialised, 1 monolingual special-
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TABLE 3a: DICTIONARIES USED (OWNED AND BORROWED) 
Seventh form students 
Dictionary type Owned Borrowed Total used 
Monolin9:ual 
'large' - - -
'medium' - 8 8 
'small -
- -
'specialised' - 1 1 
Subtotal 
- 9 9 
Bilingual 
'large' 2 11 1 3 
'medium' 4 21 25 
'small' 15 1 16 
'specialised' - - -
Subtotal 21 33 54 
TOTAL 21 42 63 
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TABLE 3b: DICTIONARIES USED (OWNED AND BORROWED) 
Stage I (Canterbury) Students 
Dictionary type Owned Borrowed Total used 
Monolin9:ual 
'large' - 2 2 
'medium' 21 2 23 
'small' 1 - 1 
'specialised' - 1 1 
Subtotal 22 5 27 
Bilingual 
'large' 3 18 21 
'medium' 5 - 5 
'small' 14 - 14 
'specialised' - 3 3 
Subtotal 22 21 43 
TOTAL 44 26 70 
TABLE 3c 
Stage I (Otago) Students 
Dictionary type Owned Borrowed Total u 
Monolingual 
'large' - 1 1 
'medium' 4 2 6 
'small' - - -
'specialised' - - -
Subtotal 4 3 7 
Bilin9:ual 
'large' 11 3 14 
'medium' 7 1 8 
'small' 9 1 10 
'specialised' - - -
Subtotal 27 5 32 
TOTAL 31 8 39 
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TABLE 3d: DICTIONARIES USED (OWNED AND BORROWED) 
Stage II (Canterbury and Otago) Students 
Dictionary type Owned Borrowed Total used 
Monolingual 
'large' 
- 2 2 
'medium' 10 3 13 
'small' - - -
'specialised' - 1 1 
Subtotal 10 6 16 
Bilingual 
'large' 2 5 7 
'medium' 7 - 7 
'small' 9 2 11 
'specialised' - - -
Subtotal 18 7 25 
TOTAL 28 1 3 41 
TABLE 3e 
Stage III & M.A. (Canterbury) Students 
Dictionary type Owned Borrowed Total used 
Monoling:ual 
'large' 1 5 6 
'medium' 9 1 10 
'small' - - -
'specialised' - 1 1 
Subtotal 1 0 7 1 7 
Bilingual 
'large' 7 9 1 6 
'medium' 5 - 5 
'small' 3 1 4 
'specialised' 1 - 1 
Subtotal 16 1 0 26 
TOTAL 26 17 43 
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ised), the 20 Otago Stage I students use 14 different 
dictionaries (11 bilingual, 3 monolingual), the 14 Stage II 
students use 19 different dictionaries (14 bilingual, 4 
monolingual, 1 monolingual specialised), and the 10 Stage 
III and M.A. students use 19 different dictionaries (11 
bilingual, 6 monolingual, 1 bilingual 
lingual specialised) . 
ialised, 1 mono-
The seventh form respondents consult only one mono-
lingual dictionary (the Petit Larousse), whereas among them 
the Stage III and M.A. students use six Larousse Lexis, 
Petit Larousse, Robert Methodique, Micro-Robert, Petit 
Robert and Grand Robert) . 
The following proportions of students variously used 
bilingual dictionaries only, or both bilingual and mono-
lingual dictionaries. No student used only monolingual 
dictionaries. 
Table 4 Dictionary use: monolingual and bilingual diction-
aries. 
Level of 
Monolingual Bilingual Monolingual + 
only only bilingual 
students N (%) N (%) N (%) 
Seventh formers - (-) 27 (77) 8 (23) 
s I (C) - (-) 2 ( 8) 22 (92) 
Stage I (0) - (-) 1 2 ( 6 0) 8 ( 4 0) 
II - (-) 2 ( 1 4) 12 ( 8 6) 
Stage III & M.A. - (-) 1 ( 1 0) 9 (90) 
The information in Tables 3a - e can also be summar-
i to give the following mean numbers bilingual and 
monolingual dictionar used by the student respondents. 
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Table 5 Mean number of dictionaries used 
Level of Type of Dictionaries Dictionar s Total 
students dictionary owned borrowed 
Seventh formers monolingual - . 3 • 3 
bilingual • 6 . 9 1 • 5 
total • 6 1.2 1 • 8 
Stage I monolingual • 9 . 2 1.1 
Canty bilingual . 9 . 9 1.8 
total 1.8 1 • 1 2.9 
Stage I monolingual • 2 • 2 • 4 
Otago bilingual 1 • 4 . 3 1 • 6 
total 1.6 • 4 2.0 
Stage II monolingual • 7 • 4 1.1 
Canty & Otago bilingual 1.3 • 5 1.8 
total 2.0 . 9 2.9 
Stage III & M.A. monolingual 1.0 • 7 1 • 7 
bilingual 1.6 1.0 2.6 
total 2.6 1 • 7 4.3 
These figures show that not all seventh-form students 
own a dictionary, some schools issuing them as school text-
books. Practically all the dictionaries used and certainly 
all those owned by the seventh-formers are bilingual. 
Almost all the Stage I Canterbury students own a mono-
lingual dictionary (the Robert Micro-Poche is a recommended 
text) and, in addition, almost all own a bilingual diction-
ary (usually pocket-sized). At Otago, on the other hand, 
where a bilingual dictionary is recommended, few students 
own a monolingual dictionary, and all own at least one 
bilingual dictionary (at least half own a 'large' bilingual 
dictionary). Interestingly, these Otago students do not 
appear to borrow monolingual dictionaries either, so the 
recommendation to purchase a bilingual dictionary means that 
few of these Otago students ever use a monolingual diction-
ary. 
At Stage II level a lower proportion of students (than 
at Stage I level at Canterbury) own a monolingual dictionary, 
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although this figure is influenced by the Otago students who 
tend not to own them. 
Finally Stage III and M.A. students own on average one 
monolingual dictionary each and at least one bilingual 
dictionary. They also borrow more dictionaries than students 
at lower levels. 
Reasons for purchase of dictionaries. 
Tables 1 and 2 in Appendix D summarise information pro-
vided by the students concerning the reasons for their pur-
chase of a particular dictionary, and the year of study in 
which the dictionary had been bought. It is clear that the 
major reason for students' purchasing a particular diction-
ary is that their teacher had recommended it. However 
because Table 1 (Appendix D) amalgamates information related 
to monolingual and bilingual dictionaries it obscures the 
fact that all monolingual dictionaries purchased were pur-
chased because a teacher had recommended them, whereas 
varying proportions of bilingual dictionaries had been 
bought for this reason, ranging from about 5% of those 
bought by Stage I (Canterbury) and Stage II students to 
50% of those bought by Stage Ili and M.A. students (where 
half had been bought on school teachers' advice and half 
on the advice of a Stage III lecturer). 
Students, like their teachers, rarely gave as a reason 
for the purchase of a dictionary the fact that it was mono-
lingual or bilingual, although since all the former were 
bought on teachers' advice this is not perhaps surprising. 
Generally, however, students only buy monolingual diction-
aries when their teachers recommend one, (and buy the one 
recommended because it has been ordered especially for them 
by university bookshops), whereas the choice of bilingual 
dictionaries is in many cases left up to the students them-
selves, who, perhaps naturally, tend to buy the cheaper, 
more portable type of dictionary. 
The year of their French studies in which students 
bought their dictionaries is shown in Table 2 in Appendix D. 
Clearly university students tend to buy a dictionary when 
they reach university (either monolingual or bilingual) 
depending on the recommendations of their Stage I lecturers, 
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while retaining to varying extents the bilingual dictionaries 
they had acquired at school. 
Frequency of dictionary consultation. 
students were asked to indicate how frequently they con-
sulted each of the dictionaries they used. Details are given 
in Appendix D and generally show that students use the 
dictionaries they own more frequently than those they borrow. 
The table below shows how frequently the students use any 
dictionary (owned or borrowed, bilingual or monolingual). 
Table 6 : Most frequent consultation of any dictionary 
Level of students At least 3-4 times/week Weekly Monthly 
Seventh form 54% 43% 3% 
Stage I (Canty) 42% 54% 4% 
Stage I (Otago) 65% 35% -
Stage II 57% 43% -
Stage III & M.A. 70% 30% -
To a large extent dictionary usage, i.e. its frequency, 
will depend on the tasks students use dictionaries for. If 
it is assumed that students use their dictionaries in the 
preparation of assignments, then usage for this purpose may 
be irregular. On the other hand, the use dictionaries 
for comprehension may depend on the type of text being read 
at the time, and on a number of other factors including the 
extent to which the text contains its own glossary, or of 
course whether the student reads the text in French or 
English, or at all. For these reasons too much should not 
be read into the variations in the above figures. It is 
clear, however, that the vast majority of the students 
surveyed do use a dictionary at least weekly, for some 
purpose. 
Students' 'favourite' dictionary. 
The students were asked to indicate of all the diction-
aries they used (owned or borrowed) which was their 'favour-
ite'. The results are as follows (details are given in 
Appendix D) . 
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Table 7 Students' favourite dictionary 
Level of students Monolingual Bilingual No response 
Seventh formers 3% 51% 46% 
Stage I (Canty) 21% 67% 12% 
Stage I (Otago) 5% 80% 15% 
Stage II 21% 79% -
Stage III & M.A. 20% 60% 20% 
Among those that responded to this question there is an 
overwhelming preference for bilingual dictionaries, even 
among those who own monolingual dictionaries as well. 
The purpose and frequency of dictionary consultation. 
Students were asked to indicate which dictionary they 
usually consult to find a variety of listed types of inform-
ation, and how often they consult any dictionary, if at all, 
for this purpose. 
The results, contained in Tables 8a - e, show the 
percentage of the respondents who use a dictionary to obtain 
a given type of information, the mean frequency of use (for 
those who did use dictionaries for this purpose) and the 
ranking of these frequencies of use. 
All the seventh form French students consult diction-
aries for the meaning of a French word and for the English 
or French equivalents of French or English words. A high 
proportion of these students also consult dictionaries for 
grammatical information (e.g.! or de after a verb), for 
examples of the usage of a French word, for gender and 
spelling of French words and for idiomatic expressions 
involving French words. Dictionaries are rarely consulted 
for the register of French words or for the derivatives of 
French words. Only about one quarter of these seventh 
formers use a dictionary to find the pronunciation of a 
French word. One assumes that those who do so are familiar 
with the International Phonetic Alphabet. For those 
students who do use the dictionary for a given purpose, 
dictionaries are most frequently consulted the meaning 
of a French word, and for equivalents (English/French and 
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TABLE 8a: PURPOSE AND FREQUENCY OF DICTIONARY CONSULTATION 
Seventh form students 
Purpose of consultation % using Mean frequency Rank dictionary of use 
Meaning of a French word 100 1. 51 
Equivalents (Fr/Eng or Eng/Fr) 100 1.3 1.4 
Grammatical information 88 2.2 
Examples of usage 82 2. 1 
Synonyms I antonyms 65 2.6 
Gender 88 1.9 
Pronunciation 24 2.6 
Spelling 94 1.8 
Idiomatic expressions 82 2.3 
Verb conjugation 61 1 • 8 
Register 39 2.7 
Derivatives 39 2.8 
Note: Mean frequency of use was calculated using 
ing scale: 1 = frequently, 2 = sometimes, 3 
ever. Students who responded using a fourth 
this scale, 4 = never, were omitted from the 
calculations. 
2 
1 
7 
6 
9= 
5 
9= 
3= 
8 
3= 
11 
12 
follow-
hardly 
point on 
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TABLE 8b: PURPOSE AND FREQUENCY OF DICTIONARY CONSULTATION 
Stage I (Canterbury) Students 
Purpose of consultation % using Mean frequency Rank dictionary of use 
Meaning of a French word 100 1. 5} 2 
Equivalents (FriEng or EngiFr) 100 1.3 1.4 1 
Grammatical information 91 1.8 5= 
Examples of usage 100 1 • 9 7 
Synonyms I antonyms 91 2. 1 9 
Gender 95 1 . 7 4 
Pronunciation 67 2.6 1 2 
Spelling 100 1.6 3 
Idiomatic expressions 91 1. 8 5= 
Verb conjugation 57 2.0 8 
Register 62 2.4 1 1 
Derivatives 33 2.3 1 0 
Note: as for Table Sa. 
TABLE 8c 
Stage I (Otago) Students 
Purpose of consultation % using Mean frequency Rank dictionary of use 
Meaning of a French word 100 1. 2} 1 
Equivalents (FriEng or EngiFr) 100 1.3 1.2 2 
Grammatical information 95 1.8 3= 
Examples of usage 100 1.8 3= 
Synonyms I antonyms 83 2.5 8= 
Gender 95 1.9 7 
Pronunciation 79 2.5 8= 
Spelling 100 1.8 3= 
Idiomatic expressions 95 1.8 3= 
Verb conjugation 63 2.5 8= 
Register 84 2.7 11 
Derivatives 74 2.8 1 2 
Note: as for Table Sa. 
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TABLE 8d: PURPOSE AND FREQUENCY OF DICTIONARY CONSULTATION 
Stage II (Canterbury and Otago) Students 
Purpose of consultation % using Mean frequency Rank dictionary of use 
Meaning of a French word 100 1. 2} 2 
Equivalents (FriEng or EngiFr) 100 1 . 1 1 . 2 1 
Grammatical information 93 1.4 3 
Examples of usage 93 1 . 6 4= 
Synonyms I antonyms 93 2.3 9 
Gender 100 1.6 4= 
Pronunciation 50 3.0 11= 
Spelling 100 1.9 6= 
Idiomatic expressions 93 1.9 6= 
Verb conjugation 79 2. 1 8 
Register 50 3.0 11 = 
Derivatives 43 2.7 1 0 
Note: as for Table 8a. 
TABLE 8e 
Stage III & M.A. (Canterbury) Students 
Purpose of consultation % using Mean frequency Rank dictionary of use 
Meaning of a French word 100 1. 2 J 2 
Equivalents (FriEng or EngiFr) 100 1.1 1.2 1 
Grammatical information 89 1.5 3= 
Examples of usage 100 1 . 5 3= 
Synonyms I antonyms 78 2. 1 8 
Gender 100 1.5 3= 
Pronunciation 78 2.7 1 1 
Spelling 100 1.8 7 
Idiomatic expressions 89 1.5 3= 
Verb conjugation 67 2.2 9 
Register 89 2.4 1 0 
Derivatives 67 2.8 1 2 
Note: as for Table 8a. 
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French/English), then for spelling and verb conjugation 
(about 40% of these students use sources other than a 
dictionary for the latter) and gender. Even for those who 
do consult them, it is rare for these students to seek 
information on synonyms or antonyms, pronunciation, register 
and derivatives. 
The Canterbury Stage I students all consult a dictionary 
for the meaning of French words, for the English and French 
equivalents of French and English words, for examples of the 
usage of French words, and for the spelling of French words. 
Almost all of them also consult them for grammatical inform-
ation, synonyms and antonyms of French words, for gender and 
for idiomatic expressions involving French words. However, 
dictionaries are most frequently used for equivalents, 
meaning of French words, spelling, gender and idiomatic 
expressions. They are rarely used for pronunciation, 
register and derivatives. 
To a certain extent students use their dictionaries for 
various purposes according to how likely or easy they think 
it will be to find the information there. Evidently when a 
word appears in the nomenclature of the dictionary its 
spelling, gender, pronunciation and either equivalent(s) or 
meaning(s) will also appear. Other information which may or 
may not be given in dictionaries such as grammatical inform-
ation, examples of usage, etc. is sought less frequently by 
students, either because they do not need it often or 
because they have found from experience that their diction-
ary lacks this type of information. 
The Otago Stage I students show a similar pattern of 
usage to the Canterbury students, although more of them 
consult dictionaries for the register of French words and 
for their derivatives, albeit less frequently than the 
Canterbury Stage I students. 
At Stage II, Stage III and M.A. level the same pattern 
is observed, dictionaries being consulted by more students 
and more frequently for the more basic types of information. 
However, by Stage III level almost 90% of the students are 
consulting a dictionary for information about register (and 
more frequently) • 
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Type of dictionary (bilingual or monolingual) consulted for 
the above purposes. 
The students in responding to the question about the 
dictionaries they used were asked to indicate which diction-
ary they usually consult, if any, for the purposes listed 
above. This information, classified simply according to 
whether a monolingual or a bilingual dictionary is usually 
consulted is given in Tables 9a- e. 
At seventh form level, students, as might be expected 
from their responses to the question concerning the diction-
aries they use, consult bilingual dictionaries for practical-
ly all purposes, even when it is a task for which they are 
generally quite unsuited e.g. synonyms and antonyms and 
derivatives. Many students at all levels from seventh form 
to M.A. did not distinguish between meaning and equivalents 
when they said they seek the former in bilingual diction-
aries and the latter in monolingual dictionaries. As far as 
they are concerned there probably is no distinction. 
The comparison between Stage I students at Canterbury 
and Otago (where monolingual and bilingual dictionaries are 
respectively recommended) is interesting. Generally, the 
Canterbury students who tend to own both a bilingual and a 
monolingual dictionary use the latter more for functions it 
is more likely to be able to fulfil e.g. synonyms and 
antonyms, and grammatical information (both of which are 
claimed to be a strong point of the Micro-Robert by its 
compilers). Almost a third of the Canterbury students use 
their monolingual dictionary for finding the meaning of a 
French word. Spelling, gender and pronunciation appear in 
both types of dictionary and students probably use which-
ever is handy for this purpose. 
The Otago students, on the other hand, use bilingual 
dictionaries for almost every purpose; only for ~nformation 
about synonyms and antonyms, verb conjugation and derivatives 
do any (and it is still a small proportion compared with 
their fellows at Canterbury) use a monolingual dictionary. 
Strangely, there is no real evidence of increasing use 
of monolingual dictionaries at Stage II, III and M.A. levels 
(at Otago in Stage II monolingual dictionaries are recommended 
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TABLE 9a: PURPOSE OF CONSULTATION AND TYPE OF DICTIONARY CON-
SULTED 
Seventh form students 
Purpose of consultation Monolingual Bilingual % % 
Meaning of French word - 1 00 
Equivalents (Fr/Eng or Eng/Fr) 3 97 
Grammatical information 3 97 
Examples of usage - 100 
Synonyms I antonyms 9 91 
Gender - 100 
Pronunciation - 100 
Spelling - 100 
Idiomatic expressions 4 96 
Verb conjugation - 100 
Register 8 92 
Derivatives 1 5 85 
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TABLE 9b: PURPOSE OF CONSULTATION AND TYPE OF DICTIONARY CON-
SULTED 
Stage I (Canterbury) Students 
Purpose of consultation Monolingual Bilingual % % 
Meaning of French word 30 70 
Equivalents (FriEng or EngiFr) 17 83 
Grammatical information 57 43 
Examples of usage 43 57 
Synonyms I antonyms 76 24 
Gender 38 62 
Pronunciation 40 60 
Spelling 39 61 
Idiomatic expressions 40 60 
Verb conjugation 71 29 
Register 43 57 
Derivatives 29 71 
TABLE 9c 
Stage I (Otago) Students 
Purpose of consultation Monolingual Bilingual % % 
Meaning of French word 5 95 
Equivalents (FriEng or EngiFr) - 100 
Grammatical information 6 94 
Examples of usage 5 95 
Synonyms I antonyms 19 81 
Gender - 100 
Pronunciation - 100 
Spelling 6 100 
Idiomatic expressions 6 94 
Verb conjugation 17 83 
Register 6 94 
Derivatives 13 87 
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TABLE 9d: PURPOSE OF CONSULTATION AND TYPE OF DICTIONARY CON-
SULTED 
Stage II (Canterbury and Otago) Students 
Purpose of consultation Monolingual Bilingual % % 
Meaning of French word 21 79 
Equivalents (FriEng or EngiFr) - 100 
Grammatical information 31 69 
Examples of usage 62 38 
Synonyms I antonyms 92 8 
Gender 7 93 
Pronunciation 29 71 
Spelling 14 86 
Idiomatic expression 54 46 
Verb conjugation 45 55 
Register 43 57 
Derivatives 
- 100 
TABLE 9e 
Stage III & M.A. (Canterbury) Students 
Purpose of consultation Monolingual Bilingual % % 
Meaning of French word 30 70 
Equivalents {FriEng or EngiFr) - 100 
Grammatical information 25 75 
Examples of usage 30 70 
Synonyms I antonyms 100 -
Gender 30 70 
Pronunciation 43 57 
Spelling 45 55 
Idiomatic expression 25 75 
Verb conjugation 33 67 
Register 25 75 
Derivatives 50 50 
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Table 10: Dictionary usually consulted for comprehension 
Difficulty with 
Level of Bilingual Monolingual Satisfaction? monolingual? 
students % % Yes Some No N.A. Yes Some No 
7th 97 3 94 3 3 63 8 20 8 
Formers 
Stage I 75 25 75 25 - 1 3 46 21 21 
(Canty) 
Stage I 95 5 90 1 0 - 55 1 5 30 -
(Otago) 
Stage II 93 7 100 - - 14 36 36 14 
Stage III 80 20 90 1 0 - 1 0 - 60 30 
& M.A. 
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as well as bilingual dictionaries). On the contrary, it 
appears that students make increasing use of bilingual 
dictionaries. This may be due to the fact that they are now 
using the larger, more recent bilingual dictionaries (e.g. 
Harrap's New Shorter and the Collins Robert , which do have 
extensive grammatical information and many more examples of 
usage and idiomatic expressions than does t~e monolingual 
dictionary owned by most Canterbury students. 
Dictionary use for comprehension and production. 
Students were asked to think a little about the processes 
involved in using a dictionary to comprehend written or spoken 
French or to produce it. When students are reading a French 
text and they come across a word they do not understand and 
they decide to look it up in a dictionary do they usually 
consult a bilingual or a monolingual dictionary? In 
responding to this question the students were also asked 
whether dictionary consultation the purpose of comprehen-
sion is usually 'successful' i.e. whether they usually find 
the word or expression they are looking for and understand 
its meaning. Finally they were asked they use a mono-
lingual dictionary for this purpose whether they ever have 
trouble understanding the definitions. 
The responses to these questions concerning the use of 
dictionaries for the purposes of comprehension of French are 
summarised in Table10 (opposite). 
More than 90% of seventh form, Stage I (Otago) and Stage 
II students use bilingual dictionaries for the purpose of 
comprehension. 
their opinion. 
and a fifth of 
They are invariably successful, at least in 
A quarter of Stage I (Canterbury) students 
Stage III and M.A. students usually consult 
a monolingual dictionary for comprehension. This, at least 
for the Stage I students, is less successful, due as the data 
in Table 10 suggest to the difficulty that students may 
experience in understanding the definitions. The students 
who normally use monolingual dictionaries for this purpose 
commented as follows in responding to the question of whether 
they usually find the word they are seeking and understand 
its meaning: "Yes, sometimes after looking up several words 
[in the definition]", or "I usually find the word but don't 
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Table 11 Dictionary usually consulted for production 
Check in monolingual? 
Level of Bilingual Monolingual Yes Sometimes No N.A. 
i :';;tudents % % % % % % 
7th 100 - 23 6 71 -
Formers 
Stage I 96 4 54 1 3 29 4 
(Canty) 
Stage I 100 - 5 1 0 85 -
(Otago) 
Stage II 100 - 36 36 29 -
Stage III 90 1 0 40 20 30 1 0 
& M.A. 
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usually understand all the French explanation of meaning", 
and "It normally requires further research to get the ex-
pression and its meaning." The students who normally use a 
monolingual dictionary for comprehension all admitted to 
some difficulty with understanding definitions. Other 
students who also reported difficulty apparently solve that 
particular problem by normally consulting a bilingual 
dictionary for comprehension purposes. 
For the production of French, students almost without 
exception normally use a bilingual dictionary as Table 11, 
opposite, shows. However, apart from seventh form students 
and Otago Stage I students (who do not commonly own mono-
lingual dictionaries) a fairly consistent 70% of students 
do, at least sometimes, check the use of a word in a mono-
lingual dictionary. Some students who use bilingual 
dictionaries reported that they sometimes check words in the 
reverse (French-English) part of their dictionaries. 
Students were asked for which use (comprehending French 
or producing it) they considered their dictionary(ies) was 
more useful and why. As with their teachers' responses to 
a similar question, it is obvious that many students found 
the question (understandably) confusing. 
The reasons given by students for believing that 
dictionaries were more useful for one function than the 
other are illustrated by the comments below. 
- favour production: 
A number of students thought that dictionaries were 
better for the production of French, because the context of 
the work can usually help in comprehension: "comprehending 
is largely common sense 11 , "I find it more useful to attempt 
to make an intelligent guess at a word in comprehension" 
(seventh formers), "if producing English (i.e. comprehending 
French) guess-work can usually help more", "when com-
prehending you've always got the context to help" (Stage I 
Canterbury), are typical comments. Other reasons for 
favouring dictionar s for production were: 11 SO I can spell 
the words right'', 11 I find other idioms to help make the 
passage more interesting", "to get correct spelling and 
usage", "if you don't know how to translate something from 
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Table 12 For what purpose do students mainly use the 
dictionary? 
Level of Comprehension Production Both about the same 
students % % % 
7th 3 35 62 
Formers 
Stage I 4 29 67 
(Canty) 
Stage I 40 5 55 
(Otago) 
Stage II 1 4 29 57 
Stage III 1 0 30 60 
& M.A. 
Table 13 Dictionary reference skills 
Introduction Abbreviations 
Instruction in dictionary use read known 
No Yes 
Level of students % 3/4/5 form 6th/7th form Univ. Yes Partly No Yes Some No 
7th Formers 74 14 11 N/A 29 - 71 77 14 9 
Stage I (Canty) 46 8 1 3 33 1 3 17 71 63 33 4 
Stage I (Otago) 65 1 0 1 0 1 5 30 30 40 60 35 5 
Stage II 79 7 - 14 36 14 50 64 36 -
Stage III & M.A. 30 - - 70 401 1 0 50 100 - -
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English to French a dictionary is very necessary for straight 
vocab. if not for grammar points 11 , "I need more help for 
producing since you have to'create your own context", "because 
you have to have the exact meaning whereas with comprehending 
often a synonym will do", "because correctness is more 
essential", "because a good dictionary such as Collins Robert 
makes for more accuracy with regard to idiom, etc." 
- favour comprehension: 
Fewer students thought that their dictionaries were more 
useful for comprehension. Those who did commented as follows: 
" ... because one word may alter the whole meaning of a 
passage'', "easily understood, and quickly 11 , "because for 
comprehending you don't need to worry about grammar, etc. 11 , 
11 because the dictionary doesn't seem to contain quite the 
usage required for producing French", 11 because in producing 
French my main need at present is grammatical rules -
dictionaries don't really provide these 11 , etc. 
Whatever the students believe about which function 
dictionaries are more useful for, Table 12 opposite shows 
what they mainly use their dictionaries for. It is apparent 
that apart from the Stage I Otago students, other students 
use their dictionaries less often for comprehension. 
Dictionary reference skills. 
As was pointed out in the Introduction the likelihood 
of 'successful' dictionary use is dependent on the con-
sultant's reference skills. It is difficult to obtain any 
really meaningful information on this subject, un s the 
students could be tested, and since they use such a variety 
of dictionaries this would be difficult. To give some idea 
of how familiar students were with the dictionaries they 
used, they were asked first, whether they had received any 
instruction from teachers on the use of dictionaries, and if 
so, by whom and when, second, whether or not they had read 
the introduction(s) to the dictionary(ies) they use, and 
third, whether they were familiar with the system of abbre-
viations used in their dictionary(ies). 
The results are summarised in Table 13, opposite. 
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Table 14 Summary table 
Dictionary use: all university students 
Comprehension: dictionary usually consulted 
Bilingual Monolingual Satisfaction? Difficulty with monolingual? 
% % Yes Some No N.A. Yes Sometimes No 
87 13 87 1 2 1 25 28 32 1 5 
Production: dictionary usually consulted 
Bilingual Monolingual Check in monolingual? 
% % Yes Sometimes No N.A. 
97 3 34 18 50 3 
Dictionaries mainly used for which purpose 
Comprehension Production Both about the same 
% % % 
18 22 60 
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A high proportion of students at all levels except 
Stage III and M.A. claimed that they had not received any 
instructions on dictionary usage. This fits with the 
information provided by teachers. Varying proportions of 
students claimed they had read the introduction of at least 
one of the dictionaries they use, while a further proportion 
said they had read it partially. A higher proportion of 
students claimed they were familiar with the system of 
abbreviations used in their dictionaries, although quite a 
large proportion admitted that they were only familiar with 
the more common ones, or at least the ones they needed to 
know. 
Summary and discussion. 
All the students surveyed use dictionaries in their 
French stud s. Varying proportions ranging from a high of 
77% of seventh formers to a low of 8% of Canterbury Stage I 
students use only bilingual dictionaries, while use of both 
bilingual and monolingual dictionaries ranged from 23% of 
seventh formers to 92% of Canterbury Stage I students. None 
of the students used only a monolingual dictionary. 
Students, at least at university level, tend to buy the 
dictionary recommended by their teachers. Where a monolingual 
dictionary is recommended students buy it for this reason and 
also use a bilingual dictionary. Where a bilingual dictionary 
is recommended few students either own or use a monolingual 
dictionary. 
Seventh form students who almost without exception use 
bilingual dictionaries for all purposes, and generally show 
themselves to differ only in degree from the more advanced 
students, will be excluded from the remainder of the summary. 
The university students (68 in total) own on average .7 mono-
lingual and 1.2 bilingual dictionaries and 98% of them use 
a dictionary at least weekly. As summary Table 14 opposite 
shows, 18% use their dictionaries more for comprehension, 
22% use them more for production and the remaining 60% 
equally for both purposes. For comprehension, the students 
show a strong preference for the use of bilingual diction-
aries (87% used one for this purpose), and were generally 
satisfied with their use. Only those using monolingual 
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Table 15 Summary table 
Dictionary use - all university students 
Purpose of consultation % using Mean frequency Rank dictionary of use 
Meaning of French word 100 1.3 2 
Equivalents (FriEng or Eng/Fr) 100 1 . 2 1 
Grammatical information 92 1 . 7 3== 
Examples of usage 98 1.8 5== 
Synonyms I antonyms 87 2.3 9 
Gender 97 1.7 3== 
Pronunciation 68 2.7 11 == 
Spelling 100 1.8 5== 
Idiomatic expressions 92 1 . 8 5== 
Verb conjugation 65 2. 2 8 
Register 70 2.6 1 0 
Derivatives 52 2.7 11 == 
Note: Mean frequency of use was calculated using the follow-
ing scale: 1 == frequently, 2 == sometimes, 3 == hardly 
ever. Students who responded using a fourth point on 
this scale, 4 == never, were omitted from the calcul-
ations. 
Type of dictionary used - all university students 
Purpose of consultation Monolingual Bilingual % % 
Meaning of a French word 21 79 
Equivalents (FriEng or EngiFr) 6 94 
Grammatical information 32 68 
Examples of usage 34 66 
Synonyms I antonyms 66 34 
Gender 19 81 
Pronunciation 25 75 
Spelling 23 77 
Idiomatic expressions 31 69 
verb conjugation 44 56 
Register 29 71 
Derivatives 21 79 
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dictionaries comprehension expressed any real dissatis-
faction. For production, students overwhelmingly prefer 
bilingual dictionaries (97% of them), at least as a starting 
point. However, about 50% of the students do, at least 
sometimes, check the information in a monolingual dictionary. 
All students seek information in the dictionary on the 
meanings of French words, on equivalents, and on spelling 
(see summary Table 15 opposite). A very high proportion also 
seek grammatical information, examples of usage, idiomat 
expressions, gender, and synonyms or antonyms of French words. 
Lower proportions of students seek information on pronuncia-
tion, verb conjugation, register and the derivatives of 
French words. Dictionaries are most frequently consulted 
for information on meaning and equivalents, grammatical 
information, gender, spelling, idiomatic expressions and 
examples usage. For these purposes students use bilingual 
dictionaries predominately, although between 20% and 35% use 
monolingual dictionaries. 
Slightly under half of the students have received some 
instruction on the use of dictionaries, usually at univer-
sity, and the same proportion have read at least part of the 
introduction(s) to their dictionary(ies). A very high pro-
portion claimed to be familiar with at least the common 
abbreviations in their dictionaries. Without saying so 
explicitly, many students in their verbal responses to the 
questions concerning re renee skills appeared embarrassed 
to admit their lack of knowledge. That, of course, is the 
problem with self-reported information which is not subject 
to independent verification - it tends to present an ideal-
ised situation. Teachers who mark students' work see the 
reality of dictionary consultation, and clearly believe 
that all is not well. 
The students in the present study differ most obviously 
from those described in the studies summarised in the Intro-
duction, in their use of monolingual dictionaries which is 
much lower than for the other student groups. However, since 
New Zealand students can only buy monolingual dictionaries 
when their teachers recommend and specially order them, this 
lower usage is largely due to teachers recommending bilingual 
dictionaries. The students' preference for bilingual 
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dictionaries agrees with the findings of at least three of 
the four previous studies, and although they were not asked 
which type of dictionary they were more satisfied with there 
does seem to be a clear preference for bilingual diction-
aries. The students consult dictionaries most often for the 
same types of information as the other student groups, and 
most frequently for the meaning of French words and for 
equivalents. The students appear equally 'unsophisticated' 
in their dictionary use, in that they too rarely seek inform-
ation on register and members of the same 'word family'. 
Finally, the fact that so many students persist in the use 
of small bilingual dictionaries, even for production, 
suggests a certain lack of awareness on their part of the 
wealth of information (examples of usage, grammatical 
information, indications of language level, etc.) which is 
available in the better and more recent monolingual and 
bilingual dictionaries. 
The students' responses to the questionnaire present a 
generalised view of their dictionary usage, at one stage 
removed from reality. In the next chapter, a closer look 
will be taken at students' use of dictionaries in relation 
to specific tasks. 
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CHAPTER 4 
STUDENT DICTIONARY USE FOR SPECIFIC TASKS 
Introduction. 
In Chapter 3 students reported on their dictionary 
usage and preferences. Generally, bilingual dictionaries 
are favoured for both the comprehension and the production 
of French. Students seemed to be satisfied with their 
dictionaries, at least for comprehension, although less 
satisfied with their monolingual dictionaries than their 
bilingual ones for this purpose. They also claimed a 
reasonable familiarity with the introductions and system of 
abbreviations used in their dictionaries. The information 
sented in Chapter 3 concerns what the students said they 
do with their dictionaries. What the present chapter will 
try to illustrate is what some students actually do. 
Two examples of the actual behaviour of students vis-a-
vis their dictionaries are presented. The first of these 
involves some Canterbury Stage I students who in the course 
of preparing one of their regular assignments were asked to 
give detailed information on their dictionary usage and its 
success. In the second exercise four Canterbury Stage I 
students were asked, while translating from and into French, 
to think aloud, and to describe their procedure for con-
sulting a dictionary - what word(s) they were seeking, what 
they found in the entry, what decision they made as a 
result. Details of these two exercises are presented below. 
Dictionary use exercise. 
Students in the Stage I Canterbury language class were 
asked to complete a questionnaire while they were preparing 
an assignment which involved comprehension of a written 
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French text for comprehension assignment 
De A comme Autoradio a Z 
comme Zizique, ce qui a change dans Ies rumeurs 
de la ville et les cris de la rue. ----------------~~~~~~~ 
Succes du moment : sirene de police) alarme detraQw§e, 
guitariste du metro, mota stereo. Valeurs 
d'avenir : Ie bruissement insidieux de l'age electronique. 
Et le silence, bordel ? 
cs fruits ? Des nou1·eaux fruits ? En cecte 
saison ? >>.Non, Trrphon ! Bougre d'ecto-
plasme ! Je p:ule des nouveaux bruits de 
Paris. << Ah, /es nuirs de Paris ! J> La nuit, jus-
tement, espece de zouave-. Par exemple Ia Sircne 
de Magasin (Sirena tembilis). On ne saura 
jamais pourquoi cet oiseau des CarpJtes s'evciile 
en pleine nt.:it. Son cri est le ou:10uanernent. La 
Sirene de 1'-!agasin ouaouane parfois jusqu'a 
9 heures, qua:1d, parvenu sur lcs lieux, le com-
merc;'\nt Ia I t:ndon a coups d¢ laue. Dans 
l'intervalle, Sirc·na terribilis a rcveill.! IOU! le 
monde sauf le commerpnt, qui habite .=_:..;::..:.:.... 
net et promene son visa~e frais parmi 
kSde lait tourn~du qu.:.tni.:r. · 
Comparee a d'autres c!assiques du bruit noc-
turne (Bouteii!t dans vtde-ordures. ou ~!oto Ira-
versant Paris plein pot. d~ux cent miiie person-
nes reveil!ces. on a fait le cnkul), l'alarme en 
derangement a le m0me ~ que Chien bis-;e 
tout seul ou !es Trois Glorieuses du ouigucnde 
(perceuse·tronr;or.neuse-tondeuse): Ia durec. 
Arrctez, les rnccs. Please. Cessez de mcttre 
des Serrures a trompe:te SUr VOS j?Ortes a tam· 
bour. Ou a!ors que r;a marche. La. ~a d~range 
tout le monde mais personne se derange. Si les 
nics devaient s'occupcr de toutes les dctra-
--.- -quees ... 
--pmjr que !es flies se deplar;assent, il faudrait 
deja qu'ils entcndi>sent. Que le ouaoua des sire· 
nes ne fut point recouvert par lc ouinouin d.:s 
nouvelles p:Hwt:i!lcuses it douh!e gyrophare en 
forme de guirtande dt: Nod. Est-elle itcre, Ia 
police, de ses nouvelles cais<;es son et lurnicre ! 
D'abord c'cst amcricain. Ensuite <;:a stridule. <;a 
vous dcrnargue de !'ambulance qui tadid.:mne. et 
du pomplcr qui pimoonne, sans parter du petit 
rigolo a klaxon musical qui toudoudoudidoune. 
Toute faune bien connue des ccu"cs qui habi-
tent iC"Iar:lcux Triangle d~s fhipitaux 
(Broussais · Saint-Vinccnt-de-Paul ·Necker). Le 
Triangle des Hopiwux est un Triangle des llcr-
rnudes: on n'y rctrouve jamais un sommcil 
perdu. 
Revenons aux nouvelles voiturcs de 11ics. La 
classe. II faut voir le jeune 11ic sauter du vehi-
cule, moteur et radio en marche, et s'engouffrer 
dans le lardu. « (:a c'esc /e progres, monsieur, 
dit un C'Oi'liil1lssaire. Ce n 'esc pas com me ce 
materiel que nous impose /'administration. )) 
D'un menton humiiif!, if designe le preau avec sa 
batterie de nouveaux velos r~glementaires visant 
a inter-venir avec et c~!erite au long des 
voies publiqu~s. rencont;ez-vous souvent, 
des escouades en veiocipede ? Eiks do.ivent raser 
les murs. La· nou\ eile paHouiikuse, en revan-
che. C'est comrne la·bas, dis. Dans les iilms 
americains. ' 
LA REVA~CHE DE L'OREILLE 
. Dar.s lcs iilms americ..tins, pour surprendre 
di:;cretement un gangster, on voit toujours con-
verger quinze \'Oitures, sir~ne) d~ployees. Resul-
tat : massacre. <;a m'a longtemps p:1ru bizarre, 
comme strate;;;ie. :.1aintenanc, j'ai compris. Le 
bruit moderne n'cS! qu'acc>!ssoirement utile. ll 
n'avertit pas, il investit. C'est d'abord une affi-
che. :-.toi Tarzan:-«<orsque j'ctais tfwdiant, 
racontait Michel Crepeau, alors ministre des 
Environs, /e grand chic etaic d'a•<oir Ia mota qui 
faisait moins de bruit que cr.:lle des cop.1ins. '' 
(I) Lc bruit est devenu mode. Dcsormais, il y a 
un ~fonsieur Bruit dans chaque rreicnure. 
Quand on donne du ~lonsieur a quc!que chose, 
c'est que cette chose est devcnue quelqu'un. 
• • • etc. 
Extract from Le Nouvel 
Observateur, 3 fevrier, 1904. 
The words underlined are 
those that at least one 
student consulted the 
dictionary for their 
meaning or equivalent. 
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French text. This text had been extracted from Le Nouvel 
Observateur and contained (as the extract in Fig. 2 opposite 
shows) some quite difficult vocabulary. The students' 
responses to the comprehension questions were to be written 
in French. They were asked to record for five instances 
when they consulted a dictionary for the purposes of com-
prehending the text and five instances when they consulted 
one to write their answers, the following information: 
(a) the purpose of the consultation (e.g. find meaning of 
a French word, French equivalent of an English word, 
check gender, spelling, verb form, etc.). 
(b) which dictionary they consulted (first). 
(c) whether they were successful in finding what they were 
looking for (success?- yes, some, no). 
(d) if not (completely) successful, what they did next (e.g. 
gave up, checked another dictionary .•. ) 
(e) which dictionary, if any, they consulted next. 
(f) whether they were successful with the second dictionary 
consulted (success?- yes, some, no). 
(g) the result of their consultation(s) (i.e. meaning 
word, French equivalent, spelling, etc.). 
25 students completed the questionnaire and handed it in with 
their assignment (these were not necessarily the same students 
who completed the questionnaire analysed in the last chapter, 
but many of them no doubt were) . 
The analysis of responses to the questionnaire concerns 
dictionary consultation for comprehension and production. 
Dictionary consultation for comprehension. 
The students sought the meanings or English equivalents 
of French words or expressions on 121 occasions (55 different 
words or expressions were involved, the majority of which 
(71%) were nouns). For comprehension purposes, 87 of the 
121 consultations were initially made in a bilingual 
dictionary (72%) and 34 in a monolingual dictionary (28%). 
These are very similar to the proportions of Canterbury Stage 
I respondents who in Chapter 3 were shown to consult bilingual 
dictionaries in preference to monolingual ones for comprehen-
sion: 75% v. 25%. (however the percentages here refer to the 
proportions of consultations while those in Chapter 3 refer 
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to the proportions of consultants, although in the present 
exercise it was observed that most students consistently used 
either a bilingual or a monolingual initially for comprehen-
sion purposes, so the figures are probably comparable). 
How successful were students with their initial con-
sultation of a dictionary? The table below summarises their 
responses. 
Table 16 : Success of initial dictionary consultation for 
comprehension 
Success? 
Dictionary consulted Yes Some No Total 
N (%) N (%) N (%) N (%) 
bilingual 45 (52) 1 2 ( 1 4) 30 (34) 87 ( 1 0 0) 
monolingual 23 (68) 6 ( 1 7) 5 ( 1 5) 34 ( 1 0 0) 
Total 68 (56) 18 ( 1 5) 35 (29) 1 21 ( 1 0 0) 
Note: N = number of consultations, not the number of students. 
These results show that in this instance, at least, 
consultation of a bilingual dictionary generally proved less 
successful than that of a monolingual dictionary. Analysis 
of the words (or more rarely expressions) which caused 
students to report that their dictionary consultation had 
been unsuccessful (responses 'some' and 'no' above) shows 
that they fell into three main categories: first, there were 
words coined by the author of the article and which, just by 
coincidence probably, were only sought in bilingual diction-
aries (e.g. ouiquende, tadidanner, pimponner, etc.); second, 
there were slang words (e.g. esgourde, bougre, mec, ceusse) 
which did not appear in the pocket bilingual dictionaries 
consulted, or even, in one case (le lardu) in a recent, large 
bilingual dictionary; third, there were words which did 
appear in the nomenclature of the dictionary consulted but 
not with the appropriate meaning (e.g. bordel in Et le 
silence, bordel?). One word which caused problems for both 
monolingual and bilingual dictionary consultants was 
striduler, for the former because it did not appear in the 
nomenclature (this word accounted for 3 of the 5 'no success' 
instances for the monolingual dictionary the Micro-Robert) 
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and for the latter because, even when it appeared, the 
students did not know what its English equivalent, 
'stridulate' meant. One case where the monolingual diction-
ary proved more helpful was with the word 11 Zouave 11 (which 9 
students looked up). The bilingual dictionary, when the 
word appeared in it, simply gave its English equivalent 
'zouave', while the monolingual dictionary actually explained 
the word (although to be fair, the explanation would not have 
added much to the students' understanding of the passage). 
What did students do when they were unsuccessful with 
the first dictionary consulted? Generally, they consulted 
another. Even among 'successful' dictionary consultations, 
there was a small proportion of words which students checked 
in another dictionary, usually a monolingual one if a 
bilingual one had been consulted initially, and vice versa. 
Those dictionary consultations (12) which were reported 
as having had 'some' success had the following consequences: 
in one case the student gave up, in three cases the word was 
checked in another bilingual dictionary (twice successfully) , 
and in eight cases the words were checked in a monolingual 
dictionary (six times successfully, including in 2 cases the 
word 'stridulate' whose meaning was sought in a monolingual 
English dictionary, and twice unsuccessfully). Those who 
initially had 'some' success with a monolingual dictionary 
all then turned to a bilingual dictionary (4 times success-
fully, twice partially so). 
Those consultations which had initially been completely 
unsuccessful in a bilingual dictionary (30) were, in most 
cases, followed up in a monolingual dictionary (26 in total, 
17 successful, 2 partially so, 7 still unsuccessful). In 
the remaining four cases, other bilingual dictionaries were 
consulted (3 times successfully, including 1 case where a 
student consulted a Greek-English lexicon for the word 
11 gyrophare", and once partially successful). Similarly, 
those words initially checked in a monolingual dictionary 
without any success, were all then checked in a bilingual 
dictionary (3 times successfully, once partially so (that 
word 'stridulate' again) and once not successfully). 
The most obvious result from this part of the exercise 
is that students appear to have been remarkably persistent 
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in tracking down the meanings of unknown words. However, in 
this case where an assignment was involved the students no 
doubt had an added incentive to pursue the meanings of 
unknown words. One suspects that if they were simply reading 
they would be more inclined to 'give up' if they could not 
find the word or understand its meaning in the first diction-
ary consulted (and probably, rightly so). 
Dictionary consultation for production. 
Dictionaries were consulted, initially, 90 times for 
the purposes production (not all students cited 5 in-
stances). 66 t (73%) a bilingual dictionary was con-
sulted and the remaining 24 times (27%) a monolingual 
dictionary was consulted. It is probably only a co-incidence 
that these proportions parallel those for comprehension 
(since it is a question of proportions of consultations, and 
not the proportions of students consulting ... ), but it is 
clear that those who used a monolingual dictionary (mainly) 
comprehension also tended to use it for production. 
Certainly, when it is simply a question of checking gender 
or spelling, any dictionary handy will do. Further, since 
monolingual dictionaries do not contain equivalents, this 
suggests that those who used them for production either had 
a wider French vocabulary or, of course, a more limited 
imagination. 
Bilingual dictionaries were consulted initially 66 
times for the following purposes and with varying degrees 
of success. (See Table 17 on next page.) 
In this particular instance, the students reported 
greater initial success with their bilingual dictionar 
for production purposes than they did for comprehension (viz. 
76% of consultations for production were successful compared 
with 52% for comprehension). However, this may be a 
function of the comprehension passage itself, in that it 
contained a number of slang and coined words which could not 
be found in the dictionaries consulted. On the other hand 
when students were writing their answers they were not, one 
assumes, intending to use, and therefore seek equivalents of, 
slang English words or made-up words. 
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Table 17 Success of bilingual dictionary consultation for 
production 
Success? 
Purpose of consultation Yes Some No Total 
N (%) N (%) N (%) N (%) 
Equivalent of English word 38 1 2 4 54 ( 8 2) 
Spelling of French word 5 - - 5 ( 8) 
Verb form 1 - - 1 ( 1 ) 
Gender of French word 3 - - 3 ( 5) 
Grammatical information 2 - - 2 ( 3) 
Check meaning of French word 1 - - 1 ( 1 ) 
Total consultations 50 (76) 12 ( 1 8) 4 ( 6) 66 ( 1 0 0) 
Not unexpectedly perhaps, the majority of dictionary 
consultations for production purposes were for the French 
equivalents of English words and expressions, and it was for 
this that students were often forced to check further. 
Evidently, when it is a question of checking spelling or 
gender, for example, dictionary consultation is more likely 
to prove 'successful' as long as the word appears in the 
nomenclature. 
Even among those who reported 'success' with their 
initial consultation of a bilingual dictionary for the French 
equivalent of an English word, some still checked what they 
had found (2 words were checked in a bilingual dictionary, 
in one case in the French-English part of the same diction-
ary, 6 words were checked in a monolingual dictionary; all 
these consultations were successful). Of these initial 
consultations (12) which were reported as being partially 
successful ('some' success), four times the 'possible' 
equivalents were further checked in a bilingual dictionary 
(in the French-English part of the same dictionary in 3 
cases) and eight times, the possibilities were checked in a 
monolingual dictionary. All these second 'refining' con-
sultations were reported as being successful. Finally, for 
the four cases where initial consultation of a bilingual 
dictionary was totally unsuccessful, three times the 
equivalent was sought in a larger bilingual dictionary 
(successfully) and once, unsuccessfully, in a monolingual 
dictionary. 
A monolingual dictionary was consulted 24 times 
initially for production, as follows: 
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Table 18 : Success of monolingual dictionary consultation for 
production 
Success? 
Purpose of consultation Yes Some No Total 
N (%) N (%) N (%) N (%) 
Gender of French word 8 - - 8 (33) 
Check meaning/existence 
of French word 5 - - 5 ( 21 ) 
Spelling of French word 4 - - 4 ( 1 7) 
Grammatical information 3 - - 3 ( 1 3) 
Equivalent of English word* 2 - - 3 ( 1 3) 
Synonyms - 2 - 2 ( 8) 
Total consultations 21 ( 88) 2 (8) 1 ( 4) 24 ( 1 0 0) 
Note: *The two English words for wh students sought 
ivalents in a monolingual dictionary were both 
very similar in English and French. 
As with bilingual dictionary consultation for the 
purposes of production. monolingual dictionary consultation 
seems to have been more successful than it was com-
prehension. However, in this case, there is a wide differ-
ence in the purpose of consultation i.e. for comprehension, 
all consultations were for the meaning of unknown French 
words, with variable success, whereas for production the 
students were 'checking' in the dictionary the spelling, 
gender, existence etc. of 'known' French words. In only 
two cases was the initial consultation of the monolingual 
dictionary reported as being less than completely success-
ful; in both cases synonyms suggested (it was the 
synonyms of known French words which were being sought) 
were further checked, successfully, in one case in a 
bilinqual dictionary, in the other case in the same mono-
lingual dictionary. 
Practically all the above dictionary consultations 
whether for comprehension or production, whether in a 
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bilingual or a monolingual dictionary or both, were eventual-
ly reported by the students as being 'successful' - in their 
eyes. It is difficult from their reports of the results of 
their dictionary consultations to be certain always whether 
they were in fact 'successful'. In some cases, it is clear 
that they were not. Suffice it to say that in this assign-
ment, where all students had free access to dictionaries 
for both comprehending the passage and for producing their 
answers (although some may not have availed themselves of 
the opportunity to do so) that the usual spread of marks was 
awarded, and some answers clearly showed that the students 
concerned had failed to comprehend the passage. That is, 
free access to dictionaries does not necessarily benefit all 
students equally. As Bensoussan has concluded, dictionaries 
do not really 'give' the meaning of a word. Consultants have 
to "negotiate that for themselves according to the context." 20 
Further evidence as to the truth of this statement is shown 
in the next exercise. 
Dictionary use: recorded protocols. 
As Cohen21 has pointed out, as researchers have become 
more interested in the strategies used in learning a second 
or foreign language, they have sought different ways of 
seeking information about them. There has been increased 
interest in reports of the learner's own intuitions and 
insights, and, in particular, in verbal reports (or recorded 
protocols) in which the learner is asked, essentially, to 
think aloud while he is carrying out a specific task. There 
are some limitations to these learners' reports; they are, 
obviously, limited to those strategies that the learner is 
conscious of. Even reports such as those described in 
Chapter 3, which ostensibly are the students' own views of 
what they do are in effect generalised statements about their 
behaviour based on their beliefs about what they do, and do 
not in any case, relate to a specific event. On the other 
hand, verbal reports can be criticised as being reports 
20. Bensoussan, M., Dictionaries and tests of EFL reading 
comprehension, ELT Journal, 37(4), p.345, 1983. 
21. Cohen, A., Studying Second-Language Learning Strategies: 
How Do We Get the Information?, Applied Linguistics, 
5(2)' 101-12, 1984. 
merely of the product of some kind of mental act rather than 
a description of the mental act or process itself. 
The recorded protocol s have its own inherent 
difficulties as Cowan 22 has concluded from his use of this 
technique to get students to describe their problem-solving 
strategies. Some these difficulties are as follows: 
"The recording of a protocol calls for the performance of a 
task which is unfamiliar and unusual for the subject", which 
often leads to embarrassment or awkwardness. Second, even 
as "the commentary is being narrated, the subject is conscious 
of continuing to think about the problem. But he is required 
to operate rather like an interpreter producing a simul-
taneous trans ion; one part of his brain operates at a 
time-lag from the remainder, which must be over-attentive 
and moving forward." There is a skill involved which Cowan 
describes as "schizophrenic" and which, he says, requires 
"careful and patient nurturing". Third, it is always "very 
difficult to obtain an accurate record of what is going on 
in the problem solver's mind." There is a tendency, Cowan 
says, to leap steps, to draw conclusions without being quite 
sure why. Cowan has, as a result of his experiences, 
recommended a number of improvements to the use recorded 
protocols, the most important of which is the necessity for 
a "relatively long 'training period'." (The students in the 
present exercise had a two minute introduction explaining 
what was required of them, and a 30 second demonstration of 
the process!) 
Van Parreren has described the use of recorded protocols 
for scovering the strategies involved in contextual 
guessing in reading foreign language texts. 23 Because of 
the interesting conclusions he drew from his investigation 
(summarised in Chapter 1), and their apparent similarity to 
what one could logically expect to be involved in dictionary 
consultation for the purpose of comprehension, it was hoped 
to be able to parallel his study but focus attention on 
dictionary use for comprehension. It seems now that his 
22. Cowan, J., Improving the Recorded Protocol, PLET Journal, 
17(3), 160-63, 1980. 
23. Van Parreren, op. cit. 
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students must obviously have been more skilled at verbalising 
their thought processes than the students who participated 
in the present study. Whether this is because dictionary 
use is harder to describe (although this is doubtful) or 
whether it is because the students involved in the present 
exercise were not sufficiently skilled (or trained) to re-
port exactly what they were doing, the evidence available 
from the following recorded protocols concerning the process 
of dictionary consultation is limited. Despite this, the 
recorded protocols (which are shown in their entirety in 
Appendix E) do give an interesting picture of the way some 
students translate and use dictionaries. 
The four students who participated in the recorded 
protocol exercise (Stage I Canterbury students) represented 
different ability levels according to their lecturer. The 
two males (S1 and S2 in the transcripts and discussion) were 
among the very best students in the class. Of the two 
females (S3 and S4), S3 was well above average and S4 quite 
mediocre. The students were asked to bring the dictionaries 
they normally used. This did not happen in all cases: S1 
used the Micro-Robert and Collins Robert French Dictionary 
in the exercise (he did not normally use the latter); S2 used 
the Micro-Robert and Collins Gem dictionaries (these were his 
normal dictionaries); S3 usually consulted the Harrap's 
Standard dictionar s, she said, and did not own a monolingual 
dictionary, but on this occasion she used the Collins Robert 
French Dictionary; S4, who also did not own a monolingual 
dictionary, brought along and used her 1940 edition of 
Harrap's Shorter dictionary. 
The two pairs of students (S1 and S2, S3 and S4) were 
asked to take turns at translating aloud two passages, one 
from French to English, the other from English to French. 
They were told that the interviewer was not interested in 
their translations per se but in the words they could not 
understand and sought in a dictionary. They were asked to 
look up any word they could not understand, to say exactly 
what word they were looking up, in which dictionary, what 
they found in the dictionary, and what they concluded. They 
were not, perhaps unfortunately in retrospect, asked to say 
how they arrived at their conclusions. 
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Figure 3 
Text: French to English translation 
Cadeaux: New York, New York 
1 On s'imagine moderne, a la page, surequipe de gadgets, 
vaccine contre les enthousiasmes technologiaues. On va faire un 
tour sur la Cinrtuieme Avenue. Vlan! Le choc. 11 Saturday Night 
Fever 11 , 11 Singin' in the Rain 11 , 11 Grease 11 , le 11 Muppet Show 11 ••• 
5 Tous les tresors de la Metro Goldwyn Mayer et de la Paramount, et 
tant d'autres, films, dessins animes, programmes educatifs, tout 
cela etale, bazarde en vrac a vingt-cinq dollars piece et ce 
n'est qu'un debut : les prix ne peuvent gue deqrinqoler. Des 
disques de trente centimetres, 0ui n'ont !'air de rien sous leurs 
10 pochettes conventionnelles et qui sont en realite des disques 
video - images, mouvements, couleurs et son stereo - emboutis a la 
chaine comme de vulgaires microsillons par une matrice-moule a 
gaufres. 
Pour en iouir sur son televiseur, il suffit d'acheter le 
15 video-tourne-disaue corresnondant le modele R.C.A. ou, mieux, 
le systeme a rayon laser de Pioneer ou Toshiba. Beaucoup moins 
cher qu'un magnetoscope, tres superieur en 0ualite visuelle et 
sonore, inusable, eternel : les sillons du videodisque, qu'aucun 
saphir ne labourera jamais puisrtae la lecture est assuree par un 
20 pinceau lumineux immateriel, sont au cinema. ce que le bronze est 
a la sculpture une garantie d'eternite. Voila done que des 
centaines de milliers de foyers americains entreprennent de con-
stituer d'etonnants cinematheques on les chefs d'oeuvre, jusqu'ici 
tellement volatils, duson, de l'image et de la couleur, conserve-
25 ront leur fraicheur intacte pour des siecles et des siecles ... 
Et moi qui n'ai meme pas encore achete de magnetoscope! Je me 
retrouve avec deux revolutions de retard. Ou trois, ou quatre ... 
Hammacher Schlemmer, invraisemblable magasin de la 57e Rue, ne 
propose-t-il pas sur son catalogue des televiseurs a trois ecrans 
30 pour suivre trois programmes a la fois - et une antenne 
parabolique a huit mille cinq cents dollars, pour capter directe-
ment les emissions par satellite ? 
J'entre chez Bloomingdale's, les Galeries Lafayette de la 
Troisieme Avenue et je decide aussit6t de me considerer pour ce 
35 que je suis : un homme prehistorique. Au rayon Television, on 
vend couramment des appareils qui n'ont rien a voir avec nos 
etranges lucarnes. Ces enqins, munis de trois objectifs, pour 
chacune des couleurs fondamentales, projettent, aussi grande que 
vous les voulez, avec pour seule limite le recul disponible dans 
40 votre living-room, une imaqe geante sur le mur. Comme au cinema. 
Les Americains, aui jouissent aeneralement d'amples livina-rooms, 
oht resolu de ne plu~ s'abimer-les yeux sur des rectangles 
4 3 mesquins. 
Le Nouvel Observateur 
12 decembre 1981. 
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The interviewer began the exercise on each of the two 
occasions, by illustrating what she wanted the students to 
do. She translated the first sentences of the French text 
(shown opposite in Fig. 3) from "On s'imagine moderne to 
Le "Muppet Show"", as follows: 
"You think you're modern - ~ la page - I don't know 
what that means, so I'll look it up under page in the Micro-
Robert - it's got Etre ~ la page - etre au courant - oh, up-
to-date, so you think you're modern, up-to-date, over-
equipped with gadgets ...•. " The interviews were taped and 
transcribed. In the transcriptions dashes refer to short 
pauses in the students' speech, dots to longer pauses. Some 
of the more interesting features of the recorded protocols 
will be described below, the letters referring to words or 
expressions marked in the texts. 
Recorded protocols translation from French to English. 
A. bazarde 
Both students S1 and S3 did not know what bazarde meant 
(line 7 of the text opposite), and decided to look it up in 
a dictionary. The relevant part of S1's recorded protocol 
is as follows: 
"I don't know what bazarde means. I'll look it up in Micro-
Robert - the verb - infinitive bazarder and it says Se de-
faire rapidement de quelque chose, so I'll have to look up 
what defaire means - I think it means defeat or something 
.•. it means reduire ~ l'etat- to reduce into the state 
elements - I'll have to look back at bazarder and it doesn't 
fit. 
That's not much good (the Micro-Robert) because I can't 
understand the definition, so I'll look it up in the bilingual 
dictionary (Collins Robert , so, bazarder - if I was doing 
it in an assignment and I didn't understand the definition 
I'd forget about it and go on for a bit - so, bazarder, to 
rid of, ditch, yep that sounds alright, to get rid of, 
throw away, .... " 
(the articles for bazarder and defaire in the Micro-Robert 
are shown in Fig. 4, as are some other relevant dictionary 
extracts). 
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Dictionary articles 
llAlAR (bn••l· n. m. • I" ~lnr<h< public 
en Orient. V. Souk. • l., li~u. mag::u1n ou 
l'on ~oend toute' sortt<> d'ub]~u. d'u<.Ctn~~~~. 
·• l" Mll~on, pi(<-e- tn d(s.ordrt. (.,)uri ha:ar!-
Pop. A!Taircc,, awr.uL F.mportu fuut tvn 
ba:a,, V !lAZAIHJER. '· ''· (ll. Sc defwc 
rapidcmcnt de (qq.;h.). It yais b4:ardu tout 
f<l cht: I~ /tronurttUI', 
Df.FAIRE (dtlroJ. r. '' (60) * I. • I' 
RCduirt (ct qui Ctau C<'n~Hrull. as~t"mbiU i 
1\~lat d'tlCmcnU. Dt:/mrt unr imtallulum. • 
2"' Surpt~mtr l'ort1rt. !'arrangement de 
fqqch J, DHuin 1111 paqutt. Dffmu J.a ;nliJtt, 
~""" defaire It conltru. [l.:r._,,;",~ '1' .. ::·~. • j' 
D~L .. n .. ~ti.lt, IJ\!twucr Hei ptcees d'un \~ttm(:r.lt 
Dffairt sa UU1Uft, Ja cttttfutf, * lf. SE 
olJAIR£. •·· pron. • 1• Ccs\.oCr d'C!rc fait, 
arrang(. Coufurt, nauJ qui u dHa/f, - Ln 
d;Hin!(•, u font tt ~~ th1(ont. • l' Se dthar· 
r.n,cr fdt: qqn ou qqch.). St tfddiu d'un 
t'mploy;. V. ConRi-dlu, ttmonr. St di(i1irt 
J~ mau•·aiuJ hahlt~tJr:s. - St dt~arr.l~(cr 
(de qq~h) en, HndanL !-t ttt H'UX paJ m't·~ 
ddwrt. V DEFAIT, t.J rE. ad;. • I' Qu1 
n·c'.i1 plus fait. drrangt-. Ut ,fljall. \', fH-.or· 
drt i<n). • 2• Qui s.<mble ~puos.!. i'isagt 
di{alt, ,\!Mt Jf/aitf'. 
MR 
MR 
bo?nr<.lcr• (baz.akdel (I) vt (jeter) to get rid of, chuck out•, 
ditt•h'_; (vendre) :o flogt, get rid of, sell off. 
constituer (k~stitqej r 1) l vr (a) (fonder) comite, ministere, 
gouvernement, sociere anonyme to set up, form; bibliotht!que 
to build up; co/lee lion to build up, put together; dosslutomal<e 
up, put to~<cther. 
I b) (composer) to make up, constitute, compose. lu pleceJ 
qui constituent cette collection the pieces that (go to) make up 
au that constitute this collection; ~a collection est surtout coos· 
tltuee de porcelalnes his collection is made up ou is composed 
ou consists mainly of pieces of porcelain. 
(c) ( etre, rcprt*st>nter) to constitute. cecl constllue un delltlne 
constltue pas un motif that constitutes an offence/does not 
constitute a motive; ce billet de 10 Fconslltue toute rna fortune 
thls 10-frnnc note constitutes ou represents rny entire fortune; 
Us constituent un groupe homogene they make up ou form a 
well-knit group. 
(d) (Jur: etablir) rente. pension, dol to settle (don); avocatto 
retain. - qo son herlller to appolnt sb one's heir; - qn a Ill 
CR 
CR 
cinematheque (sinematEkj nffilm archives au library; (salle) C R 
film theatre. 
l. ;\lA IIHCE (matoitl. n. l • V<. Utlru•. 
2. ~I.\ fRICE. n. 1: * I. Mou!e qui. •P«i 
:~,-.o!f rc:r;u unc emprci<ue p:Ht~culi~rt en 
crcu'\ tt en relief. p·..:rmzt de Ia reproduitc. 
La mutrit·t d'un diH/Ut, ,/'1411~ mt.:atUr. * 
11. En mJth~mloqut;<;, T•b!cau rcct.w~u~ 
la1re de nnmbres. ~tur tcH~Yel! Ort dtllnlt 
«rt•me. "r<rauon< . .,. ~lA liHCI f.L. lEU.£. 
adJ. Ou ;JH~f'tltnf\ent lcs. m:a.tr1cU Hh. 
Cukul rnuUh:f'l. 
I. .\IOl'U: '"'uli n. m. • t• Corp< solid< 
Crcut..~ ct fJ.~<H\1"\t'. dah~ lcqud on \etS( unc 
sui'\t:ui..:c: h~u;J(' ou l'.lttu.,r qur, solid1fitt. 
.: .-.rt(H"'.( It forme. Ot'1,1ct rlcm sur lequd 
on .lprltt.tut un.:: i'.Jt' .. ; .. r • ..:e r'l"<llque f'l'lur 
qu'eHc tn rccr.n:~ Ia fl'rme. \'. fonnt, mt· 
trlre: mooter . . \f,ult dt utn'ptrur, .Hault r.i 
pJtrPou•. • l""' ~- l:rrt faa 411 moult. !mn 
r,'jn. • ~" forme .mrtl-.Cr ·d~ re\t~rieur (3 ta 
f'er!.Cit:nJlltt • .lU CiH3cttrt, .\ une frU\'ft), 
2. ~IOl'lF. lrr.vl). n, f. o I' "IPIIU<qut 
comc-~!lble. au~ ;.ahe'~ ot-!oogues d'un bll:u 
arc!onr f11rt J moulo .. \foults dt /lcttchM 
tpi4uct d'~!e\'agcl . . \!angrr tin mo/1/t'J mmi· 
t11ht • 2111 P:>t'. r~nonne molle; imbCdl~ 
Qufllt. tl'fot,lt .1 V ?'ouillt. 
MR = Micro-Robert 
CR = Collins Robert 
CG = Collins Gem 
MR 
MR 
:\IICROSII.LO:"i lmika,lj;J. n. nt. o 
Di<QII< de longue durcc (33 tounlminute) 
a •illons lrts petits. 
.. 
MR 
microsillon [mikR:lSt.i"l nm (sillonJ microgroove. (dlsque) - C R 
lonu:playing record, L.P. 
\IUNI!t [rnr•••l· •· u. (2) • 1• Garnir 
lqqch,), pQur,o•r (qqn) de u qui «I n~<o'· 
uire. ut11c pour unc fin dClermn1c!c. V. 
f..qulptr, pouno{r. ,\funir '"' •oya(fUr d'vn 
ptu d'ars.;utl. Camtra tiiUifif' tit dtux objullf.s. 
t 14 Pronom. S£ ~lJNIR o£. V. Pnodre. 
St "munit d'un tmptrmiahlt. St mumr dt 
Rali~nct. \', Armer ts '). 
HR 
plnceau. pi-x [ptsa] nm (gent bru•h; (Pem!urej(painn~n..~ CR 
(jip;: manitrc de peindre) brushwork; (:: paw) foot. hooft"'" 
lumineUl< !'<'nCtJ O( li!<hl; V COQJ}, 
ftl!>{JfJ f~~:t.j~}lliD (de svl"tl etc) r3)-'; 
(-GLt)'t) f:ldl'll; (If;• f•,,Jt 1 S)'Y,k~; 
(l·:.:..t:Ur} l.ht;:f (pJ i!H-)'OC!.J: (fkt 
iJrdlF} HU:{alL'l) d':'p<H'11"">H.~; (:.'8 
n.:.:ht!} (l.onty)<:omb; d.lnt un ,.._ O• 
~ .. :~r.m A u~;u1. of; - d'attion 
f?-l!IJ1 ; - dt SQh·!J iUnbeam, u.)' uf 
s:..r.l;J:ht i -'. X X·ran, 
SII.LO:-; (oij;j. n. m. • I' Longue tranche. 
ou\(:rte dan~ Ia tcrfe par Ia charruc. -- Putt. 
(au plur.1. Champ~ cuhr .. C!t. • 2'~ Lqlnt, nJe 
- En anatomu:. LtJ Jillutu d11 arn•(Ju,. )c\ 
rainurt!l qui sCparcru le\ Clr~on·.cuulJuo\. 
• 3" Tta('<: produite a \a ~urhcc du dJS>q.JC 
par l'enrcgt~trcmcnt phonog.raph1que, V, 
~llcrootillon. 
CG 
MR 
~ slllon fuij3l tim (a) {champ} furrow. (litter) lu -• the 
1 (ploughed) field•; (fig /lttdr) creuscr son - to plou~:h one's 
(own) furrow. (b) (jig: ride, rayure) furrow. (c) (A nat) fissure. 
!P.J (disque} _gro~ve 
CR 
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This example illustrates a number of points. First, the 
student, who did normally use this dictionary, consulted the 
monolingual Micro-Robert. He began by reading the dictionary 
article bazarder in French. He did not understand the 
definition and so he decided to look up defaire. Although 
this could be attributed to his brevity of description, it 
should be noted that he said he would look up defaire and 
not se de re, and he did in fact do exactly that. Of 
course, he was then unable to 'fit' the definition of 
defaire back into that for bazarder. Also, in the case of 
defaire, the student began by reading the definition in 
French and then he began again and translated into English 
(this is an interesting insight, since some teachers believe 
that using a monolingual dictionary encourages the student 
to work within the language and not via translation). 81 
then abandoned the monolingual dictionary and consulted the 
Collins Robert. Without any hesitation he read out the 
equivalents and seemed to decide on one. However, did not 
appear to have read the material given in parentheses, so 
that he missed to flog, get rid of, sell off" and 
opted instead for one of the f st possibilities given under 
" (See Fig. 4.) In his defense, he may not have 
been aware at that point of the translation of the wider 
context; the students were not given any opportunity to 
acquaint themselves with the text before the exercise began. 
Note that student 83 who went straight to Collins Robert 
dictionary did exactly the same thing: 
"bazarde - I'll look up bazarder - (in Collins Robert - to 
get rid of, chuck out, ditch - alright ditched " 
What is clear from the dictionary article for bazarder 
is that the parenthetical synonymic material (vendre) and 
its equivalents come second in the article, and it would 
appear that both students took the first possibility which 
'fitted' (a criticism that teachers made of students in 
Chapter 2). 
B. degringoler, pochette, lucarne (lines 8, 10 and 37 of text) 
In a number of cases where a monolingual dictionary was 
consulted the student did as 81 above did, that is translated 
the definition into English, or used a mixture of English and 
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French e.g. degringoler: "it says descend precipitamment" (S1, 
descend in English) or pochette: "it's got a pet.it enveloppe 
-of material or paper" (S2), or lucarne: "lucarne is a 
little window, urn, something in the roof of a building - or 
a little opening in a wall - and something else I don't know" 
(S2). That is, it would appear that these students did not 
"work within the [French] language", they simply translated 
the definition. However their 'translation' is not the same 
as the single word equivalents of the bilingual dictionary. 
C. sillon (line 18 of text) 
Student S2 looked this word up in the Micro-Robert and 
said: "I think it means lines - it's got ligne, ride - oh, 
no, down below just below that it's got trace produite a la 
surface du disque." He had found the appropriate meaning 
but unfortunately could not think what the 'word' was in 
English. S3 who used a bilingual dictionary said: "furrow? 
groove - the grooves of the video-disk" with no hesitation. 
D. In some instances, as for bazarder above, the student 
appeared to be unaware of, or ignored the wider context of 
the article. This seems to be an ability present in 
different students to different degrees; S2 showed on a 
number of occasions a firm grasp of the wider context. S1 
often appeared to be translating almost word-for-word 
(something that the exercise unfortunately seemed to 
encourage) and chose an equivalent from the bilingual diction-
ary when one more appropriate to the context was available 
elsewhere in the dictionary article. For example in trans-
lating the sentence " ... entreprennent de constituer d'eton-
nants cinematheques" S1 looked up entreprendre, constituer 
and cinematheque, all in the Collins Robert French Diction-
ary. For the word constituer he said, " ... set up, to put 
together, urn, to constitute, compose ... to that 
constitutes all- no it won't be that .... to appoint ... it 
looks like it must mean something, urn, to make or constitute 
" He did not apparently have the word cinematheque in 
mind because he ignored the entry under the first general 
semantic division: fonder which was "bibliotheque to build 
up" although he did pick out "put together" from "collection, 
to build up, put together." (seep. 87). Similarly, when he 
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looked up cin~math~que he said, "it's got film archives, or 
library, or film theatre, sounds like film theatre .... " 
Whether he was misled in this last case by his choice 
equivalent for constituer is not clear. However, it is 
apparent that once one 'wrong' choice has been made the 
student may continue to opt for 'wrong' choices that 'fit'. 
E. Au T~l~vision (line 35 of text) 
This phrase caused both students 82 and 84 problems. 
82 looked up rayon in Collins Gem Dictionary first and then 
in the Micro-Robert (where there were three separate entries). 
When the interviewer prompted him: "You're in a shop", he 
immediately said: "So it's a Department. That was in Collins 
Gem; said a Department but----." The other student 84 
looked the word rayon up in her old Harrap's dictionary (she 
had already been told that the word did not mean 'beam' 
here). After a long interval in which she returned physical-
ly to the text to check the context (which suggests, and she 
did the same in at least one other instance, that she did 
not have the context in mind), she said that she did not 
think the 'right' meaning was in her dictionary. It was, 
of course, but she could not connect it with the context. 
F. rien a voir (line 36 of text) 
This phrase illustrates the problem of looking up an 
expression, particularly whenfue words involved are common 
ones. The student 82 recognised it as an "idiom 11 , he had 
"seen before." He decided to look it up under voir first, 
in the Micro-Robert, and discovered that the article was 
very long. After a long silence he decided to look under 
rien because the article might be shorter ("not much though" 
he found). Finally, he gave up, agreeing that if he had 
more time he would go back to the entry for voir and look 
right through it (he actually started reading it half-way 
through, at repr~senter because he had a "feeling" that it 
(rien a voir) might be there). Interestingly, when this 
student resumed his translation he actually said, without 
any prompting, "nothing to do with •.. ", although he had 
originally recognised it as an "idiom" he had seen before. 
G. All the students agreed that without being aware of it 
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or having ever thought about it, they did look up the 
infinitive of verbs and the singular forms of nouns, etc. 
In a few cases the students had some temporary difficulty in 
deciding what was the infinitive form of a verb e.g. 
"entreprennent ... I'll just look up entreprenir, ah, 
entreprendre ... " (S1) and" ... entreprennent ... [what are 
you looking up?] Entreprenner, entreprenir [No, entreprendre]" 
(S4). With past participles used as adjectives e.g. bazard~, 
ernboutis, rnunis, the students did not hesitate to look up the 
infinitive verb form. 
H. pinceau lurnineux (line 20 of text) 
One student S2 looked this up under pinceau in his 
Collins Gem dictionary and found brush, so he concluded 
reluctantly that it must be a "luminous brush". (He had 
already translated lurnineux before he carne to pinceau.) 
The other student S3 looked pinceau up in the Collins Robert, 
"luminous, unrnaterial - I'll have to look up pinceau - brush, 
I suppose?" The phrase " ,.._, lurnineux pencil of light" was 
there in the third line of the three-line entry for pinceau, 
but this student either did not read that far, or had already 
forgotten the word ''lurnineux". The first dictionary 
consulted (Collins Gem) did not contain the expression because 
it is pocket-sized, the second contained it but the student 
failed, apparently, to read it. 
The extracts A - H above which have been commented on, 
serve to highlight some of the difficulties students can have 
with using dictionaries for comprehension purposes. It is 
obviously not a straightforward process (as Scholfield has 
suggested24 ), and although to a certain extent the quality 
of the dictionary is a variable, the student (in the care he 
or she takes in reading the dictionary entry, and/or in his/ 
her ability to understand and keep the context involved in 
mind, among other things) also constitutes a variable. 
Almost all the instances of 'mistranslation' cited above were 
due to student carelessness. One case where a student used 
a monolingual dictionary to find the meaning of the phrase 
"rnatrice-rnoule" appeared impressive in the way it illustrated 
24. Scholfield, P., op. cit. 
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how he had held the wider context in his mind. However, 
on closer inspection of the relevant dictionary articles 
afterwards i.e. those for matrice and moule, it was found 
found that under the entry for matrice (which he had looked 
up first) there was an example: "La matrice d'un disque ... ". 
If he had noticed that, he could have saved himself the 
trouble of looking up moul~. Because the students when 
they read out the equivalents from the dictionary article 
did exactly that, that is read out the equivalents and 
never mentioned the parenthetical material, and because in 
a number of instances they appeared to have ignored such 
material, it is tempting to suggest that they did not 
normally read it, at least for comprehension (teachers' 
comments in Chapter 2 would indicate that at least some 
students do not read it for production either). 
Since the original aim of this exercise involving 
recorded protocols (at least the comprehension part of it) 
was to try and identify, as Van Parreren had done for con-
textual guessing, the strategies involved in dictionary 
consultation for comprehension, it is worth looking again 
at his conclusions (discussed in more detail in Chapter 1). 
The analysis of his subjects' recorded protocols indicated 
that subjects when they guessed the meanings of unknown 
words in foreign language texts were acting on four 
different linguistic levels: (a) the syntactic level, (b) 
the semantic level, (c) the lexical level and (d) the 
stylistic level. Van Parreren found that there was a 
hierarchy of levels, beginning with the syntactic level, and 
that a subject could not act correctly on one level if an 
error had been made at a lower level. 
The idea of dictionary use for comprehension involving 
a hypothesis testing process is not unreasonable. Even if 
the consultant is unaware of it, he must have something in 
mind against which to test the various possibilities as a 
consequence of which he finally accepts one and rejects the 
others. At the very least he must know whether the word 
whose meaning or equivalent he seeks is a noun, a verb, etc. 
That is, it is clear that the successful dictionary con-
sultant must have this minimal information (the lowest 
'syntactic' level of Van Parreren's hierarchy). All the 
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students here seemed to illustrate their possession of this 
basic syntactic level information (none of them confused 
parts of speech). However, because dictionary consultation 
is involved, the grasp of syntactic information is even more 
important, since, for example, it may be necessary, as it 
was in this exercise, after finding an unknown verb form 
(including past participles used adjectively) to look up the 
infinitive, to find the meaning or equivalent of the in-
finitive, and to transpose this meaning back into the 
appropriate verb form to suit the context. 
All four students were acting on a semantic level when 
they chose from among the possibilities in a dictionary 
article one equivalent or meaning. However, they did not 
all act equally successfully, one student (82) having a 
particular ability to see the wider context. In other cases, 
students acted incorrectly on this level either because they 
ignored the context, or because having made one error of 
judgement (in either contextual guessing or dictionary use) 
they then were obliged to 'distort' the context to fit the 
equivalent they had chosen. In some cases even, the 
students' knowledge of the wider world misled them; they 
were all familiar with video-cassettes and failed to note 
that it was a video-disk which was being discussed in the 
passage which led them to misinterpret other words. 
There were no apparent cases where students were acting 
on the lexical level, although in the case of the verb 
constituer the student (81) seemed to have trouble choosing 
a French equivalent because of his confusion with the 
English word. Finally, if students appeared to act on a 
stylistic level it was simply because the bilingual diction-
ary they used gave equivalents in the same register as the 
French word(s). The use of Van Parreren's two lower levels, 
the syntactic and semantic, at least, was illustrated by 
these students, and although no errors were made at the lower 
level, there were certainly errors made at the semantic level 
where the context (and the student's knowledge and awareness 
of it) became critical. 
Recorded protocols: translation from English to French. 
A short passage of colloquial New Zealand English 
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Text: English to French translation 
Beans 
Every Saturday morning in the winter term I bike into 
town to play Rugby. Winter's a great time. We live three 
miles out of town and the way in is mostly uphill, so I 
need to get a good early start to be in town by nine. On 
the way in I don't get a chance ~o look around me or notice 
things very ~Jch because the going is fairly hard. Now and 
again where it gets a bit steep I have to ~tand ~p on the 
pedals and really tread hard. 
But it's great getting off to Rugby en a Saturday 
morning with my towel and change on the carrier, and pushing 
hard to get there by nine. It's great. ( •.. ) 
[we have an old lady living next to us. She's pretty 
old and she doesn't do much except walk around her garden.] 
One day I he::1rd her s?..y to Hum, "He 1 s £1Jll of beans that 
boy of yours. Full of beans." 
&tZ~od {\l:.t:ndJ n l(,li.'ISitlt~OI pn\!U'lO 
f; f\!f/J r~sls.t."HH"e' f; (Hructur~) 
f"l"n•!•'l'l m: 1U!'!Ylrt m; (LO"'·t) 
t!.!!h~<1' m, ~!ar,tj m: (•;rnPr) 
ttdPU.': f 1/ ''b frt pp 'itood [<;f'J·-11) 
h tHt or !>e t~;nlf (dr·br,•l!); (n,c) 
8'! t"'·"f, ~ m"ttre t.ltbo•tt; Ot!! 
pl.tr•••/) $1! lrau•·,..r II \i ftPI-lr!') 
Dll:'!lf"', f'Y'>S!'f; ff,l,.r:ttl!. Wttfl\t,lfld) 
r;upf •Jrt>'!r; to nuke l - pf.o·l1d(~ 
{WWJr1n; to - fl)r patli.amrnt !:;13' 
pri:.;»oter au.x H•·c11nn1 l<:omme 
undtdJl 4 1.'1 d/>p:JI,Vton): It _, to 
tt:lson c'e~.t l~'H'''iU"!; t:.~l;~ va !J11 
sn1: tn - by n ft'~ rt.>vfy) '>1!' tt'n!r 
pret II ¥t fus (r,r:mtvl)) s'l'n tt:nlr 
a: to - for 1.1: (uJ ( Jf"/N!cf) 
;;~;r::~t<!r,~: rs~·~rn~~rr:: (~~~:~,!~~~ 
tvppnrtf'r, tt)lfrt!r! 10 - In tor tt 
(ut rf'mrt.w:r; to - out li (te 
pmminent) rt·Hmt!r; tn - up ~1 
{fis.f!) ~c lt!'.'t:f, _l)t> mr:t•r1 rld-•,ut: 
IQ - up tor l-1' Ius tJ<:!•·nrlre : to -
up to l-1 [UI terur tHe .i, rhtster 
.. 
u&~~i:\1 };·[~;;~ ;eJ~le ~~7~1J:\Jri~ 
- r.v·-nt,.r. 
IU«·p 'f.._,, 'r} a r.1ide, r.~C"I"f'<.,~{') ~ 
(pnc<!) t1 ~·1 t-l!''<t!~l. e.M·~·.s.nf(t•;e) 
11 \t (1 •. 1:c) ttt'ntj:<r. 
All extracts from 
Collins Gem. 
[Patricia Grace: The Dream Sleeoers and 
other stories] 
· petlal ('P<Jdl) 1 n tall types) pedale f. {piano) loud- p<!dale forte 
or de drotte; soft ..., pedale douce or wurtle or de gauche; V 
dutch etc. 
2 cpd: pedalbln poubelle fa p<!dale; pedalcar voiture f a 
¢dales; ped.alboot p<Jdalo m. 
3 vi (cyclistf pcdalcr. he "-led through the towu U traver34 Ia 
ville (It bic}'clctte); V •of1. 
4 vi maclline, cycle Appuyer our Ia or les pedale(&) de. 
pedant ('ped~nt) n pedant(e) m(/J. 
pedantic {p1 d;rn!lkj adj pedant, p.idantesque I filer). 
pedanUca.Uy (pl'daonttk~h) adv de fa~on pedante, avec pedan· 
t!sroe. 
pedantry {'ped;mtrt( n pedantisme m, pedam~rle f t toter). 
peddle ('~dl) l vi faire?u colportage, 2 vt xoooscolp<>rtcr: tfig 
pt)) gossip colporter, repandre; ideas pro pager; drugs faire le 
traf!~ de, . 
Extract from Collins Robert 
French Dictionary. 
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(extracted from Grace's The Dream Sleepers and shown 
in Fig. 5) was used for the purpose of translating from 
English to French. In this case the students looked up few 
words in their (bilingual) dictionaries. No student suggested 
checking the information found in a monolingual dictionary 
(but then only two of them ever used one) . Some relevant 
features of the recorded protocols will be described below: 
A. The passage read: "I bike into town." Both students S2 
and S3 translated that as, "je vais ~ bicyclette". When it 
was pointed out to them that it said "bike" and not "bicycle" 
student S2 immediately suggested "velo" while student S3 
said: "Is there a more slang sort of word [in French]?" 
"Bike", she continued, 11 they won't have bike in here" (in the 
Collins Robert) . This is an interesting reflection of the 
bel that slang words will not appear in dictionaries, and 
they probably do not in most older, smaller bilingual diction-
aries. However, once assured that "bike" was in that par-
ticular dictionary, the student looked it up, found it, and 
correctly altered her translation. 
B. The passage read: "the way is mostly uphill." Student 
S2, not knowing what "uphill 11 was, decided to look it up in 
his Collins Gem dictionary. 11 Uphill - is it one word here? 
- it's got or difficile or penible talking about 
a task, that's figurative, I suppose - to go uphill is 
monter - is that the context here? - the way is mostly uphill 
-so et la voie monte .... " Student S3 decided to look up 
"uphill 11 in the Collins Robert. She said 11 - up - uphill -
en haut?- au dessus?, no •.. [long silence] -en travaux-
it says the road is and then it's got a wee dash - I suppose 
that means uphill cos it said uphill at the beginning ...• " 
It did not, in fact. This student, who did not apparently 
note as student S2 did, that "uphill" was one word, started 
to look it up under "up 11 and in the course of reading a 
longish entry apparently got confused and thought it was an 
entry for 11 Uphill". She deduced, correctly, that the 11 wee 
dash 11 meant the head-word, but she had the wrong head-word. 
She also fail to look closely at the French she was 
suggesting as an equivalent, which if she had thought about 
it at all should have made her suspicious of its correctness. 
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C. The passage read: "stand up on the pedals and really 
tread hard." Student 82 decided he was not quite sure of 
the equivalent of "stand up". He said: "I'm giving up on 
standing up and I'm looking it up in Collins Gem - urn -
stand up's way down the bottom of Collins Gem when I looked 
there first - se lever, se mettre debout, so that's what it 
is, so[ .... ] je dois me mettre debout sur les pedales et 
tread - tread I'~ looking up as well in Collins Gem - tread 
- is that how you spell it? - urn - well they've just got 
marcher and marcher sur - for to tread on, but I don't think 
that's what they [the passage] mean - so I'll try Collins 
Robert " After a long silence, he decided that there 
was no suitable equivalent under "tread'', and so he looked 
up the verb "pedal". Finally, he rejected pedaler because 
of the proximity of pedales and opted for "et travailler 
vraiment dur." Student 83, on the other hand, began with 
"je dois - stand up on the pedals - me tenir :... me lever - me 
tenir - sur les pedals [she consults Collins Robert for 
pedal] ... oh, pedale, no that's piano, oh no that's all 
types - sur les pedales et tread- pedaler? (laughs) - I'll 
see what the verb is for pedal - how about faire du col-
portage - no that must mean to peddle goods or something -
doesn't have it ["Doesn't it?" the interviewer asked.] "No, 
it's got ... no it doesn't have it- it's only got faire du 
colportage .... '' ["Which means to peddle goods- that's the 
other ... you are spelling it right~, the interviewer said.] 
"Is the p-e-d-d-1-e - oh -" ["Pedal, the verb is spelt the 
same way as the noun" the interviewer interposed. l "Pedal 
- so it is - it is pedaler or traverser la ville a bicyclette. 
I'll put appuyer dur sur les pedales." 
This last is an example of the type of error that at 
least one teacher mentioned, that is the student not being 
able to spell the English word (and thus choosing the wrong 
French equivalent). However, in this case, the student was 
sufficiently aware to realise that faire du colportage was 
not what she wanted. In these last two examples both 
students referred to parenthetical material: student 82 
referred in his reading of the article for "uphill" to what 
is shown as "(fig. task) difficile, penible" and rejected 
these possibilities. Student S3 when she looked up "pedal" 
(the noun) obviously saw "[piano] loud,....., " which nearly 
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distracted her before she went back to the material she had 
missed ''(all types) p~dale". Since she actually said 
" dale, no that's piano" she apparently had missed the 
parenthetical mater 1 preceding the equivalent, perhaps be-
cause she was simply looking for the equivalent. When the 
students were using the dictionary for comprehension they 
appeared on a number of instances to not read the paren-
thetical material (perhaps because it was in French). 
D. The short extract concludes with the expression "full of 
beans". The first student, 82, the best of the four, simply 
translated this as " in de haricots". Only after much 
discussion did he reluctantly accept that it did not mean 
literally "full of (baked?) beans". He then looked the 
expression up under "bean'' in his Collins Gem and suggested 
" oie". The other student S4 who recognised the 
idiomatic nature of the expression looked it up under "bean" 
in her 1940 Harrap's Shorter and suggested "il est 
which would seem to be rather dated. 
illard", 
Generally these students had less trouble with using 
their dictionaries production than comprehension and 
they even sometimes rejected what they found in the diction-
ary in favour of some other way they had thought of ss-
ing the Engli this should please those who think that 
students have too ready recourse to the dictionary. However, 
among the examples of dictionary consultation there were 
instances in which the 'classic' type of error that teachers 
complained of was at least imminent. 
Although this exercise involving recorded protocols was 
rather icial in that the students were really being 
encouraged to consult a dictionary (at least in the com-
prehension part) where they might normally be encouraged to 
s the meanings of unknown words, it is still quite 
revealing. In the first part of the exercise the students 
were rally taking 15 - 25 seconds to find and give the 
meaning or equivalent of a straightforward comprehension item. 
Certainly in many cases they seem to have sacrificed reading 
the information given in parentheses in the entries, for 
speed. But, unless dictionary consultation is a fairly 
speedy, straightforward operation students will tend not to 
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bother. Whether this is a bad thing or not will depend on 
the importance of the word to an understanding of the pass-
age and will in any case be debatable (some people seeing no 
virtue at all in dictionary consultation for comprehension). 
This question of the importance of the word to the context 
suggests that students might be trained to work out when 
they should look up unknown words, and when they should not 
bother (as Clarke and Nation have suggested 25 ). 
What else does this exercise reveal about dictionary 
use? In short, its variety. Student S2 used both his 
Collins Gem and Micro-Robert dictionaries and seemed to be 
aware of when one would be suitable and not the other. He 
appeared to recognise the limitations of his very small 
bilingual dictionary and surmise (correctly) which words 
would be likely to be in it. He did read the parenthetical 
material and overall showed considerable familiarity with 
his (well-thumbed) dictionaries. Student S1 used the Micro-
Robert (which he claimed he 'normally' consulted) and the 
Collins Robert which he was not familiar with. He did not 
read the parenthetical material in the latter when he used 
it for comprehension. Neither of the two female students 
used a monolingual dictionary normally. Student S4, the 
weakest of the four students, owned and used her 1940 edition 
of Harrap's Shorter. She did seem to be aware that it might 
not be up-to-date. Student S3 used the Collins Robert with 
which she was not familiar in the exercise; she, like student 
S1, failed to read parenthetical material in using the 
dictionary for comprehension. She expressed doubt that slang 
words would be in the dictionary, perhaps revealing familiar-
ity only with older-style dictionaries. 
Conclusion. 
In this Chapter examples of the actual usage of diction-
aries by a number of Stage I Canterbury students have been 
described. It is too easy when reading the summarised 
figures presented in Chapter 3 to conclude, as was done, 
that there is some sort of uniformity in dictionary usage. 
What this chapter shows, on the contrary, is its variety. 
25. Clarke, A.P., and I.S.P. Nation, op. cit. p.217. 
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It also adds an ement of realism to what was basically a 
fairly optimistic picture of dictionary practice among these 
language students, as presented in the last chapter, and 
incidentally tends to confirm the more pessimistic view of 
the teachers reported in Chapter 2. 
The two exercises presented here demonstrate, if nothing 
else, that dictionary consultation for either comprehension 
or production is a far from straightforward process. In the 
first exercise where the students reported on a specific 
instance dictionary usage it appeared that when they have 
sufficient incentive (marks for an assignment) students are 
remarkably persistent in tracking down the meaning of unknown 
words. They also reported almost total success with their 
use of the dictionary for comprehension {often, admittedly 
consulting more than one dictionary). Their reported 
success was, however, in a number of cases more imaginary 
than real i.e. they appeared to be more confident about their 
ability to extract information from their dictionaries than 
the resu of their consultations would sometimes justify. 
In the second exercise in which four students 'thought 
aloud' while translating and consulting dictionaries, it 
became apparent that there is, as their teachers had 
suggested, a tendency to pick the first possibility that 
'f s'. Although for comprehension the students seemed to 
all act correctly at the syntactical level i.e. they did for 
example look for a verb in the dictionary when it was a 
verb which was unknown, they quite frequently made errors 
on the semantic level. That is, either through carelessness 
due to too rapid perusal of dictionary articles or because of 
their lack of awareness of both the immediate and wider con-
text of an unknown word they often chose the wrong equivalent 
or meaning. In addition, certain errors of the 'classic' 
type were illustrated. 
In both the exercises described students appeared to 
have fewer problems with using their dictionar s for pro-
duction purposes than they did for comprehension, although 
they rarely sought information. on usage (including grammatical 
information). Teachers, on the other hand, tended to des-
cribe errors which were mainly found in production. This 
perhaps reinforces the idea which has been previously 
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suggested that errors in comprehension are harder to detect, 
s comprehension is often tested by asking students to 
respond in French. Only when students respond in English 
may errors due to comprehension failure be clearly assigned 
as such. 
1 0 1 
CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION: THE ACTUAL AND POTENTIAL ROLE 
OF THE DICTIONARY IN THE LANGUAGE TEACHING/LEAFNING PROCESS 
In this study of student and teacher attitudes to the 
use of dictionaries in French language teaching and learning, 
there is a clear acknowledgement of the 'quantity' of 
dictionary use. All the students used dictionaries in their 
French studies, almost all used one at least weekly, and 
many, more frequently. 
Dictionary use. 
On what does dictionary use depend? Firstly, on the 
nature of the tasks that students must carry out as part 
the teaching/learning process. That is, in general terms, 
on whether they need to comprehend French or produce it. 
The dictionary is, however, only one of the reference tools 
available to students. Most will also use text-books and/or 
grammars particularly for the production of French. Secondly, 
dictionary use depends on the accessibility of dictionaries. 
Students more frequently used dictionaries they owned than 
those available for consultation in Libraries and Departments. 
Dictionary ownership in turn depends on three related 
tors, i.e. on teacher recommendations, on student 
preferences for bilingual or monolingual dictionaries, and 
on the cost and availability of dictionaries. 
Teachers' recommendations of dictionaries are very 
influential; in this area, at least, students tend to follow 
the advice of their teachers. All monolingual dictionaries 
were bought because teachers recommended them (and ordered 
them specially through university bookshops). Teacher 
recommendations were also a factor in the purchase of 
bilingual dictionaries, but in the absence of such 
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recommendations students still tended to buy bilingual 
dictionaries. This is because, as the survey makes clear, 
students prefer bilingual dictionaries for both comprehension 
and production purposes (at least for initial consultation). 
Varying proportions of the students surveyed (ranging 
from 8 to 77% of the five student groups) used only bilingual 
dictionaries. This may be directly attributed to the 
teachers' recommendations regarding the purchase of a 
dictionary. Where teachers recommended a monolingual diction-
ary, their students usually bought and used it (to a lesser 
extent than their bilingual dictionaries, admittedly, but 
still to a much greater extent than those who did not own one 
at all) . Where bilingual dictionaries were recommended, 
students rarely used anything else. That is, teachers not 
only have an influence on the dictionary purchases of their 
students, they also indirectly influence their use of them 
since students tend, as was mentioned above, to use the 
dictionaries they own more than those they may borrow. How-
ever, if teachers who recommend monolingual dictionaries can 
have a positive influence on their students' use of this 
type of dictionary, they may also unintentionally have a 
negative influence in regard to bilingual dictionaries. 
That is, all students use bilingual dictionaries, and the 
majority of them favour the bilingual dictionary over the 
monolingual one for most purposes. This means that where 
monolingual dictionaries only are recommended, the students 
have the choice of a bilingual dictionary left up to them, 
and often choose a cheaper, smaller dictionary. So that, at 
university level at least, students whose teachers recommend 
bilingual dictionaries tend to use the better and more 
recent ones as compared with students whose teachers 
recommend monolingual dictionaries (only) . 
The final factor affecting student ownership of 
dictionaries, which has already been alluded to, is the cost/ 
availability of dictionaries. Monolingual dictionaries are 
rarely available unless teachers specially order them for 
their students. Bilingual dictionaries, on the other hand, 
are widely available, at a wide range of prices and qualities. 
In the absence of teacher guidance the choice of a bilingual. 
dictionary for purchase may be determined largely by cost. 
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consultation - student views. 
For what purposes do students use dictionaries? As far 
as the university students are concerned, about a fifth of 
them reported that they mainly use dictionaries for help 
with the comprehension of French, a fifth mainly for help 
with the production of French, and the remaining three 
fifths use them equally for both purposes. As far as 
specific uses of dictionaries are concerned, most students, 
most frequently, sought the meanings of French words, equiva-
lents, spelling and gender, grammatical information, examples 
of usage and idiomatic expressions. The majority of students 
consulted bilingual dictionaries for all these purposes, 
including for the meanings of French words. Many students 
do not appear to distinguish between the definitions of the 
monolingual dictionary and the equivalents of the bilingual 
one, which may reflect their conception of dictionaries as 
mere word-lists. This conception may be due to early 
familiarity with the glossaries appended to text-books and 
to pocket-sized bilingual dictionaries which rarely suggest 
more than one equivalent for a given French or English word. 
This may also explain why students prefer to use bilingual 
dictionaries (which are easier to consult), why they have a 
tendency to choose the first word which 'fits', and why many 
them fail to notice or appreciate the wealth of information 
given in the larger monolingual and bilingual dictionaries. 
In their responses to the questionnaire (discussed in 
Chapter 3) the students can be seen to have been giving a 
generalised picture of their behaviour vis-a-vis their 
ionaries. They were not asked, and presumably did not 
give a description of their behaviour in relation to a 
specific task, and their responses may well indicate what 
they think they do rather than what they actually do. It 
is also clear that asking students to rate their 'success' 
with dictionary consultation may not be the best way of 
gauging it. To provide a background context into which to 
place the generalised picture of dictionary use provided by 
the students, the views of French teachers were also sought 
(and discussed in Chapter 2). 
D consultation - teacher views. 
The teachers, who see the 'results' of much student 
dictionary consultation clearly believed that it is not 
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always 'successful'. Strangely, in view the predominant 
recommendation of bilingual dictionaries, most of the errors 
in students' work attributed by teachers to dictionary use 
were related to bilingual dictionaries (although not 
specifically attributed to them). Rather, it was student 
carelessness which was usually 'blamed'. Despite the fact 
that many teachers recognised that students might have 
difficulty with understanding the definitions monolingual 
dictionaries (which was presumably a major reason for not 
recommending them) few errors were attributed to the use of 
monolingual dictionaries, although errors were attributed to 
students' lure to use them - for refining meanings, 
checking usage, etc. Only two teachers mentioned possible 
inadequacies in the dictionary as being a source of student 
error. 
It was the teachers' observations of the more 'blatant' 
type of error caused by dictionary use which usually prompted 
them to give some (informal) instruction on dictionary use. 
No teacher gave any formal instruction, few even discussed 
with their students the relative merits of bilingual and 
monolingual dictionaries. In , few teachers gave any 
specific reasons preferring one or other type of diction-
ary for their students. There was fairly general agreement 
that monolingual dictionaries are a 'good thing', but that 
is practically all. The reasons given by teachers for 
favouring particular dictionaries for their students' use 
were generally unrelated to any lexicographical aspects of 
the dictionary i.e. few cited reasons such as the size and 
recency the nomenclature, the abundance of examples of 
usage, the clarity of syntactical information, the clear 
distinction of different meanings or equivalents, the 
guidance on register, etc., all of which would seem to be 
basic requirements for dictionaries (be they bilingual or 
monolingual) destined for foreign language learners. Few 
teachers used the dictionaries they recommended to their 
students, perhaps revealing a certain lack of familiarity 
with, in particular, their possible inadequacies. 
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It is that, perhaps, which the present study reveals, 
or at least suggests - the lack of awareness of both teachers 
and students, on the one hand, of the inadequacies of 
dictionaries and, on the other hand, and this is not 
intended to be contradictory, of their riches. Teachers 
generally used for their own purposes the larger monolingual 
and bilingual dictionaries, and would probably not consider 
using many of the dictionaries their students consult. Now, 
it could be argued that it is the students who need access 
to the best lexicographical information available; they 
rarely find it in the dictionaries they use. In fact, there 
is not even any certainty that they would recognise it. 
Some students, of course, do use good monolingual and 
bilingual dictionaries, but would in many cases still not 
appear to be gaining full advantage from them. 
There is clearly a wide variation in dictionary use and 
its 'success'. The student's ability is obviously critical. 
Very good students will recognise the limits of a pocket 
dictionary and extract maximum benefit from it; poor students 
will fail to recognise the riches of a large dictionary and 
gain minimally from its use. Dictionary consultation appears 
to be often treated as a routine operation in which speed is 
of the essence. Whether this is because students have 
become accustomed to the relative ease of consultation that 
glossaries appended to text-books and small bilingual 
dictionaries present, is not clear. Simply, that in many 
cases, the efforts of lexicographers on behalf of foreign 
language learners, are wasted. 
Remedies for this situation. 
What could be done to change the situation as it has 
been described? It seems clear that teacher attitudes and 
preferences are critical. Just as many students do not seem 
to perceive any difference between monolingual and bilingual 
dictionaries, both being regarded as word-lists and the 
latter as more easy to use, there is evidence for a similar 
attitude among some teachers. Certainly, teachers are aware 
of the most obvious differences between monolingual and 
bilingual dictionaries, but they do not seem to recognise 
that the monolingual dictionary is also a reflection of the 
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culture. If the dictionary is simply a word-list and nothing 
more, then the dictionary which can consulted with the 
greatest ease, that is the bilingual dictionary, may be 
preferable. The fact that few teachers gave any lexico-
graphical arguments in favour of particular dictionaries also 
reveals a rather supe icial knowledge of the dictionary. 
But when teachers' recommendations of particular dictionaries 
are so influential it surely behoves them to acquaint them-
selves with the contents of different dictionaries, to con-
sider these in terms the specific needs of their students 
and of their likely role in the students' studies vis-a-vis 
text-books and grammars, and when they have made their 
choice (informed preferably by some knowledge of lexico-
graphy*) they should communicate the reasons for their choice 
to their students, indicating the advantages of the particular 
dictionary and its limitations. 
Over and above this informed choice of dictionary, 
teachers should encourage their students to consult a variety 
of dictionaries and to check information they find in 
bilingual dictionaries in a monolingual dictionary (at least 
where the production of French is involved). They should 
also be prepared to justify such practices. As r as 
students are concerned, discussion of the strategies involved 
in dictionary use for comprehension purposes would obviously 
be helpful, particularly since it is a trainable skill. 26 
Finally, since knowledge of dictionary conventions is so 
important, exercises might be set by teachers with the aim 
of familiarising students with such conventions. 
The role of the dictionary in the language teaching/learning 
process. 
Is the dictionary simply, as this study sug9ests, a 
reference tool with a passive role to play in the teaching/ 
* 
26. 
An illustration of the type of comparison that might be 
made is contained in Jones, E.D., French Dictionar 
an assessment, Canterbury Monographs for Teachers of 
French, No. 5, Seventh Series, 1981. 
Scholfield, P., 'Using the English Dictionary for 
Comprehension', TESOL Quarterly, 16(2), p.193, 1982. 
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learning process? Certainly the compilers of recent mono-
lingual dictionaries aimed at French school pupils (and 
foreign language learners) see their role as much more than 
this. Rather, the avowed aim of such dictionaries is the 
active promotion of vocabulary enrichment and the mastery of 
its usage. In the Preface of the Robert Methodique (the 
most recent Robert dictionary) its compilers claim that 
their dictionary is designed to "affermir et etendre le 
vocabulaire". This dictionary offers "aux plus jeunes un 
indispensable outil de travail scolaire, et, a tous les 
autres, une synthese originelle et immediatement disponible 
d'information sur le fran<;ais." 27 Publicity material claims 
that the Robert Methodique has been "specialement con<;u pour 
enrichir le vocabulaire et en ma.i.triser l'usage." 28 The 
compilers of the Nouveau Dictionnaire du fran<;ais contemporain 
(NDFC), in their Preface, assert that "le dictionnaire est 
devenu un instrument de travail indispensable pour l'appren-
·tissage du fran<;ais." They therefore have included "les 
informations syntaxiques, essentielles pour la comprehension 
29 
et l'usage correct de la langue." The NDFC is "une aide 
pour un apprentissage du lexique, de son fonctionnement 
morphologique, syntaxique, et semantique." 30 
Dictionaries such as these and the Micro-Robert and the 
Dictionnaire Bordas all reflect to a greater or lesser 
extent the underlying principles of the 'pedagogical' model 
of dictionary design. These principles have been identified 
by Jean Dubois (the editor of the NDFC) as being as follows: 
(a) The language is seen as being a means of communication 
in current use; divergences from the norm including those of 
literature, are avoided. Examples may not simply illustrate 
meanings, they may be the basis for defining meanings; (b) 
The language system is seen as primarily syntactic; the 
27. Rey-Debove, J. and de Bellefonds, c., Presentation, Le 
Robert Methodique, Robert SNL, Paris, 1983, p.VII. 
28. e.g. in Le Fran<;ais dans le Monde, 180, 1983. 
29. Dubois, J. et al., Avant-propos, Le Nouveau Dictionnaire 
du fran9ais contemporain, Larousse, Paris, 1980, p.V. 
30. Ibid., p.VII. 
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sentence takes precedence over the word; (c) The lexis is 
seen as a complex structure; words are no longer seen as 
forming an inventory whose members only have loose links 
with each other. Derivatives are related to words with which 
they have semantic, syntactic, morphological and/or etymol-
ogical links; (d) The relationships of meaning which exist 
between words which are only synonyms or antonyms are taken 
into account and defined in terms of the constructions in 
which they function, since a word may be a synonym (or 
antonym) in one context but not another. 31 
This 'pedagogical' model of dictionary design has 
implications for foreign language learners as well as for 
native language learners, so that a dictionary destined for 
the use of the former will show an appreciation of the fact 
that (a) words derive meaning from their context; syntactic 
information will make this clear, (b) the mastery of the usage 
.of a word requires not only this syntactic information but 
also examples of expressions (idiomatic or other) in which 
the word is commonly used and information about its register 
and (c) words are linked one to another; vocabulary extension 
will be promoted through the highlighting of relationships 
between members of the same 'word-family' and through the 
systematic listing of synonyms and antonyms. It is these 
factors (which, incidentally, reveal the dictionary as being 
far more than a word-list) which are basic to many recent 
monolingual French dictionaries and which are at least 
acknowledged in the most recent, larger bilingual diction-
aries. However, there remains a gap between the presence of 
such material in dictionaries and the students' willingness 
or ability to gain access to it. The lasting influence of 
the use of word-list type dictionaries cannot be overlooked. 
There has been a swing back to the formal teaching of 
vocabulary to foreign language learners 32 ; the dictionary, 
as the compilers of the above-mentioned French monolingual 
31. Dubois, J., Models of the Dictionary: Evolution in 
Dictionary Design, Applied Linguistics, II(3), pp.240-1, 
1981. 
32. Meara, P., 'Vocabulary acquisition: a neglected aspect 
of language learning', Language Teaching and Linguistics: 
Abstracts, 13, pp.221-46, 1980. 
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dictionaries, at least, believe, has a potentially valuable 
role here. In the meantime, the French language students 
whose dictionary use has been described in this study, often 
appear to treat the dictionary as simply a mundane reference 
tool, frequently but inadequately used, and largely un-
appreciated. As Barthes has pointed out, the dictionary 
"informe, il renseigne, il enseigne m~me, pour peu qu'on 
veuille bien le lire, et non pas seulement le consulter." 
The dictionary, he continues, can be simply "un outil 
indispensable de connaissance," but it can also be 11 une 
machine ~ r~ver.n 33 Although, not yet, apparently, for many 
of the present students. Nor does the dictionary appear to 
have for them the qualities that Galisson ascribes to it: 
"On peut faire l'hypothese qu'en tant que remede potentiel 
contre l'inquietude legitime quBprouve l'apprenant face ~ un 
paysage langagier dont il per~oit mal les contours et les 
chausse-trapes, le dictionnaire est un lieu d'engendrement 
de fantasmes, un refuge de l'imaginaire, un recours mythique 
t 1 d ' 1' t' d d ' ' ' 11 I 34 con re es ures rea ~ es u mon e a conquer~r ..
33. Barthes, R., Preface, Dictionnaire Hachette, Paris, 
Hachette, 1980, p.VII. 
34. Galisson, R., 'Image et usage du dictionnaire chez des 
etudiants (en langue) de niveau avance', Etudes lin-
guistique appliquee, 49, p.19, 1983. 
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Appendix A 
Teacher and student questionnaires 
Copies of the questionnaires completed by French teachers 
and students are included in this Appendix. 
Although questionnaires may not be the best way of 
obtaining information, they are the most efficient way of 
gaining a broad picture of the views of large numbers of 
people. In the case of the students, more specific inform-
ation on dictionary use was also sought (and discussed in 
Chapter 4). 
FRENCH DICTIONARY USE: TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE 
Institution: 
--------------------------------
Level of class: 
-----------------------------
Teacher: 
-------------------------------------
l(a) Do you recommend that your French students, at this level, 
purchase a dictionary? If you do, which one(s)? 
(b) Could you explain what factors influenced your choice of 
dictionary for these particular students (factors may 
include: cost, availability, bilingual preference, mono-
lingual preference, most up-to-date, etc.) 
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(c) Are there other dictionaries that you recommend your students 
use, though not purchase, which are available in the Library 
or Department? If so, which one(s)? 
2 Many language teachers, particularly at university level, 
recommend monolingual dictionaries for their students or at 
least express the hope that their students will use them. 
Do you have any theories, ideas, opinions to support or refute 
.such recommendations/hopes? 
3 In connection with this question of monolingual or bilingual 
dictionaries do you give your students any advice on the 
relative merits of these two types of dictionaries? 
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4 If you do recommend a monolingual dictionary, are you aware 
of any difficulties your students have in using it, and to 
what do you attribute these difficulties? 
5 In students' written work (at least) you have no doubt observ-
ed errors which may be linked to dictionary use or misuse. 
Can you give any examples of these errors? What type of error 
are they usually? To what do you attribute these errors? 
6 Do you give your students any instruction in the use of dict-
ionaries? (formally in class, informally on request or as the 
need arises, etc.) 
7 Students, or any users for that matter, consult dictionaries 
in relation to (a) the comprehension of French and (b) the 
production of French. To which of these two needs do you 
think dictionaries respond better? Can you draw a distinction 
between monolingual and bilingual dictionaries in respect of 
these two needs? 
8 As far as the production of French is concerned what do you 
see as the relative roles of your students' dictionary(ies) 
and their grammar or textbook if the latter are recommended? 
9 If you make a particular point of teaching vocabulary, how 
do you integrate the dictionary into this teaching? 
-----------~---------------···---
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10 Finally, which dictionary(ies) do you yourself consult for 
your own use? 
ll Comments: 
-------------------------------------------------------
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FRENCH DICTIONARY USE: STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE 
Institution: 
------------------------------------Level of class: ________________________________ _ 
We are interested in seeking information on the use of dictionaries 
by students studying French. In responding to the questions please 
try to distinguish clearly between the different dictionaries you 
use and, in particular, between bilingual (French/English and 
English/French) and monolingual (French/French) dictionaries. 
DICTIONARY USE: GENERAL QUESTIONS 
l In the table below would you please list the following 
information in the appropriate columns: 
A. all the bilingual and monolingual dictionaries you use 
in your French studies (identify their names clearly) 
B. whether you personally own the dictionary or borrow it 
from a friend, library, etc. 
C. if you the dictionary, the reasons why you purchased 
it in pre renee to another dictionary (reasons may include: 
recommended by teacher, cost, portability, availability, 
preference for bilingual or monolingual, etc.) 
Name 
D. when you purchased the dictionary (5th, 6th, 7th form, lst 
year university, etc.) 
E. how frequently you use it (daily, weekly, monthly, .... ) 
A. B. c. 0. E. 
of dictionary Own or Reasons for purchase ltJhen Frequency 
borrow purchased of use 
2 You probably have a favorite dictionary. Which is it? 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
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DICTIONARY USE: SPECIFIC QUESTIONS 
3 There are many types of information in dictionaries and you 
may consult them for a variety of reasons. Please ~ndicate 
which dictionary(ies) you usually consult, if any, for the 
following types of information. In the right hand column 
please show how often you consult dictionary for a given 
type of information, i.e. frequen~ly=l, sometimes=2, hardly 
ever=3, never 4. 
You may abbreviate clearly the titles of the dictionaries. 
Type of information sought lst choice 2nd choice Frequency of 
of dictionary of dictionary consultation 
Meaning of a French word 
The English or French equivalent of a 
French or English word or expression 
The grammatical environment of a French 
word (e.g. a or de after verb, etc.) 
Examples of the usage of a French word 
;y myms or antonyms of a French word 
The gender of a French word 
The~ 1nciation of a French word 
The spelling of a French word (including 
feminine or plural forms) 
Idiomatic expressions involving a French 
word 
. 
lO.Verb conjugation tables 
ll.The register of a word (slang, literary, 
obsolete, etc.) 
-~-
---
12.Words of the same family as a known French 
word (its derivatives) 
4 In the table above you have indicated what you use dictionaries 
for. Now could you think a little about the processes involved 
in using a dictionary to comprehend written or spoken French 
or to produce wr::Ltten or spoken French. 
(a) Comprehension of French 
When you are reading (or listening to) a French text and 
you come across a word that you don 1 t understand, you may 
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ignore it, try to guess its meaning from the context, or 
consult a dictionary. 
When you do consult a dictionary for this purpose, is it 
usually a bilingual or a monolingual one? 
Is consultation for this purpose usually satisfactory? 
i.e. do you usually find the word or expression you are 
looking for nd understand its meaning? 
If you use a monolingual dictionary for this purpose, do 
you ever have trouble understanding the definitions? 
(b) Production 
When you prepare some written (or spoken French), do 
you usually use a bilingual or a monolingual dictionary? 
If you use a bilingual dictionary do you ever check the 
usage of the word in a monolingual dictionary? 
(c) Gen 
--~~= 
For which use (comprehending French ~ producing written/ 
spoken French) do you consider your dictionary(ies) are 
more useful? and why? 
For which use (comprehending French or producing written/ 
spoken French) do ~ mainly use your dictionary(ies)? 
Comprehending French 
Producing French 
Both about the same 
DICTIONARY REFERENCE SKILLS 
D 
[] 
D 
5 Have you ever received any instruction from your teacher/ 
lecturer/tutor on the use of dictionaries? If so, by whom 
and when? 
6 Have you read the introductions to the dictionary(ies) you use? 
7 Are you familiar with the system of abbreviations used in your 
dictionary(ies)? 
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Appendix B 
Prices of some dictionaries recommended for student purchase 
Dictionary 
Collins Gem 
Cassells Paperback 
Collins Pocket 
Robert SNL Micro-Poche 
Harrap's Concise 
Collins Robert Concise 
Dictionnaire du francais 
Price (as at October, 1985) 
$ 5.95 
$ 9.95 
$14.95 
$22.00 
$24.50 
:f)24.95 
contemporain (DFC) $25.95 
Micro-Robert (hb) $26.95 
Concise Oxford French Diet. $34.40 (also cheaper limp cover 
Collins Robert French Diet. $37.95 version available) 
Harrap's Shorter French Diet. $43.95 
Dictionnaire Bordas $44.00 
Petit Robert $79.95 
Lexis (Larousse) $79.95 
Harrap's Standard (4 vols.) $92.95 per volume. 
7th Form 
teachers 
Stage I 
teachers 
Stage II 
teachers 
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Dictionaries used by French teachers 
Monolingual 
Petit Larousse (6), 
Petit Robert (3), DFC 
(3), Larousse (3 vol.) 
{1), Micro-Robert (1) 
Petit Robert (6), 
Petit Larousse (2), 
DFC ( 2) , Le Robert (2), 
TLF ( 2) , Lex is ( 1) , 
Littre (1), Diction-
naire Bordas (1) 
Le Petit Robert (5) 1 
Dictionnaire Bordas 
(3), Le Robert (2) 1 
Lexis (1) 1 DFC (1) 1 
Benac-Dictionnaire 
des synonymes (1), 
Cellard & Rey-Dict. du 
franc;ais non-
conventionnel (1) 
Bilingual 
Harrap's Standard (4) 1 
Harrap's Shorter (4) 1 
Harrap's New Standard (1) 1 
Concise Oxford Fr Diet. (1) 
Collins Robert (4), 
Harrap's Standard (1), 
Harrap's New Standard {1), 
Harrap's New Shorter (1) 
Harrap's New Standard 
Collins Robert (1) 
( 6) , 
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Appendix D 
Dictionaries used : Seventh formers (N = 35) 
Monolingual Bilingual 
'large' - Harrap's Shorter 1948 
Edn. ( 3) , Harrap's New 
Shorter ( 4) , Harrap's 
Standard ( 6) 
'medium' Petit Larousse ( 8) Concise Oxford Fr. Diet. 
( 8) , Cassells School 
Diet. ( 1 ) , Collins 
Robert Concise ( 1) , 
General Fr/Eng Diet. ( 1 ) 
Harrap's Concise ( 1 4) 
'small' - Collins Gem ( 8) , New Fr/ 
Eng. Pkt. Diet. ( 2) , 
Oxford Fr. Pkt. Diet. (1 ), 
Harrap's New Pkt. Fr/Eng 
Diet. ( 2) , Cassells Pkt. 
Fr/Eng ( 2) , Hugo Pkt. 
Diet. ( 1 ) 
'specialised' Dictionnaire des -
synonymes-Larousse 
( 1 ) 
Note: The 8 students who claimed to use the Petit Larousse 
spelt it as follows: La petite Larousse (1), Petit 
Rousse (1), La Rousse (2), Le Petit Larouse (2), and 
correctly Le Petit Larousse (2). Two teachers also 
spelt it as La Rousse. 
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Dictionaries used Stage I (Canterbury) (N = 24) 
Monolingual Bilingual 
'large' Petit Robert ( 2) Harrap's Standard ( 9) 1 
Harrap's New Standard 
( 1 ) , Harrap's Shorter 
( 5) , Collins Robert ( 6) 
'medium' Micro-Robert ( 2 0) 1 Hamlyn Fr. Diet. ( 1) 1 
Robert Methodique ( 1 ) , Putnams Fr/Eng Diet. (1~ 
Petit Larousse ( 2) Harrap's Concise ( 1 ) ' 
Cambridge Fr/Eng. Diet. 
( 1) ' Everyman's Fr/Eng 
Diet. ( 1 ) 
'small' Larousse de poche ( 1 ) Collins Gem ( 9) 1 
Harrap's New Pkt. ( 2) , 
Cassells Pkt. Diet. (3) 
'specialised' Dictionnaire d'argot Harrap's Slang Diet. ( 1) 
( 1 ) 
Dictionaries used Stage I (Otago) (N = 20) 
Monolingual Bilingual 
'large' (Grand) Robert (1) Collins Robert ( 1 0) , 
Harrap's Shorter ( 3) , 
Collins Fr. Diet. ( 1 ) 
'medium' Larousse -various ( 5) , Concise Oxford Fr. Diet. 
DFC ( 1 ) ( 3) , Collins Robert 
Concise ( 1) , Harrap's 
Concise ( 3) ' Langen-
scheidt Shorter ( 1 ) 
'small' - Collins Gem ( 7) ' 
Larousse Fr/Eng. ( 1 ) ' 
Cassells Compact ( 1 ) , 
Langenscheidt Pkt. ( 1 ) 
'specialised' - -
Dictionaries used 
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Stage II (Canterbury & Otago) (N = 14} 
Monolingual Bilingual 
'large' Petit Robert ( 2) Harrap's Standard ( 1 ) I 
Harrap's New Standard 
( 3) ( Harrap's Shorter 
( 2) , Collins Robert (1) 
'medium' Micro-Robert ( 9) Petit Prisma Dutch/Fr. Diet. 
Larousse ( 3) , Robert ( 1 ) , Collins Robert 
Methodique ( 1 ) Concise ( 2) , College 
Diet. ( 1 ) , Harrap's 
Concise ( 1 ) ' Bantam New 
Coll. Diet. ( 1 )1 Langen-
scheidt Shorter ( 1 ) 
'small' - Collins Gem ( 4) ' 
Harrap's New Pkt. ( 2) ' 
Cassells Compact ( 3) 1 
Hugo Fr. Diet. ( 1 ) 
'specialised' Dictionnaire des -
synonymes (Benac) ( 1 ) 
Dictionaries used Stage III & M.A. (Canterbury) (N = 1 O) 
Monolingual Bilingual 
'large' (Grand) Robert ( 2) ' Harrap's Standard ( 4) , 
Petit Robert ( 2) ' Harrap's Shorter ( 3) , 
Larousse Lexis ( 2) Harrap's New Shorter (3}1 
Collins Robert (6) 
'medium' Micro-Robert ( 6) , Harrap's Concise ( 1 ) , 
Robert Methodique (2), Prisma Fr/Dutch ( 1 ) ' 
Petit Larousse (2) Hamlyn Fr/Eng ( 2) , Con-
cise Oxford Fr. Diet. (1) 
'small' 
- Collins Gem ( 1 ) ' 
Cassells Compact ( 2) ' 
Larousse Fr/Eng ( 1 ) 
'specialised' Dictionnaire des Harrap's Slang and 
synonymes (Benac) ( 1 ) Colloquialisms Diet. (1) 
-TABLE D1: DICTIONARIES OWNED: REASONS FOR PURCHASE 
Percent of dictionaries bought for a given reason 
Reason 7th Form Stage I (c) .stage I (0) Stage II Stage III & M.A. , 
Teacher recommended it - 48 42 39 62* 
Portable 38 1 6 23 36 23 
Cost 1 0 14 1 3 25 8 
Available 5 2 1 0 - 15 
Convenient - 7 6 - 4 
{A gift or prize) ( 29) ( 1 4) ( 1 0) ( 11 ) ( 1 2) 
Bilingual preference 1 4 1 6 3 14 23 
Monolingual preference - 5 3 4 4 
-- --------· ----------------------
Note: (1) The percentages add to more than 100%, since respondants could give more than one 
reason for the purchase of a dictionary. 
(2) The dictionaries owned by seventh formers and classified under 'a gift of prize' 
were in four out of six cases dictionaries 'inherited' from mothers (3) or a 
grandfather (1) and were rather old. 
(3) *For the 16 dictionaries bought by Stage III and M.A. students on their teachers' 
recommendations, 6 had been bought while the students were at school, 10 at 
university. 
TABLE D2: DICTIONARIES OWNED: WHEN PURCHASED 
Percent of dictionaries bought 
Dictionary bought in: 7th Form Stage I (C) Stage I (0) Stage II Stage III & M.A. 
3rd - 5th form 86 23 7 28 22 
6th, 7th form 14 13 21 8 13 
Stage I - 65 72 52 35 
Stage II - - - 12 4 
Stage III - - - - 26 
---------- . --·-- '--- - --
i 
I 
--" 
tv 
Ul 
Daily 
N (%) 
7th Formers 
monolingual -
bilingual 10(48) 
Sta9:e I (C) 
monolingual 3 ( 14) 
bilingual 5(23) 
stasre I (O) 
monolingual 1 ( 25) 
bilingual 10 (37) 
stasre II 
monolingual -
bilingual 5(28) 
Sta9:e III/M.A. 
monolingual 2(20) 
bilingual 4 ( 25) 
TABLE D3: DICTIONARY CONSULTATION FREQUENCY 
Dictionaries owned Dictionaries borrowed 
3-4/week Weekly Monthly Rarely Daily 3-4/week Weekly Monthly 
N (%) N (%) N (%) N (%) N (%) N {%) N (%) N (%) 
- - - - 1 ( 11 ) - 4 ( 45) 2 ( 22) 
4 ( 1 9) 5(24) 2 ( 9) - 6 ( 18) 4 ( 12) 21 (64) -
4 ( 18) 11 (50) 3 ( 14) 1 ( 5) - 2 ( 4 0) 3 ( 6 0) 
3 ( 14) 10(45} 2(9) 2(9) 1 ( 5) - 6(29) 12 (57) 
1 ( 2 5) 1 ( 25) 1 ( 2 5) - - - 1 ( 33) 2(67) 
5 ( 19) 10(37) 1 ( 4) 1 ( 4) - - 3 ( 6 0) 1 ( 20) 
2 (20) 7 ( 7 0) 1 ( 1 0) - - 1 ( 1 7) 1 ( 1 7) 2(33) 
2 ( 11 ) 10(56) - 1 ( 5) - 1 ( 1 4) 5(71) 1 ( 1 4) 
- 5 (50) 3 ( 3 0) - 1 ( 1 4) - 1 ( 1 4) 5 ( 71) 
2 ( 1 3) 6 ( 38) 1 ( 6) 3 ( 19) 3 (30) 1 ( 1 0) 2 ( 20) 4 ( 4 0) 
-~-----
Rarely 
N (%) 
2 ( 22) 
2 ( 6) 
-
2(9) 
-
1 ( 20) 
2 (33) 
-
-
-
--' 
N 
0'1 
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TABLE D4 THE STUDENTS' 'FAVOURITE' DICTIONARIES 
No. of dictionaries 
Type of dictionary Monolingual Bilingual No response 
7th 'large' - 4 
Formers 
'medium' 1 5 
'small' - 9 
total 1 18 1 4 
Stage I 'large' - 8 
(Canty) 
'medium' 5 2 
'small' - 6 
total 5 16 3 
Stage I 'large' - 9 
(Otago) 
'medium' 1 2 
'small' - 5 
total 1 16 3 
Stage II 'large' - 2 
'medium' 3 3 
'small' - 6 
total 3 1 1 -
Stage III 'large' - 5 
& M.A. 
'medium' 2 1 
'small' - -
total 2 6 2 
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Appendix E 
Recorded Protocols 
These are the full transcripts of the 'translations' 
and dictionary consultation descriptions provided by students 
and discussed in Chapter 4. 
81, 82, 83, 84 are the four students, I the interviewer. 
Dashes refer to short pauses in the students' speech, dots 
to longer pauses. 
Recorded protocol: translation French to English 
(81, 82 1 Students; I, Interviewer) 
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81 All the treasures of MGM and of Paramount, and of so 
many others, films, animated cartoons, educative pro-
grams, all this spread out? I don't know what bazarde 
means. I'll look it up in Micro-Robert - the verb -
infinitive bazarder and it says Se defaire rapidement 
de quelque chose, so I'll have to look up what d~faire 
means- I think it means defeat or something ... 
it means reduire a l•etat - to reduce into the state of 
elements - I'll have to look back at bazarder and it 
doesn't fit. 
That's not much good (the Micro-Robert) because I can't 
understand the definition, so I'll look it up in the 
bilingual dictionary (Collins Robert), so, bazarder-
if I was doing it in an assignment and I didn't under-
stand bazarde and I didn't understand the definition 
I'd forget about it and go on for a bit - so, bazarder, 
to get rid of, ditch, yep that sounds alright, to get 
rid of, throw away, and vrac, I don't know what that 
means ... 
and it (the Collins Robert) says, pell-mell - sounds 
right haphazardly at $25 each and that's only the start, 
the prices can only - either means go up or down - I'll 
look it (degringoler) up and it (Micro-Robert) says 
descend precipitamment - go down. 
S2 30 em disks which seem to have nothing under their -
pochette - I'm not sure about it but probably means 
pockets - I'll look it up in Micro-Robert- pochette-
it's got a petit enveloppe - of material or paper - so 
it must mean the thing records go in and I don't know 
what it is [ ... l 
under their conventional covers and which are in reality 
video-disks - images, movements, colours and stereo 
sound - emboutis - I don't know what that means, so I'll 
look up emboutir, it probably means - in Collins Gem. 
Emboutir is to stamp, to crash into or to ram, so .•. 
to stamp, it probably means printed - printed in a chain 
like common - microsillon probably won't be in Collins 
Gem. I'll look it up in Micro-Robert. 
I Why, does it look too modern? microsillon) 
82 Yes, or too long! - disque de longue duree, 33 rpm ... 
it means a 33, record, a 33 rpm, so like common 33's on 
a matrice-moule - it wouldn't be in Collins Gem either -
so I'll look up matrice (in Micro-Robert) .... it's got 
under matrice a moule qui apres avoir reou une empreinte 
- and there's no matrice-moule so I'll probably look up 
moule- see what that is .•• it's (Micro-Robert) got 
corps solide creuse et faoonne - I don't know what 
faoonne means either but no matter, into which you pour 
something - oh it must be a mould and so for matrice it 
was a mould which after having received an imprint - so 
a matrice-moule must be kind of something that you mass-
produce something out of a mould. 
I A master-mould. 
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I It's a waffle-iron. I'll tell you to save you. 
S1 For - in order to enjoy it on his television all that 
needs to be done is to buy the thing, the video-
recorder - the appropriate video-recorder - the RCA 
model, or even better the system with laser ray by 
Pioneer or Toshiba. 
S2 A lot less expensive than a video - much superior in 
visual quality and sound - inusable, I think that means 
you can't wear it out, durable, eternal, the sillon - I 
saw that before when I was looking up rnicrosillon -I'll 
look up sillon in Micro-Robert •••. I think it means 
lines - s got ligne, ride - oh, no, down below just 
below that it's got trace produite a la surface du 
disque - my English isn't good enough, the lines, I'll 
call it lines, on the video-disk - where's that que 
corning from ... that no saphir- I've got no idea what 
it means- ... oh probably sapphire ... will labour, 
will never labour - that no sapphire will ever labour, 
urn, will ever ••• I'd better look up labourer-
probably in Collins Gem - to plough, to make deep 
gashes, to make furrows in, so it must mean that kind 
of printing of the records I suppose, that no sapphire 
could impress, I suppose that must be how they make 
them, really I don't know. 
I You don't know about sapphire needles? 
S2 Oh yes (doubtfully) . 
I It means whatever the needle does when it runs through 
the grooves. 
S2 Oh s, will ever do that since the reading is assured 
by a luminous whatever pinceau is - I'll look up pinceau 
in Collins Gem as well .•.• the brush ..•. urn, since 
reading is assured by a luminous, immaterial brush? 
(laughs) - sounds pretty weak but I'll leave it at that. 
Where's that sont coming from? Anyway, are in the 
cinema what bronze, are to cinema what bronze is to 
sculpture, a guarantee of eternity. 
S1 There, therefore the hundreds of thousands of american 
homes entertain ..• entreprennent- ah undertake to-
constituer- I'll just look up entreprenir, ah, 
entreprendre, in Collins Robert •.• urn, it's got 
to begin, to embark upon, to undertake, to launch upon 
.... therefore hundreds of thousands of american homes 
undertake to constitute surprising cinema - that's not 
going to work- I'll look up constituer in Collins 
Robert- and it's got ... constituer •.. set up, to put 
together, urn, to constitute, compose ... to .•. that 
constitutes all - no it won't be that to appoint 
it looks like it must mean something, urn, to make or to 
constitute 
I Set up? 
S1 Oh yeh, - yeh, yeh, it's different from English isn't 
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it, slightly? - surprising or- unusual, I'll look up 
cinematheque, does that just mean cinemas? - cinematheque 
in Collins Robert too. I think I should use this more -
it's got film archives, or library, or film theatre, 
sounds like film theatre and urn, where the master 
.... workers, master-piece makers, up till here so 
volatile ... the master-piece makers of sound, masters 
of sound, of image .. 
I Do you want to look that word up? 
S1 Chef-d'oeuvre? I thought I knew it. I don't know what 
means. 
I You almost know what it means actually. 
S1 Oh, masterpieces (in Collins Robert). Oh, where the 
masterpieces of sound, of picture and of colour will 
conserve their freshness intact for centuries and 
centuries. 
S2 And I who haven't even bought a video yet. I find my-
self two revolutions behind, or three or four. Hammacher 
Schlemmer, invraisemblable, I used to know what that 
means, I'll look it up- it's probably in Collins Gem 
-it's a pretty common word I think •.. unlikely, 
improbable, or incredible - so, unlikely magasin - I 
think that just means shop, so unlikely shop on 57th 
Street, .... ,doesn't he propose in his television 
catalogue ... does that mean, I'm not sure that a 
dictionary would help there, does that mean in his cata-
logue of 3-screen TVs or in his catalogue, 3-screen TVs? 
...•. to follow 3 programmes at once- and a parabolic 
antenna or aerial at 8000, 8500 dollars to directly 
receive the emissions by satellite from satellite. 
S1 I go into Bloomingdale's, the Galeries Lafayette on 3rd 
Avenue and I decide immediately to consider - myself for 
what I am - to look at myself for what I am, a pre-
historic man. 
S2 Au rayon - on the television - does that mean ray or 
stripe or something, I'll look it up - it's in this one 
(Collins Gem) because I've looked it up before 
rayon, what's it got?, au rayon Television, it can mean 
radius ... or ray •.. 
I Do you want to try another dictionary? 
82 Yes, I'd better - in Micro-Robert - they've got 3 entries 
for rayon .••. I can't see ... 
I You're in a shop. 
82 So it's a Department. That was in Collins Gem~ it said 
a department, but .•• 
so in the television department they're currently selling 
apparatus - machines, I suppose that would be the best 
way to put that, which have nothing to see? (rien a voir) 
- that's an idiom I've seen before - I'd better look it 
up - under voir - I think - in Micro-Robert - the problem 
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is voir's (the entry) so big- yes well ..• [long silence] 
~ might be smaller 
I Did you just start at the top of the entry? or were you 
looking for the bold type? 
82 No - I went to representer (in middle of article) - I 
don't know, I just had a feeling it might be there, but 
I don't know whether it is or not. I'll try under rien 
since there's so much to read through; rien might b-e---
smaller ..• not much though (laughs). ----
urn ... [long silence) ... it's got rien de but not- this 
is rien a isn't it? .•• I don't know what I'd do there 
now, but, it would mean looking right through [agrees 
that if he had more time ..•• } 
right, so machines which have nothing to do with our 
strange - I'll look up lucarne in Micro-Robert - am I 
looking it up in the wrong volume? - it's at the end of 
this one •.• lucarne is a little window urn, something 
in the roof of a building - or a little opening in a 
wall - and something else I don't know - so it must mean 
a little opening- ..... 
I What do you think it is? 
82 Does it mean the TVs? 
81 These machines - munis - I have a vague idea what it 
means - made up or - I don't know - I'd better look it 
up - I'm looking up munir in this (Micro-Robert) because 
I use it more often, and in Micro-Robert it's got garnir, 
pourvoir de ce qui est necessaire, so, to provide for 
what is necessary for it, for the end, and it's also got 
pronom. I don't know, it probably means to provide what 
is necessary, provide the wherewithal, provide the right 
set-up for three objectives, three goals, for each of 
the fundamental colours - projettent - plan, as big as 
you want, with for their only limit the - available, I'd 
better look up recul - it's got (in Micro-Robert). under 
recul - it's got - movement backwards after the shot, so, 
I've forgotten what the word is in English. 
82 Recoil. 
81 Recoil of a gun, and ... position far away in space or 
time providing a better view or perspective ... the 
available viewing point - or something like that - in 
your living-room, a giant image on the wall. 
82 As in the cinema, or is it as for?, as in the cinema the 
Americans, who generally enjoy, or like, I suppose, 
ample living-rooms have resolved to no longer abuse 
their eyes on - I'll look up mesquin (in Micro-Robert) 
.... qui est attachee ace qui est petit, mediocre .•. 
so it must mean mediocre or small kind of .•. on 
mediocre, everyday rectangles. 
Recorded protocol: translation French to English 
(83, 84, Students; I, Interviewer) 
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83 All the treasures of MGM and Paramount and so many others, 
films,animated cartoons, educational programs, all that-
I'm not sure what etale means - etaler - the verb - (in 
Collins Robert) -to spread, strew ... something about 
spreading out - all that spread out - bazarde - I'll look 
up bazarder - (in Collins Robert) - to get rid of, chuck 
out, ditch - alright ditched - vrac - in bulk, or in a 
jumble, higgledy-piggledy (in cOIIIns Robert) at $25 
each, and this is only the beginning, the prices can only 
get worse. 
84 The 30 em records or disks which look like nothing under 
their conventional packets or covers, and which are in 
reality video-records - tapes - images, movements, colours 
and its stereo - emboutis - I'll look up the verb 
emboutir (in Harrap) - to stamp, press metal, to emboss 
- stamped all the same or in the chain like the -
rnicrosillon?- ...•. 
I Is it there? 
83 It may not be - I think this dictionary is quite old 
actually (1940) - I'll try this other one (Collins Robert) 
- microgroove, long-playing records - like ordinary 
records by some machine [ .••.. ]. 
54 In order to enjoy it on its screen, it is necessary to 
buy the - video-turn-disk - record player corresponding 
the model RCA or better the system - I'll look up rayon 
- (in Collins Robert) - beam, ray - laser beam of Pioneer 
and Toshiba. Much less expensive than a magneto-scope. 
I You'd better look that up. 
83 Video-tape recorder (in Collins Robert), much superior 
in visual quality, and sound, it doesn't get used up, it 
lasts for ever; the - sillons - (in Collins Robert) 
furrow? groove- the grooves of the video-disk ...• that 
no other - will ever work - saphir (in Collins Robert) 
- sapphire - needle - since the reading is assured by a 
- luminous, unmaterial- I'll have to look up pinceau 
(in Collins Robert) - brush, I suppose? - are at the 
cinema that - are to the cinema what the bronze is to 
sculpture - a guarantee of eternity. 
84 There is so that millions, some millions of american 
foyers - fo1er (goes back to French to check context) 
...• horne? in Harrap) of american homes- entreprennent 
I What are you looking up? 
54 Entreprenner, entreprenir. 
I No, entreprendre. 
84 I think it means (in Harrap) to undertake - undertake to 
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constitute astonishing - or maybe - cinema? televised 
I Do you know what the word for library is? 
S4 Bibliotheque - So that would be like a library of video-
records, or the chef-d'oeuvre - I should know that - or 
the masterpieces (in Harraps) until here so many volatils 
(volatile) with the sound, the picture and the colour 
conserving their shness intact for the centuries and 
centuries. 
S3 And me who hasn't even yet bought a video-cassette 
recorder. I find myself with - I refind myself, I find 
myself 2, 2 revolutions behind, or 3 or 4. Hammacher 
Schlemmer, incredible shop of the 57th Street, doesn't 
it propose on its catalogue TVs with 3 screens - to 
follow 3 programmes at once - and a parabolic antenna -
ah that'll be like a parabola - at 8500 dollars to 
capture directly the satell emissions? 
S4 I go to Bloomingdale's, les Ga s Lafayette of the 
3rd Avenue and I decide soon (immediately) to consider 
- what I am - a prehistoric man. 
Television beam 
I No rayon doesn't mean that here, you'll have to look it 
up and find another meaning; he's in a shop, and he's 
in the Television something ... 
S4 ... (in row? (physically checks context) urn 
radius .... 
(she thinks it may not be in her dictionary, but it is 
as department of a shop, but she does not manage to 
connect this meaning to the context) . 
In the Television department, one ls currently the 
apparatus which has nothing to see with our strange -
our foreign lucarne? (in Harrap) dormer window? .... 
I What are the possibilities there? 
S4 It says dormer window, attic window, skylight. 
[finally, after discussion, agree on TV sets] 
S3 These ... engines?- machines?- I'll look it (engin) 
S4 
I 
S4 
I 
up (in Collins Robert) - machine, instrument, tool, 
contraptions - these gadgets built with 3 objectives to 
- for each of the basic colours, project, as big as you 
like, the only limit the - that's flexible (disponible) 
isn't it (no, available] - the available room in your 
living-room, a giant image on the wall. As in the cinema. 
The Americans who play? 
No. You'd better look at that verb if you're going to 
look it up. 
It's jouir 
-
(in Harrap) - who enjoy - generally enjoy 
from living-room armchairs. 
No - what does that word (amEle) look like? 
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84 Ample - who enjoy large living-rooms are resolved to 
no more abimer .... (in Harrap) spoil their eyes on the 
something rectangles - mesquin - (in Harrap) on the 
petty - their shabby televisions. 
I What are the actual possibilities in the dictionary? 
84 Mean, shabby, paltry, petty .... 
Recorded protocol: translation English to French 
(81, 82, Students; I, Interviewer) 
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82 Le samedi soir - I mean morning - le samedi matin dans 
le - it can be either trimestre or semestre d'hiver -
je vais a bicyclette en ville pour jouer au rugby. 
I It says bike there, not bicycle - are you aware of the 
difference between them - bicyclette is the word for 
bicycle - do you know the word for bike? 
82 VC:Ho. 
81 L'hiver, c'est ...• une grande epoque or something like 
that, it doesn't sound very good. 
82 Nous habitons a trois milles de la ville et la voie est 
.•.. dans la plupart uphill- I've no idea what that is. 
Uphill - is it one word here? (in Collins Gem) - it's 
got qui monte or difficile or penible talking about a 
task, that's figurative, I suppose - to go uphill is 
manter - is that the context here - the way is mostly 
uphill - so et la voie monte or could you put est 
montante or something like that? 
81 It would be best to re-arrange it all. 
82 J'ai besoin de get a good 
tres bientot or something 
by nine, par neuf heures, 
nine or avant neuf heures, 
early start - to commencer 
like that pour etre en ville 
I've never heard of by 
or something 
81 En route, je n'ai pas .... l'occasion de or je ne peux 
~might be better ... regarder autour de moi ou 
remarquer tres bien tres ... remarquer beaucoup parce 
que ..... c'est assez difficile a ride ... voyage, 
journey, seems a bit much for just going into town. 
82 De temps en temps ou il devient un peu - steep - I could 
look it up - steep has to be in Collins Gem - raide, 
escarpe, oh it's talking about prices the rest of it. 
Urn, escarpe - I don't know, sounds like a mountain or 
something, I'll put raide urn ou il devient un peu raide 
et je dois me stand up - we do know this, tenez, tenir 
... alright I'm giving up on standing up and I'm looking 
it up in Collins Gem- urn- stand up's way down the 
bottom of Collins Gem when I looked there first - se 
lever, se mettre debout, so that's what it is so --
I Does that mean to stand up when you're sitting down or 
does it also mean to be standing up -what's to be 
standing up? 
82 Etre debout ... je dois me mettre debout sur les pedales 
et tread - tread I 1 m looking up as well in Collins Gem -
tread - is that how you spell it? - urn - well they've 
just got marcher and marcher sur - for to tread on, but 
I don't think that's what what they mean- so I'll try 
Collins Robert ...• (long silence) -it's not really got 
it.here, I'll probably have to look up pedal, I reckon, 
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and that'll probably be pedaler - I'll look it up still 
- it'll probably be pedaler or something and you wouldn't 
say that straight after using pedale 
to pedal - it is pedaler or you could put et travailler 
vraiment dur. 
S1 Mais, c'est merveilleux, il est merveilleux d'aller au 
rugby, d'aller? le samedi matin, matinee, matin, avec 
rna, mon - I'll have to look up towel - in the Collins 
Robert - and it says - oh - it doesn't sound right -
serviette - bath - I suppose serviette would be the best 
one they've got - I'd better take that since I haven't 
got any others - avec rna serviette et rna - oh, we did 
this urn ... , something like rechange- I'll look up 
change - as in change of clothing - it's (Collins Robert) 
got ... to change one's clothes is changer de vetements 
-it would be the noun I want •.• it isn't- oh- yeh-
vetements de rechange a la carrier - I'll have to look 
up carrier - porte-bagages, pushing hard, travaillant 
dur pour y attendre, atteindre, pour y arriver - by nine 
again - a neuf heures or avant or something like that. 
[ . . . ] 
S2 Un jour je l'ai entendue dire a maman "Il est plein de 
haricots ce gar<;;on-Ui, ton gar<;;on." 
(the student is reluctantly persuaded that it does not 
mean literally 'full of beans' and looks it up under 
beans and decides on plein de joie) . 
Recorded protocol: translation English to French 
(83, 84, Students; I, Interviewer) 
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83 Le samedi matin dans le terme d'hiver - term (Collins 
Robert) trimestre d'hiver, je vais a bicyclette. 
I Now, it says bike not bicycle. 
83 Is there a more slang sort of word? Bike - they won't 
have bike in here (Collins ,Robert) will they? Oh -
velo - aller ou venir a velo - je vais a velo dans la 
VIIIe pour jouer au rugby. 
84 L'hiver est un beau temps. 
83 Nous habitons a trois milles au dehors de la vil et 
le chemin - the way in - est pour la plupart uphill -
I don't know that - up - uphill - en haut? - au dessus? 
no ..... en travaux- it says the road is and then it's 
got a wee dash - I suppose that means uphill cos it said 
uphill at the beginning, ainsi j'ai besoin de get avoir 
un bon commencement pour etre en ville a neuf heures 
84 A la chemin je n'ai pas une chance pour - regarder autour 
de moi - ou pour remarquer - tres beaucoup les objets 
parce que - the going - (in Harrap) qui marche 
I No, that's the wrong part of speech. 
83 Couldn't you make a noun out of that? 
84 Because le voyage est assez dur. 
83 De temps ou il gets - devient un peu steep - raide 
(Collins Robert) - je dois - stand up on the pedals -
me tenir- me lever- me tenir- sur les pedals •..• 
(Collins Robert) .•• oh, p3dale, no that's piano, oh no 
that's all types - sur les p3dales et tread - pedaler? 
(laughs) - I'll see what the verb is for pedal - how 
about faire du colportage - no that must be to peddle 
goods or something - doesn't have it -
I Doesn't it? 
83 No, it's got .... no it doesn't have it- it's only got-
ire du colportage 
I Which means to peddle goods- that's the other ..• -you 
are spelling it right? 
83 Is the p-e-d-d-1-e - oh -
I Pedal, the verb, is spelt the same way as the noun. 
83 Pedal - so it is - it is pedaler or traverser la ville 
a bicyclette. I'll put appuyer dur sur les pedales. 
84 Mais, c'est beau - aller au ru b le samedi matin avec 
mon - serviette et d'autres v tements sur - I'm looking 
up carrier (in Harrap) - porte-bagages - sur le porte-
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bagages et pousser dur - et pousse dur - pour arriver a 
neuf heures 
[ ... ] 
Un jour j'ai entendu- no- je l'ai entendue dire a rnarnan 
- full of beans - I'll look it up - do you think it's in 
the dictionary? - I'll look under beans "Il est gaillard, 
ce gar<;;on de tienne. Gaillard." 
